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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

ii

E N, R
(RADIO LTD.)
" R.F. 26 "
F.M. CONVERTER UNIT
88/100 Alois.

We can now offer this selfcontained Unit comprising
6 -Valves-2-65A6, EB91,
VR137. EF54, EF54, Two
I.F. stages and separate
local oscillator, also Muir head graduated '.vernier
drive assuring easy tuning.
COMPONENTS

OFFERED TO
COMPLETE F.M. UNIT

New RF26 Unit with

3 valves, VR137, EF54,
EF54, £1/15/-.

U.S.A. PACKARD-BELL AMPLIFIER
Complete with 6SL7GT and 28D7GT. Relay, Conden-

sers and Plugs. Instruction Book. Brand New 12/6,
P.P. 2/-.

T.C.C. .1 5/7,000 v. wkg. Type OP58Q0. BakeBI .1 2,500 v. wkg.,
lite Case, 7/6 each.

PTE 45 Me/s STRIP,
Size
TYPE 3582 UNITS.
15in. x Bin. x 21n. Complete with 45 Mc/s Pye
'Strip. 12 valVes, 10 EF50,
EB34 and EA50, volume
controls and hosts of Resistors and Condensers. Sound
and vision can be incorporated on this chassis
with minimum space. New
Modification
condition.
Price £5.
data supplied.

Complete set of all components for conversion
including 2 6BA6 and
EB91, tuning condenser,
I.E.T.'s Osc. and coils.
condensers, plus wire and tag stripe, £4126.
ResistorsBook
and with
fixedtechnical
Instruction
circuit and complete lay -out diagrams, 2/-.

Voltage required 250 v. 50 mA. 6.32 amps.
Special offer of all above items and RF26, including circuit,' £6151-,
postage 3/-.

ALL ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY
Charge "foralignment when completed. 7/6.

41, Assembled, aligned and ready for use. £8/10/-.
Call for demonstration.

SPECIAL REDUCTION FOR SETS OF VALVES
Set

40/1A7GT, IN5GT, 1H5GT, 1A5GT (or 1Q5GT)
45/10EF50 (Ex -Brand New Units) 5/- each
10 6AM6 valves
£4
6K8G. 6K1G, 6Q7G, 5Z4G, 6V6G
37/6
1R5, 1S5, IT& 154 or (3S4 or 3V4)
27/6
25/7
TP25, HL23/DD, VP23, PEN25 (or QP25)
6K8G, 6K7G. 6Q70, 25A6G, 25Z5 (or 25Z6G)
37/6
12K8GT, 12K7GT, 12Q7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT (or 50L6GT) ._ 37/6
12SA7GT, 12SK7GT, 12SQ7GT, 35Z4GT, 35L6GT or 50L6GT 37/8

Carriage paid.

U.S.A. INDICATOR
UNIT BC929A
Complete with 30P1 C/R

Tube and Shield. 7 valves.
2-6SN7GT, 6G6, 2X2, 6X5G,
volume controls, etc. Black
crackle case, 5iin. x gin. x 91n.
Ideal for portable 'scope.
Brand new condition, 65/-.
Carriage 5/ -

RCA

Pi IOTO -

931A

-

ELECTRIC CELL AND

For
MULTIPLIER.
facsimile transmission, flying spot telecine transmission and reserch involving low light -levels, 9 Brand
stage multiplier.

new and guaranteed, only
Special 11 -pin
£21101-.
base 2/-. Data sheets supReplacements for
plied.
Mazda 27M1 and 27M2
CRYSTALS
200 kc's 2 pin U.S.A.
465 kc/s 2 pin U.S.A.

...
..,

500 kc/s 2 pin British Holders for U.S.A.
Types
..
...

LATEST TYPES
IN STOCK.
EBC41

EY5I
EF41
EL41
EZ40
EM34
EL41
UY41
UF41

10/12/11/11/10/101-

11/11/11/-

UCH42 12/6
ITEC41
10/-

10/EF80
10/6
EABC80 10/ECC85 10/EL80
9/DK40

10/10/15/ -

1/6

NOW

ECL80

12/6
10/PL81
12/6
PL82
10/PY81
10/PY82
10/PCC84 12/8
SOBS

PCF82 12/6
5005
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
1213A6

12BE6
6X4
35W4

10/81-

9/9/9/10/8/6

8/ -

VR91A The Selected EF50. Brand New Red Sylvania. original
cartons. 10/- each, 90/- for ten.

ALL VALVES NEW AND GUARANTEED
1G6
1R5

16/6 6V6G
7/6 6V6GT
7/6 6V6M

10/- 7A7
7/6 7C7

8/6 805
8/6 813
8/6 866A
8/6 872A

35/- KTW63 7/6
105/- ICT33C 10/12/6 10161
10/25/- ET66
12/6
6/- ICT2
5/6/- PEN25 6/8
6/- PEN46
7/6
6/- QP25
6/6
6/- QP21
8/-

7/6 7117
10/- 7B7
155
7/6 6J8
9/- 757
10/- 9001
1T4
9/- 8132
44//: 99000032
7/6 6AK5
1A7GT 12/6 6U5
6U5G
1A5GT 10/77%68 94E12
7416.
9004
1H5GT 10/- 6J7G
6/6 12A6
9006
1N5GT 10/- 637M
8/6 12C8GT 7/6 954
8/6 955
5/ SP623°
1Q5GT 10/- 6K7G
6/6 12H6
8/
4/-5!-QP 1
6K7GT
1C5GT
616 127707 8/6 956
61- SP41
4/114
7/6 12K8GT 8/6 957
17/6 6K7M
1LN5
8/6 12Q7GT 8/6 1299A
7/6 6K6GT
6 TP25
7/6/TP22
8
8/i-1LD5
6/6 125A7GT 8/6 ATP4
4/- TH233 10/7/6 6G60
272
4/- 125Q7GT 8/6 CV66
6/- U17
5151- 6H6GT
3V4
8/6 CK510AX 5/- U19
5/- 12507
10/7/6 6H6M
9/- 12SH7GT 8/6 Dl
3S4
U22
7/6 6K8G
3Q5GT 10/- 6K8GT
9/- 125,77
8/6 P41
8/6
8/6 D42
5114G
10/- 125%7
816 6L6G
bi- VF23
6/6
1622(61.6)
7/6 D63
5Y3GT
12SR7
7/6
5Z3
El
EA50
2/1:
8/6
5 VVU P4.111.
/11'8/6 EB34
5Z4G
8/6 25A6G
3/6 VU133
8/6 6L7M
416A7G
8/6 EBC33 8/6 VC120A 416 8N7GT 7/6 25Z5
6A6
6/6 VT501
8/6 25Z6GT 8/6 EF38
7/6
108//- 6Q7GT
8/6 35Z4GT 8/6 EB39
'6C6
6/6 VR105/30 8/6
6/6 6R7M
6D6
8/6 35Z5GT 8/6 EF91
9/- VR150/30 8/6
6/6 6R7G
6A8G
8/6 6807M 10/- 35L6GT 8/6 EB91 ,. 9/- STV/280/ 40
6AC7
6/6 6557M 716 50L6GT 816 EF50 (SIx15/6SG7M 6/6 50A5
10/6AG7
Units) 51- 5130
7/6
10/- EF50 (Red
VS70 (7475)
6B8
17/6 6X5GT 8/6 5005
6C4
8/6 Syl) 10/'
6'6 42
7/6
8/6 68587
6C5M
8/6 EF54
6/- XH (2 v.) 4/.816 43
716 6SA7
6J5GT
6SQ7
101- EL32
8/6 46
7/6 XP (1.4 v.)416J5M
6SN7GT 9i- 75
8/6 EL33
10/- Y63
8/6
8/6 HL33/DD 6!6 TZ40
6AM6
6SL7GT 9/- 80
35/7/6 GU50
12/6 R3
65J7
6AG5
8/6 807E
8/6
6BA6
6SK7
716 MESA 10/. KTW61 7/6 OZ4
7/7/ 6F6G
816.803
35/- ETW62 7/6 054A
7/6 705

2/-8/6

7/67/68/6

'

Thurs. 1 p.m.
Open Mon. -Sat. 9-6.
28 -page Catalogue, 3d.
Special reductions for sets of valves or quantities.

5, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.2.

Sets. and can now offer same
complete in case with 5 valves
4-VP23 and ATP4, Throat
Headphones,
Microphone.
Junction Box and Collapsible Aerial in absolutely
new condition and guaranteed Air Tested. Freq, range
7.4 to 9 Mc/s. Range approx.
5 miles. 59/8. Carriage 5/-.

RECORDING TAPE
600 feet reels.

10/-.

VALVE LIST
613E6

quantity of the above " 38 "

(G.E.C.).

We have over 20,000 American and B.V.A. valves in stock.
ID8GT

SPECIAL OFFER

" 38 " WALKIE TALKIE
SETS
We have purchased large

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE
182A

This unit contains VCR517
Cathode Ray 6in. tube.
complete with Mu -metal
screen. 3 EF50. 4 SP61 and
1 50140 valves. W/W volume
and
resistors
controls,
condensers. Suitable either
for basis of T/V or Oscillo' Radio Construcscope.
tor " 'Scope constructional
circuit included. 67/6 (plus
7/6 carr.).

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
INSERTS

8/6

8/6

POST
FREE

POST
FREE

Ideal for tape recording and
amplifiers. No:matching transformer required.

CATHODE RAY TUBES
(Brand New)

VCR97 (slight cut-off)
VCR97
guaranteed
full T/V Picture ."
VCR517C, guaranteed
full T/V Picture . _
VCR139A, guaranteed
T/V Picture
-.
3BP1, guaranteed full
TINT Picture Carr. & packing.on
tubes, 2/,

15i40i35/.
351-

.

30/-

all

TEL: PADDINGTON 1008/9, 0401.
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7203A

RECTANGULAR
Both tubes are provided
with an external graphite
coating, and have a
scanning angle of 70°.

Television CATHODE

The heaters are suitable for
both series or parallel operation.

RAY TUBES
These G.E.C. Television tubes combine all the requirements for perfect
viewing. ALUMINISED SCREENS for brighter and more contrasty pictures
with long life and freedom from screen burn. GREY FILTER GLASS face -

plates with high light transmission efficiency permitting viewing under
normal lighting conditions without loss of contrast and without need
of separate viewing filters.

BRIEF DATA
7401A

7203A

Vh
Th. -

6.3V
0.3A
lh
Va (min) 10.8kV
Va (max) 14.0kV
Vh

6.3V

0.3A

Va (min) 11kV
Va (max) 16kV

For further information write to the Osram Valve and Electronics Dept.,

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD., MAGNET HOUSE, K INGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

(LLTDEDS)

Post Terms C'AV.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1/- extra under 101- ; 1/6
extra tinder £1 21- under £3. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30.p.m. Sats. until 1 Pam

-S.A.E.' with enquiries, please. Full list 5d. ; Trade List 50.

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS (GUAR

LTYEED)

AFUL N

Interleaved and Impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 c/s Screened.
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH SMOOTHING CHOKES
250-0-250 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2.5 a ..
260-0-260v 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5 v
...
3.50-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a ...
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
350-0-350 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4a.5 v 3a ...
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ...

12111
1619

18/9

2319

23/9
29/9

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT

250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a
Midget type, 21-3-3in.
17/6
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4a, 5 v 3 a ...
250-0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 6 a. 5 v 3 a, for
R1335 Conversion ...
...
300-0-350 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a
350-0-350 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a ...

26/9

31'-

27/9
19/9
S4,0-0-350 V 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a .. 27/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 0-4-5 v 3. a 31/6
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v

4 a. C.T. 5 v 3 a
...
... 4919
450-0450 v '250 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a,

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

All with 200-250 v 50 c/s Primaries : 6.3 v
1.5 a.5119
6.3 v 2 a. 7/6 0-1-6.3 v 2 a, 7/9 :
12 v 1 a. 7/11:6.3 v3 a, 9/11; 6.3 v6 a, 17/9.
:

:

C IIARGER TRANSFORMERS

200-2501.'0-945 v 1 i a, 11/9: 0-9-15 v 3 a. 1619:

0-9-15 v 4 a, 19/9 0-9-15 v 6 a, 2219.
t'TP UT TRANSFORMERS
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms .. 4/9
Standard. Pentode 7/8,000 to 3 ohms 4/9
Battery Pentode 10,000 to 3 ohms 2/11
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms
3/9
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS 200-230-250 v
.

.

2,500 v 5 ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1 a, 2-0-2v 1.1 a
for VCR97. VCR517
... 37/8

ELECTROLYTICS.-Tubular 8 mfd 450 v,

1'9 : 16 mfd 450 v. 2/11: Can 8-8 mfd 450 v.
3111 8-16 mfd 450 v. 3111: 16-16 mfd 450 v,

411 32 mfd 350 v. 2/11: 32 mid 450 v.
11

32-32 mfd 350 v, 5/6: 32-32 mid 460 v,
64 mid 450 V. 3/9: 60-100 mid 350 v,
100 mid 450 v. 4/9.

250 ma 3 h 100 ohms
100 ma 10 h 200 ohms Potted
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms
60 ma' 10 h 400 ohms
CO -AXIAL CABI.E
75 ohms 14/36
.

Dept. N.,
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.

11/9
8/9
5/6
4/11
yd

.

.

...
...

.

...
-100 yd
Twin -Screened Feeder
TV. PREAMPLIFIER. -For Fringe
Areas. Brand New. Complete with 6E13
valv'e. Only 22/6.
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS
RM4 250 v 250 ma. 11/9 : G.E.C. 300 v
250 ma, 12/9 120 v 40 ma 3'9 6/12 v
1 a F.W.,' 5/9 : 240 v 50 ma. 6/9 6/12 v
2 a' F.W.. 919 : 250 v 80 ma, 7/9 : 250 v
150 ma. 11/9.
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
All parts for converting any type of Battery. Receiver to A.C. mains 200-2,50-v 50
c/s. Supplied 120 v 90 v or 00 v at 40 ma.
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T.
of 2 v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit
:

:

48/9. Or ready for use 8/9 extra.
ALL DRY RECEIVER. BATTERY
SUPERSEDER KIT. -All parts for the
construction of a unit (metal case
5-4-1/in.) to supply 4 -valve Battery receivers requiring- 90 v 10 ma, and 1.5 v
250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 200-250v
50 c/s mains. Price. inc. point-to-point
wiring diagrams, 35/9. Or assembled
and tested at 42/6.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. Most
values 5d. ea.. 3/9 doz. one type.
VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spindles). All values, less switch, 2,19 with
S.P. switch, 3/9 ; with D.P. switch, 4/6.
SPECIAL OFFERS. -Midget Mains
.

Trans. Primary 220/240 v 50 c's. Secs. 2200-220 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 3 a, 11/9. Output Traits.

5.000 to 3 ohms. 2/9. Goodman P.M.
speaker 3)in. Ex-equipt. with matching
trans. for battery pentode, 12/9.

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES. 50 ma 5-10 h
2i9
100 ma 10 h 500 ohms Tropicalised
619
150 ma 10h 150 ohms
... 11/9
250 ma 10 h 150 ohms ...
14/9
250 ma 10 h 50 ohms ...
14,9

EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 230/250 v 50 c/s 4 v 2.5, 4/9

4 v 6 a (High Ins.), 7/9 ; 48 v 1 a. 9/9 400 v
C.T. 150 ma 4 v 6 a, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 0.6 a. 4v
6 a. 4 v 3 a. 5 v3 a, 4 v 3 a, 5 v 2 a. 22/9: 300-0300 v 120 ma 4 v 1 a, 17/6: 865-775-390-0-690775-865 v 500 ma. 29/6 610-0-610 v 150 ma,
300-0-300 v 150 ma, 1220 v 350 ma. 29/6 : 460
v 200 ma, 6.3 v. 5 a, 29/6 160 v 200 ma, 6.3 v
:

5 a, 2916. Add 51- carr. to types at 29/6.
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHERS
.02 mid 8,000 v. 1/11: .25 mfd 1,000 v
.5 mfd 3,500 v, 3/6.
(Block), 419
R.F. UN I'I' TYPE 26. -Brand new. Car toned, 39:6. plus cam, 2/6.
BATTERY CHARGER KITS. -Consisting of attractive Green Crackle Case,
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse. Fuse holder. Tag- strip, Grommets, and Circuit.
;

For mains input 200-230-250 v 50 c/s 6 2 a.
25/9 ; 6 v or 12 v. 2 a. 31/6-: 6 v or 12 v, 4 a,
49/9 : Any type assembled and tested for

6/9 extra.
R.S.C. fiv or 12v BATTERY CHARGER

For normal A.C.
mains input 200230-250 v, 50 c/ce.

Selector panel for

6 v or 12 v charging.

Variable charge
rate of up to 4
AMPS. Fused, and
with 5 amp meter.
Well
ventilated
metal case with

attractive crackle
finish. Guaranteed for 12 months, 69/6.
Carr. 216.
BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains

200-250 v 50 c/s. Outputs for charging 6 v or

12 v -at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
19/9. Above can also be used for electric

train power supply.

F-44,000'
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Used A.C. mains 5 valve,

3 wave -band superhet chassis, size 111x 85 x 3in., complete with 3 wave -band
scale size 10/ x 5/in.. pair of

465 Kc/s Tr's, tuning condenser, mains transformer,
volume
control with
switch, tone control, 3
wave -band coil pack (this
is a completely detachable
coil -pack on separate small
chassis) various small condensers and resistors and
biasing condensers, 19/6.

Post & packing 3/6.

As

above two -waveband, 15/-.
Post & packing, 3/6.

BOTH GENERATORS GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS
COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage 120 Kc/s-320 Kers, 300 Kers-900 Kc/s, 900 Kc/s-2.75 Mc/s.
2.75 Mc s-13.5 Mc/s, 8.5 Mc/s-25 Mc/s, 17 Mc/s-50 Mc/s, 25.5 Mc/s-75
Mc's. Metal case 10 x 61 x 41in. Size of scale 60 x 3.1in., 2 valves

and rectifier. A.C. mains 230-250 v. internal modulation of 400
c.p.s. to a depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulated, R.F.
output continuously variable 100 milli volts. C.W. and mod.
switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output meter.
Black crackle finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or
minus 2%. 04/19/6, or 34/- deposit and 3 monthly payments 25/,
P. & P. 4/- extra.
- USED MULLARD TUBES GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS

with heater cathode short.

... £3.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
53.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
...
gin. bent gun ... £1.17.6. P. & P. 7/6 extra
Any of the above complete with Line E.H.T. trans. 9 KV.
Ferrocart core. Line and width control scan coils and frame
0/P trans. 35/- extra.
Used Mazda C.R.M. 123 Cathode heater short aluminised.
Complete with rubber mask, Elmo P.M. focus unit, scan coils,

M.W. 31/74 12in. bent gun
M.W. 31/16 12in. bent gun
M.W. 22'16

.

low line, low frame and frame OP trans., £5.10.0. P. & P. 7/6.
USED 91n. TUBE 22/14V with ion burn. 17/6. Post paid.
USED Mallard 12in. with ion burn, 50/-. P. & P. 7/6.
Line and E. /LT. Transformer, 9KVA using Ferrocart core complete with built-in line and width control. Mounted on Ali chassis: Overall size 4.1in. x 1 an., EY51 Rec. winding. 27/6. P. &
P. 2/6.

Sean Coils, low line, low frame, complete with frame 0/P trans. to
match above line and E.H.T.. 27/8. P. & P. 2/6.
Heater Transformer, Pri. 230-250 v. 6v. 11 amp., 6/- ; 2 v. 21 amp.,

PATTERN GENERATOR
40-70 Mc/s direct calibration, checks frame and line time base,
frequency and linearity, vision channel alignment, sound channel

and sound rejection circuits and vision channel band width.

Silver plated coils, black crackle finished case 10 x 61 x 41in. and
white front Panel. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. This instrument will
align any TAT. receiver, accuracy plus or minus 1%. Cash price
03/19/6 or 29/ -deposit and 3 monthly payments of £1. P. & P. 4/eXtra.

Energised Focus Coil, low resistance mounting bracket,.17/6.
Ion Traps for Mallard or English Electric tubes, 5'-. Post paid.
T.V. Coils, moulded former, iron cored, wound for rewinding

Purposes only. Ali -can 11in. x din., 1/- each ; 2 iron -cores Ali can, 2gin. x din., 1/6eaCh.
Dubilier .001 10kV. working, 3/6.
Cyldon 5 channel T.V. tuner, 12/6. Post paid.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

Primary, 200-250 v. P. & P. 2'-.
300-0-300,100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 22/6.
Drop thro' 350-0-350 v. 70 mA., 6 v. 2.5 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6.
Drop thro' 250-0-250 v. 80 mA., 6 v..3 amp., 5 v.2 amp.. 1411.
280-0-280. drop through, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 5 v. 2 amp., 14/6.

250-0-250 80 mA., 6 v. 4 amp.. 14/-.
Drop thro' 270-0-270, 80 mA., 6 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 1.5 amp., 13/6.
Drop thro' 270-0-270 60 in A., 6 v. 3 amp.. 11/6.

250 v. 350 mA., 6.3 v. 4 a., twice 2 v. 2 a., 19/6.
2Avut2o-at.r.a1n9s/6.. Input 200/250, H.T. 500 v., 250 mA., 6 v. 4 a., twice

250-0-250, 60 mA., 6.3 v. 1.5 a., 0-5-6.3 v. 1.5 a., 10/6.

Auto Trans. Input 200/250. H.T. 350 v. 350 mA. Separate L.T.

6/, P. & P. each 1/-.
T.V. Convertor for the new commercial stations complete with
2 valves. Frequency : can be set to any channel within the 186196 Mcis band. I.F. will work into any existing T.V. receiver
designed to work between 42-68 Me/s. Sensitivity 10 Mu/v with any
normal T.V. set. Input : arranged for 303 ohm feeder. 80 ohm
feeder can be used with slight reduction in R.F. gain. Circuit
EF80 as local oscillator. ECC31 as R.F. amplifier and mixer. The
gain of the first stage, grounded grid R.F. amplifier 10 db. Required power supply of 200 V. D.C. at 25 mA., 6.3 v. A.C. at 0.6 amp.
Input filter ensuring complete freedom from unwanted signals.
2 simple adjustments only. £2.10.0. P. & P. 216.
Line and
Transformer. 9kV, Ferrocart core. EY51 heater
winding, complete with scan coils and frame output transformer
and line and width control. £2.5.0. P. & P. 3/-.

Mains Transformer, fully impregnated, input 210, 220. 230 and
240. Sec. 600-0-600, 275 mA., and 200 v. at 30 mA., complete with
separate heater transformer. Input 210, 220, 230, 240. Sec. 6.3 v.
2 amp three times, 0, 4, 6.3 v. at 3 amp. and 5 v. 3 amp., 45/-.
P. & P. 5/-.
Mains Transformer fully impregnated. Input 210, 220, 230, 240.
Sec. 350-0-350 100 mA, with separate heater transformer. Pri. 210,
220, 230, 240. Sec. 6.3 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 6 amp., and 5 v.
2 amp.. 30/-. P. & P. 5/-.

formers, 5 henry 250 mA. choke, 100 mfd. and 150 mfd. 350 wkg..
330 mA. A.C. ripple. £2.19.6. P. & P. 3/-.

panel. Primaries 200/250.
350-0-350 75 mA., 6.3 v. 3 a. tap, 4 v. 6.3 v. 1 a., 13/6.
500-0-500125 mA., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 4 a., 4 v. C.T. 2.5 a.. 27/6.

:

As above but complete with line and frame blocking transStandard wave -change Switches, 4 -pole 3 -way, 1/9 : 5 -pole
3 -way: 1/9.1 0 -pole, 3 -way, 1/9 ; 9 -pole 3 -way, 3/6 Miniature

6.3 v. 7 a., 6.3 v. 11 amp., 5 v. 3 amp., 25/-. P. & P. a -.
Heater Transformer. Pri. 230/250v. 6v. 13 amp., 6/-; 2v.2 amp., 5/,
Pri. 200/250. Secondary 9 v. 3.5 amp.. 6.3 v. 3 amp. J.2.6.
Pri. 230 v. Sec. 500-0-500 and 500-0-500 250 mA., both windings.
4 v. 3 amp., 4 v. 3 amp.. 39/6. P. & P. 5/-.

Mains Transformers, chassis, mounting, feet and voltage

500-0-500 250 mA., 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4 v. C.T. 5 a., 4. v. C.T. 4 a., 36/6.
Valve Holders, moulded octal 8 mfd., 500v. wkg., wire ends 2/6
Paxolin, octal Mazda and 50 mid.. 25 v. wkg.,wire ends 1/6
1/9
loctal, 4d. each.
Moulded 100 mfd., 350 wkg.
... 4/-

type, long spindle 3 -pole 4 -way, 4 -pole 3 -way and 4 -pole 2 -way,
2/6 each. 2 -pole 11 -way twin wafer, 5/- ; 1 -pole 12 -way single
wafer, 5/-. P. & P. 35.

Mazda and looted, 7d. each. 8 mfd., 350 v. wkg., tag, ends

R. and A.T.V. energised 6lin Speaker with 0/P Trans., field

B7G. B8A and B9A, 7d. each. 100 mfd.. 950 v. wkg., 280
B7G moulded with screening
mA., A.C. ripple ...
... 3/11
can, 1/6 each.
150 mfd., 350 V. wkg., 280

T.V. Filter in lightly tinted perspex, size 131 x 11 x 3/16in.. 4)6.
USED metal rectifier, 250 v. 150 mA., 6/8.

coil 175 ohms. Requiresminimum 150 mA. to energise maximum
current 250 mA. 9/8. P. & P. 2/6.
R. and A.M.E. 611n. with 0/P Trans 440 ohms field, 10/6
plus 2.6 P. & P.
Combined 12in. Mask and Escutcheon in lightly tinted perspea. New aspect, edged in brown. Fits on front of cabinet. 12/6.
As above for 15in. tube, 17/6.

Frame Oscillator Blocking Trans.. 4/6.
Line Oscillator Blocking Trans., 4/6.

Smoothing Choke, 250 mA., 5 henry, 8/0 250 mA., 13 henry, 1016
250 mA., 8 henry, 8/6.
P.M. Focus Unit for any 9 or 12in. tube except Mazda 12in., with
Vernier adjustment. 15/-. P.M. Focus Unit for Mazda 12in., without Vernier adjustment, 15'-. Wide Angle P.M. Focus Unit,
Vernier adj., state tube, 25/-.

32 mfd., 350 wItg.
16 . 24. 350 wkg.
4 mfd., 200 wkg.
40 mfd., 900 wkg.
16 x 8 mid.. 500 wkg.
16 x 16 mfd., 500 wkg.
16 > 16 mfd., 950 wkg.

2/mA., A.C. ripple ...
4/6
4(- 100 +200 mfd., 350 wkg.
1/3 16+16 mfd., 350 wkg.
... 3/3
... 3/6 50 mfd., 180 wkg.
... 1/9
4/6 65 mid., 220 wkg.
... 1/6
5/9 8 mfd., 150 wkg.
... 1/6
... 3/9 60+100 mfd., 280 wkg.
... 7/6
32,32 mfd., 350 wkg.
50 mfd., 12 wkg.
11d.
.32 mfd., 350 wkg., and
32+32 mfd. min. 275 wkg.
4/25 mfd., 25 wkg.
... 6/6 50 mid.. 50 wkg.
1/9
25 mfd., 25 wkg.
Miniature wire
lid.
ends
250 mfd.. 12 v. wkg.
moulded, 100 pf., 500 pf..
16 mid., 500 wkg,., wire ends 3/3
and .001, ea.
...
7d.
Where cost and packing charge is not stated, please add 113 up to 10/-,
...

2/- Up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. Ali enquiries S.A.E. Lists 5d. each.

R. AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD.
(LATE D. COHEN)
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Televiews

INTERFERENCE-NEW REGULATIONS

The standards are also expected to give adequate

TWO sets of regulations relating to inter- protection to the proposed frequency -modulated
ference were recently placed before V.H.F. sound broadcasting service in Band II
Parliament, giving the Postmaster General

(87.7 to 100 Mc/s), and to go some way towards

power to control interference with radio and eliminating interference in the higher range of
television caused by refrigerators, domestic and frequencies (Band III) to be used for the new

industrial appliances which are driven by small I.T.A. television service.
It is important that components of suitable
electric motors, such as vacuum cleaners, hair
quality should be used for interference suppresdriers and drills.
Both sets of regulations come into force on the sion and that they should be connected in
1st September, this year, and lay down the circuit in a suitable manner. These aspects of
requirements which must be complied with by interference suppression are dealt with in B.S. 613
manufacturers, assemblers and importers of all " Components for Radio Interference Suppression
electrical refrigerators, and by users of new and Devices " and the B.S. Code of Practice on the
old electric motors. These requirements were General Aspects of Interference Suppression.
The Advisory Committees, when submitting
recommended by the Advisory Committees
appointed under the Wireless Telegraphy Act to the Postmaster General their reports upon
of 1949, and the regulations have been drawn which the present regulations are based, made
up with the agreement of these committees. It the following recommendation : that informais stated that the introduction of the regulations tion should be issued drawing attention to the
does not mean that everyone using a vacuum importance of earthing in accordance with the

cleaner, hair drier or other domestic electric Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of

apparatus will have to fit a suppressor at once. Buildings issued by the Institution of Electrical
Only a proportion of these appliances cause Engineers. For many types of appliances used
interference, and the Postmaster General hopes in situations where earthed metalwork is present,
that in such cases the owners of the appliances these regulations call, for safety reasons, for the
will co-operate by having the trouble put right exposed metalwork of appliances to be earthed ;
when it is pointed out to them by the Post earthing ,is even more important when interOffice. The new powers will be used only where ference suppressors are fitted to an appliance.
it is necessary for the Post Office to insist on an Exceptions to the earthing requirement are " all appliance being put right because it causes insulated " and " double -insulated " appliances,
interference and the owner will not voluntarily and appliances used in " earth -free " situations.
have a suppressor fitted. The P.M.G. hopes
that there will be a progressive extension of the TELEVISION SALES
current practice of certain manufacturers who DURING the first half of 1954, television sales
produce appliances already fitted with suppreslagged behind those for 1953, but during the
sors or who provide facilities for them to be second six months they greatly increased, and
fitted. The standards laid down in the regulations, in the last quarter reached the record figure of
i.e., the limits of interference and the frequency 602,000, bringing the 1954 total for television
ranges over which they are to apply, have receiver sales to 1,263,000, or one hundred and
necessarily been based on data derived from forty thousand more than in 1953. The teleexisting sound and television broadcasting vision licence increases in 1953 were 1,064,000
services, for which they are designed to give and for 1954, 1,199,000. It is interesting to
adequate protection in areas of moderate field - compare these figures with the sales of TV
strength, provided the receiving installation, receivers for 1953 and 1954-1,122,000 and
which includes the aerial system, is satisfactory. 1,263,000 respectively.-F. J. C.
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A DESCRIPTION OF SOME INTERESTING CIRCUIT
DEVELOPMENTS

By W. J. West

T is the fervent hope of all viewers that further level in amplitude cause the diode to conduct-thus
steps will eventually be taken to make compulsory shorting the video load and reducing the output.
the efficient suppression of all interference Designers who -employ this circuit work on the
producing apparatus, but at present it seems likely assumption that " what you never see you never
that the problem of interference, like some other miss," for it is virtually impossible td obtain reasonevils, will be with us for an indeterminate time.
able spot suppression without severely clipping the
Working on this assumption, the Vision Interference

Limiter as a Unit should be made as efficient as

picture highlights.

Anyone who thinks the effect on picture. quality
is so slight .as not to be noticed
should try removing the limiter

H.T+

0/. Diode with as low from circuit while viewing a good

internal resistance facial close-up. The highlights in
as possible
a well designed receiver should

P

give an illusion of rotundity and
depth which is as near to threeclipping that can dimensional pictures as we can
get at present.
/-10 MD

according to the

amount Of highlight

be tolerated

C......

H.T-

Fig. 1.-Simple automatic type of vision limiter.
possible. This is particularly important when one

is unfortunate enough to be situated near a main
road as well as in an area of low signal strength.
In fact, the efficiency of the more advanced

" Spotters "-to be described-is such that it is
actually beneficial for the interference to be over a
certain level with respect to the signal strength.

This was borne out in practice, when careful siting
of the aerial to reduce ignition interference from a
main road resulted in an inferior picture, although
the signal strength was-if anything-slightly greater.
The reason for this effect, which is quite simple, will
be explained in detail later.
By far the most common " Spotter " circuit met,
with both in commercial and home
constructed television receivers is
the so-called automatic limiter
(Fig. 1). It is, of course, only automatic in the sense that no manual

adjustment is necessary-bias for

the diode being obtained by setting
the time -constant of C and R so that
C charges to a mean level approximating to peak -white. Pulses of
interference exceeding peak -white

Det.

-9./F

Highlights

To avoid losing highlights it is only necessary to
provide means whereby the bias potential may be
adjusted manually to suit the contrast level (Fig. 2).
But this circuit suffers from the disadvantage that.
limiting is accomplished by shunting the diode and
condenser across the video load and, -although the

condenser can be made large, the diode internal

resistance-even if small-is not*zero.
Instead of using the interference pulse as a switch
to short-circuit the video load, it can be used in the
form of negative feed -back to the video grid circuit,
and in this farm the internal resistance of the diode is
not so critical (Fig. 3).
A similar method is to feed the pulse to the picture
tube grid circuit (assuming cathode modulation is
H.T+

HT.

22K0
Video
Amp,

watt

These values are
chosen to give a

wide range of

Limiter
D/

control,' to ,a/lOW

for variation in

500

go

video load and
H.T. supply

Fig. 2. - Manu-

ally -operated

interference
limiter.

sY
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an
interin use), but the limiting efficiency of the circuits shown spot instead of a white one (Fig. 5).
in the Figures (3) and (4) is only slightly better than ference pulse in excess of peak -white level is no
longer limited td that (peak white) light intensity,
the previous methods.

but can be reduced to zero (black level).

Black -spotters

Un-

fortunately interference pulses which do not exceed
In America, where negative modulation of the peak -white level do not operate the black -spotter
circuit and this explains the statement in the opening
paragraphs as to there being an optimum interference Fig. 3.-Negative
to -signal ratio.
pulse feedback
The " black -spotter " circuit is of no advantage
type limiter.
where the prevailing interference level is below peak -

white at the video anode, but-under certain con-

ditions-principally in fringe areas, the reduction in
visible interference spots cannot be stressed strongly
enough. It is not always convenient, or practical,
to add an extra stage to an existing receiver, but the
circuit shown in Fig. 6 can be fitted to any receiver
which already has some form of diode limiter. The
modifications are simple to carry out, and in an area
where its inclusion is worth while, the slight falling
off in response, caused by the higher video load,
should not be apparent.
If necessary a series correcting choke can be
added and this will usually more than compensate
for any high-freqUency loss.
vision carrier is used, that is with

H.T+

zero modulation corresponding

to the white level, interference
pulses appear on the screen as
black spots, and because of this
visitors who have seen American

CP.77

television often think that they

Limiter

have conquered interference prob-

This is not really true, of t/sri
but it is a fact that black
spots are far less noticeable-at
normal viewing distances-than
white ones. This is partly due to
the light intensity being lower,
but also because the average

.01,ur

lems.

picture is predominantly
shades of grey.

SOO

Brilliance

Control

in

If we take the circuit shown
in Fig. 4, but amplify the inter-

H.T-

ference pulse before feeding it to

Fi g. 4.-Spot inversion type interference limiter.

-the picture tube grid, its ampliThe extra amplification needed for the limiter
tude will be in excess of that on the cathode, and
the effect will be to drive the tube to beam current circuit is obtained by using a tapped video load and
cut-off the visible effect on the screen being a black it is an advantage to increase the H.T., if possible,
H.T+

4.7K0
/ watt

resistance.

If the potential divider providing the bias for the diode is

fed from the video anode, as

Video
Amp.

Det.

to compensate for this additional

CPT

00012--

A further development which

VI

Low
Impedance
Triode

shown, the circuit becomes semiautomatic in operation and small
changes in contrast will not
necessitate re -adjustment of the
limiter control.
can be added to the black -

Brilliance
Control

spotter is an extra limiter to prevent the inversion pulse from
exceeding a pre-set level and in
this way the spots can be made
grey ; but the visual improve-

non

H.T-

ment is only slight and hardly
worth the extra components.

Fig. 6 will be found at the

Fig. 5.-" Black spotter " limiter, using extra triode valve.

foot of the next page.
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A Cheap, ..Robust and Efficient Indoor TV Aeriali
By F. W. Austin
MANY constructors, having built their own

Top rod
element
Ae.,(5 Mall)

receivers probably buy a ready-made indoor
aerial, although a simple and sound solution
is within their reach. It was only recently that the
writer was confronted with the problem of installing
a television receiver after repair (the owner having
purchased a new one in the belief the tube had broken

The new receiver now commanded the

down).

owner's outside aerial and so a new aerial fixture for
the old set was imperative.

First thoughts were on pre -assembling a unit

which would only need to be- screwed to the wall or a
wooden batten on site. This meant using telescopic
sections for the top rod, one section fixed in the unit

with four others to be inserted at the house. Metal
brackets for fixing the elements in the unit were tried

but proved unsound, taking up too much room on
the wooden block and finally splitting the wood.
The complete unit to be described only needs two
long screws for fixing to the wall.
An electrician's round wooden wall -mounting
block, approximately 31in. diameter, with a flange
of about in. to lin., is drilled in the centre of the

flange at top, bottom and midway round the circumference as shown. The drill should be of, such size
as to allow a push fit of the telescopic rod section.
(These rods, by the way, are about I ft. each in length,
copper plated and obtainable at most surplus stores
in the region of 2d. per section.) As previously stated,
five of these rods are required for the London area ;
other districts are catered for by suitably shortening
to match.
It should now be decided whether, a left-hand or

Co -axial feeder
(to receiver)

it'

Co -axial bottom
element

Mr. Austin's aerial suggestion.

right-hand feeder to the set is required. As the
centre hole is used for the feeder the block can be feeder direction, one rod is pushed into the top hole
mounted in either direction. Having 'decided the until tin. protrudes inside the block. The rod is
then heavily soldered at the
inside and outside of the.
H.T+ 300 V (If obtainable)
flange,

tzopH.

0000'
Cl

To CRT cathode via
0C -potential divider

making

a

fixture to the block.
_

it manufacturers
heater to cathode

volts are exceeded

perfect-:

Next, sufficient 70 ohms_
co -axial cable is needed to,

provide both feeder to the set

and bottom element to the
aerial, the bottom element
being same length as the total

To CRT grid
Vision

Detector

length of rod sections used.
The feeder, passed through
the centre hole .of block, is
bared of outer covering and
the metal braid carefully cut
lengthwise and peeled down-

ward, twisting into a solid
mass for soldering to the

Brilliance

metal braiding of the bottom

Control

element.

The

illustration

should leave no doubt as to
the

simplicity,

adaptability

HT-

and usefulness of the unit.
One very important point

All resistances are ./x.le watt
rating unless otherwise

ginner, is that the aerial feeder
should proceed at right angles

Chassis

stated

Fig. 6.-Circuit which can be added to any existing receiver.

which should be borne in
mind, especially by the befrom the unit for at least half
the length of the rods.
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uppression-1

me Flyback
SOME CIRCUITS FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

CIRCUIT modifications to eliminate the frame
flyback lines are coming more and more into
favour, especially in those receivers which have

By " Erg

being received, the brilliance control should be set
so that the raster is reduced to the point of extinction.
is

This is the " threshold " position and the tube is at
the brilliance control arranged as a manual control, its most sensitive point. The incoming signal will
with the contrast control pre-set at the rear of the modulate the tube and the picture will appear when
chassis. It is a useful device, especially in the fringe the contrast is advanced, this control being adjusted
areas where the brilliance can be advanced beyond its for the optimum balance between blacks and whites
normal level, when the signal is weak, without of the picture. The brilliance control can then be
bringing the bright flyback lines across the picture.
adjusted a little to ensure that the correct balance
between black and white is obtained.

When these conditions have been obtained the

. .

.

. .

Fig. 1. - Raster

showing flyback
lines.

flyback lines do not show on the screen because the
sync pulse, which initiates the flyback of the frame
oscillator, is also applied to the C.R.T. so as to bias
it beyond cut-off. If the
brilliance is advanced too
far the blanking pulse from

the sync signal

is insuffi-

cient to bias off the tube

to a point beyond the cut-

off and the trace of the

spot returning to the top
of the screen will be seen.
where noise causes the effects of " snow " on the
Suppression of the flypicture ; by sacrificing a little of the contrast it is back involves some method
possible to reduce the signal input and to compensate of supplementing thebias
for the loss of overall brilliance by operating the of the sync pulse which is --e°
brilliance control beyond its normal level.
applied to the C.R.T., and
The frame flyback shows itself on the screen as a the method of doing this
A further benefit obtained by the system is in cases

bright line which zig-zags from the top to the bottom
of the screen. It can be seen clearly on an unmodulated raster when no signal is being received and the
brilliance control is advanced beyond its normal
operating position.
The lines are usually spaced closely together at the
top of the screen and become wider apart towards the
bottom. Fig. 1 shows their general appearance.
If the televisor input is modulated and the brilliance
control over -advanced, the flyback lines will appear
in a similar fashion except that the bottom few lines

are broken up by the continuance of the line sync
pulse.

Under normal operating conditions, when no signal

will depend upon whether
the C.R.T. is grid or cathode modulated.

Fig. 3.-Basic tube circuit.

Cathode Modulation

If the C.R.T. is cathode modulated, then the sync
pulse appears on the cathode as a positive pulse ;
this drives the cathode positive with respect to the
grid, or we can say in another way that it makes the

grid more negative with respect to the cathode.
Making the grid more negative than the cathode
reduces the beam current in the tube and the spot is
suppressed.

Grid Modulation

Where the C.R.T.

is

grid modulated, then the

flyback pulse is negative and the spot is blacked out
on receipt of the pulse.

In order to supplement the bias caused by the,

flyback pulse we have a simple and efficient method
which can be used for most television circuits. Where
the tube is cathode modulated, the grid is biased so
as to control the brilliance of the picture ; if, when
the positive flyback pulse is applied to the cathode
we could apply a similar negative pulse to the grid,

then the bias during the flyback period would be
doubled and hence the average level of brilliance
could be set above normal without the appearance of
the flyback lines.

Similarly, if the tube is grid modulated the sync

pulse is negative on the grid ; if we could at the same

time apply an equal positive pulse on the cathode,
then once again the tube would be doubly biased
Fig. 2.-Showing sawtooth waveform at different points.

during the flyback period and the flyback lines: would
thereby be doubly suppressed.

TELEVIWN

Fortunatery, this pulSe of opposite polarity is
readily available in the existing circuit arrangements
and has only to be tapped off at a suitable point and
applied to the appropriate electrode of the tube.
Fig. 2 shows the skeleton circuit of an average type
of frame oscillator and amplifier. The oscillograms

at different points of the circuit are shown on the
diagram, and the top of each represents positive
while the bottom represents the negative.
Please note that these oscillograms are " idealised."

In each case they show the waveform as being
perfectly straight ; under practical conditions the
sawtooth, oscillations are far from straight and
various methods have to be employed to ensure
linearity in the actual scan. However, the basic

April, 1955
circuit coupled to the video output circuit and tube
input with disastrous results to both !
In the case of a cathode -modulated tube, then, the
only method of applying a pulse would be to the
grid, and in this case it would have to be positive.
We have such a pulse available at the grid of the
output valve, at the anode of the frame oscillator,
or at the cathode of the output valve provided it is
not decoupled. We can also obtain a pulse of either
polarity from the frame coils by the method given
previously.

There is one further snag associated with the
This is that care must be taken to

arrangement.

avoid upsetting the existing arrangements for controlling the brilliance of the picture and also to avoid

principle is the same, the wave consisting of a com- upsetting the waveform applied to the scanning
paratively slow movement in one direction (the scan), coils. Some method must be employed to separate
followed by a rapid movement in the opposite direc- the brilliance and scanning circuits so that they do
tion. All that we are concerned with here is the not interfere with each other.
The reasons for this will be made clear from study
direction of movement of the pulses.
In order to understand the underlying principles, of Fig. 3. This is the skeleton arrangement of a
it is as well to start with the grid of the frame amplifier. typical tube circuit using grid modulation. The
Now the frame output valve is a power valve and cathode is biased by applying a positive voltage to it
has to deliver strong sawtooth current waves to the from the potentiometer network R and the brilliance
deflector coils. It requires, therefore, quite a heavy control, the latter being variable so as to be able to
current to operate it, and it is desirable to bias the control the brilliance. Imagine this circuit directly
valve as much as is practicable so that the standing coupled to the anode of the frame output valve. `
In the first instance the existing anode feed of the
current will be as low as possible. It is usual,
therefore, to operate the valve with fairly heavy bias valve would be shunted by the brilliance control ;
and to apply the sawtooth waveform from the frame then the bias produced by the brilliance control
oscillator so that it is positive -going on scan. At the would be considerably altered by the potentials
grid of this valve, therefore, it is usual to have a introduced at this point from the anode of the frame
positive -going waveform.

valve

then the flyback and the scanning pulses

So as to avoid confusion, reference in this article
to a positive waveform indicates that the long stroke
of the waveform (that which is occupied by moving
the scanning beam from the top to the bottom of the
tube) moves from a negative position to a positive
position. Under these conditions the flyback will
be negative. A negative -going waveform indicates
that the long stroke of the waveform (that which is
occupied by moving the scanning beam from top

would' be by-passed to earth via C, which is necessary

to a negative position. Under 'these conditions the

limits of the characteristics of the tube. The resistance
is inserted at "X " in Fig. 3.
(To be continued.)

to decouple the cathode of the tube.

The first and second effects can be overcome quite
simply by insertion of a blocking condenser between

the two circuits, and the third can be overcome by
insertion of a resistance in the cathode circuit of the

tube which will not affect the operation of the
Brilliance Control.

Very little current is drawn

through the cathode and. the extra voltage drop
to the bottom of the tube) moves from a positive introduced by the resistor can be kept within the
flyback will be positive.

Now let us go back to Fig. 2. With a positive going waveform on the grid of the output valve,
we shall have a negative -going waveform with a
positive flyback.

German Exhibition
THE organisers of exhibitions in England, France,

At the cathode of the output valve we shall have
the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland and also
a waveform similar to the input, unless the cathode of the German Radio, Television, Gramophone and
is decoupled with a large value condenser. At the Radiogram Exhibition to be held from August 26th
anode of the oscillator we have the same type of to September 4th, in Diisseldorf, are expecting
waveform as is applied to the grid of the output record numbers of visitors. As far as Germany is
valve.
concerned, it should be remembered that no radio
Across the scanning coils we shall have waveforms exhibition was held in 1954, and that television has
of opposite polarity and to obtain one which is in the considerably developed during this year and will
direction required, then either side of the coil can be continue to develop until August. German Radio
earthed, the waveform being taken from the opposite Exhibitions have always been a centre of attraction
side.

It is clear that at the frame output valve we can
obtain a pulse during the flyback period which is
negative or positive, according to whether we take
it from the anode or the grid.
At the anode the flyback is positive, and if this
were applied to the cathode of the tube, the tube
,would be heavily biased during the flyback period.
This would be quite practicable if the grid of the
tube were modulated, but with a cathode -modulated
tube (i.e., the picture signal is applied to the cathode
and not the, grid), we mould have _the frame, output

to international visitors as-compared with a few
others which are arranged on the Continent-they
prove profitable to experts and visitors in every
respect.

Everything ranging from the luxury radio-

gram to the most simple plug will be displayed at
the Dusseldorf show. The large variety of exhibits
is not the only attraction. Radio exhibitions somehow generate a special atmosphere which is all their
own and both exhibitors and visitors find this most

stimulating-this has always been one of the main
attributes of German Radio Shows, whether held in

Berlinas before, or in Dusseldorf, as now.
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USING R.F. AMPLIFIERS ON BANDS

I

a

F.

AND III, AND ON 144/146 McIs

By H. E. Smith (G6UH)

still be as weak compared with the noise level. To
for the V.H.F. bands it is most important get down to the problem of designing an efficient prethat consideration be given to the following amplifier for Band III we must study the points as

WHEN considering the design of pre -amplifiers
points :

given in the opening paragraphs.

(1) That the valve chosen

is

designed by the

makers for operation on the particular frequency, or
band of frequencies, to be covered.
(2) The addition of the pre -amplifier must not add
materially to the overall noise figure of the receiver.
(3) The tuned circuits must provide approximately
equal gain over a bandwidth of 3 Mc/s for television,
and 2 Mc/s for 144/146 Mc/s (2 metre) operation.
Many commercial types of pre -amplifiers for TV

Band I incorporate a valve (or valves) of the Z77

class, and most of these are more or less satisfactory
if one is prepared to suffer the increase in " grain "
on the picture, plus a very " hissy " background on

Choice of Valve

There is a fairly wide range of suitable valves

designed for operation on these higher frequencies
but many of them are in the higher priced range and
beyond the resources of the average constructor.
Omitting the more expensive types, there is the
question of convenient types. Valves such as the
LZ3I9, PCF82 and PCC84, while being specially
made for operation on the V.H.F. bands, are at the

same time designed for A.C./D.C. operation and

require 9, 9.5 and 7 volts heater supply respectively,
which makes things a little difficult if they are to be
used in a separate pre -amplifier stage in conjunction
sound.
with an A.C. receiver. However, there are some well A single stage pre -amplifier of this type may pro- .tried and efficient types in the 6.3 volt heater range,
vide as much as 20 db of so-called gain, but much the B309 (12AT7), ECC91 (6J6), EC91 (6J4, except
of the increased noise level is due to noise generated for slight difference in pin connections), and the
by the valve itself. On the whole, however, this EF95 (6AK5). All the above valves are suitable for
increase in noise must be tolerated, because the operation up to well over 250 Mc/s. Our final choice

improvement effected in fringe areas does at least
allow the picture to be held for longer periods and thus
provide more entertainment value.
Band HI

is determined by the original requirements as outlined in points 2 and 3 (noise and bandwidth).
The EC91 has the lowest equivalent noise resistance, and is designed for operation as a grounded

grid amplifier. Grounded grid operation provides less
It may have come as a shock to many people with gain per stage but has the following advantages :
little experience of operating conditions above
(a) Ease of construction.
100 Mc/s to learn that most of the Band III stations
(b) Wide bandwidths easily obtainable.
will have a range of up to 30/40 miles only. In
(c) Being degenerative the circuits are less liable to
many cases the'range will be even less, due to local R.F. feedback, causing an increase in noise level.
screening, and except where one is virtually in line of
(d) It will not add to the noise figure of the
sight with the station, some form of pre -amplifier receiver.
will almost certainly be necessary.
The Z77 class of pre -amplifier is little more than A Single Stage Grounded Grid Pre -amplifier
useless on these higher frequencies because the valve
A single stage pre -amplifier of the grounded grid
noise will override the signal in many cases. Strong type will provide 5 to 6 db of effective power gain.
signals will be made louder, but weak signals will This means that in the case of a normal fringe area,
'00v
Ch2

L2

1Ch3

tkri

50-80a

pc>

5O -80n.

L3

output

t.2 ;
EC91

so -son.
aerial

a

EC9I

so -son_

input.

EC91

p

Fig. I. -A single stage, grounded -grid amplifier.

Fig. 2. --A two -stage amp ifier suitable for Band III.
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where the sound can be heard on a local station
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should be as short as possible, irrespective of appear=

receiver, but the vision cannot be resolved because ance. Where flat coupling condensers of the silver

of weak line and frame hold, the addition of this mica type are used, mount them edge on to the chassis.
single stage will usually enable satisfactory results Keep all R.F. chokes well away from any tuned
circuit. If this is not possible, mount the choke at
to be obtained.
The circuit is given in Fig. 1. Component values

IA. -7 turns 16 s.w.g. enam. in. former, turns
spaced 1/16in.
L2.-5 turns 16 s.w.g. enam. in. former, turns
spaced 1/16in. tuned with dust -iron slug in. long
(centre -tapped if for Fig. 2).

For Band I (Channels 1-5)

C1.-200 pF.
C2, C5.-.002 pF.
C3, C4.-25 pF trimmer.
RI, R3.-150 ohms, watt.
R2. -5k ohms, watt.
CHI, 2, 3. -26in. 30 s.w.g. d.s.c. wound on lin.
former.

L1.-12 turns 16 s.w.g. enam.

right -angles to the coil.

diameter,

turns spaced 1/16in,
L2.-9 turns 16 s.w.g. enam. close -wound on
On. former, tuned with dust -iron slug /in. long
(centre -tapped if for Fig. 2).

L.3-As L2.
For 144/146 MO.
CL -100 pF.

C2, C5.-.002
C3, C4.-25 pF trimmer.
RI, R3.-150 ohms, k watt.
R2. -25k ohms, 1 watt.
CH1, 2, 3.-15in. 30 s.w.g. d.s.c. close -wound
on tin. former.
(These also
and coil sizes are given above.
apply to the two valve circuit of Fig. 2.)
This single stage will provide approximately equal

gain over a bandwidth of 3 Mc/s, and may be used
with equal success for TV Band I, Band III, or 144/
146 Mc/s.
The aerial input circuit is broadly resonant, match-

L3.-As L2.
For TV Band III

C1.-50 pF.
C2, C5.-.001
C3, C4.-25 pF trimmer.
RI, R3.-150 ohms, watt.
R2. -5k ohms, 1 watt.

CHI, 2, 3.-15in. 30 s.w.g. d.s.c. wound on

3/16in. former.

L1.-4 turns 16 s.w.g. enam. lin. diameter,

turns spaced 1/16in.

L2.-3 turns s.w.g. enam. gin. former, turns

spaced 1/161n. tuned with dust -iron slug rin. long
(centre -tapped if for Fig. 2).

L3.-As L2.
Finally, never use condensers and resistors which
have been removed from surplus equipment. Firstclass results can only be obtained by the use of firstclass components.

Hungarian Television

ing 50/80 ohm co -axial feeder, and the choke -fed
anode circuit has a capacity, -coupled tuned circuit
with reactive low -impedance output to match into
a short length of similar feeder. (C3 being peaked
for maximum signal.) The complete pre -amplifier
may be constructed on a small chassis about 2in.

HUNGARIAN television has reached the second
stage of its development with the completion of
a new transmitter by the Beloiannis factory which is
scheduled to begin the first daily transmissions on

screening.

pioneer apparatus working on a strength of 100 watts
for vision and 50 watts for sound.

square by lin. high, with the aerial input coil mounted
above, and the anode coil below, to ensure adequate

Two Valve G.G. Pre -amplifier
For extreme fringe areas of Band III stations, or
for general use on 144/146 Mc/s, the 2 valve arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is recommended. This will
provide some 16 to 20 db of gain with an exceptionally low noise figure. Care must be taken to ensure
that all three coils are screened from one another, and
screened valveholders should be used. The trimming
condenser C3 may be omitted if the pre -amplifier is

April 1.
For the last 12 months thrice -weekly ekperimeneal

broadcasts have been made from the temporary
station on top of Szechenyi Hill, Budapest, with

The new transmitter of 500/250 watts power

employing Frequency Modulation, will radiate sound
and vision from one butterfly aerial, unlike the first
apparatus which used separate aerials.

The pioneer apparatus began transmissions with
two-hour programmes three days a week. It was

picked up and reported upon by 200 owners of

imported or home-made sets.
Mr. Zoltan Marot, chief engineer of the Hungarian
Television Enterprise, said in an interview : " Fitting
to be used on Band -III, but should be used for of the new transmitter started in February. 'Buildings
144/146 Mc/s operation. (When the unit is finally and equipment are all ready for assembly on the
trimmed, C3 should be peaked for maximum signal spot. Regular transmissions are planned for April 1.
on a station operating near the centre of the band.)
" At first we shall be equipped only for showing
films. A 500 watt transmitter is obviously too small a
basis on which to build full programmes.
Constructional Notes
" Preparations have already begun for our 5 kiloV.H.F. pre -amplifiers require very careful construction. Incorrect layout can easily turn a good watt transmitter and for the building of studio and
circuit into a very bad one. All leads carrying R.F. spot -transmission equipment.
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Sync. Pulse Separation

A SIMPLE EXPLANATION OF THE PRINCIPLE.; INVOLVED AND SOME POPULAR CIRCUITS

By W. J. Delaney
THERE are many constructors and experimenters poSsible to give an idea of the function of the sync
signal
who are not able to understand the full separator. Explained briefly, the television
technical principles involved in various parts (which consists of picture details plus the sync
of a modern television receiver, but who, nevertheless, pulses) comprises a fluctuation above and below a
obtain considerable pleasure and interest from their mean level. All the impulses on one side of this level
hobby. They manage to make a receiver which works are the picture details, whilst the impulses on the
very satisfactorily, but it other side are the combined frame and line sync
when faults arise pulses. Usually these combined signals are taken
is
that they meet difficulty. from the video stage and passed to a pentode valve
Their experience in build- which is operated in such a manner that all the
Video
ing and trying out various impulses on one side of the line are suppressed whilst
sync. arrangements does; how - the others are accepted. The essential point here is
out ever, enable them to that the accepted pulses, which are the combined
trace what may have frame and sync pulses should be passed on without
gone wrong and to take any trace of the signal details, as only then will the
steps to cure it, but when respective timebases be triggered at the correct
some particular types of intervals. The presence of signal details in the time -

fault arise their lack of base circuits may lead to erratic triggering, which
technical knowledge does will result either in pieces of the picture being pulled
lead them into difficulties. out of their correct position, bad interlacing, or

Usually, however: - pro- similar troubles. In many cases the necessary supvided that sufficient time pression of the signal and separation of the sync
is spent on it, the trouble pulses may be obtained by using a standard valve

is overcome, and prob- so biased that it is cut off in its normal condition
ably one of the most and only the sync pulses will produce a change in

awkward parts of a
Fig. 1.-The ordinary pen- modern television retode sync. separator.
ceiver for this class of
amateur is the sync separator. In most re-

eivers this is merely a pentode, and it is commonly
regarded as a simple stage which apparently carries
out its function in a perfectly satisfactory manner,
And seldom goes wrong. It is, however, a very
.mportant part of the circuit and many subsequent

anode current. This condition is usually obtained by

using a standard pentode valve with low H.T.

voltage and the usual grid condenser and leak as

shown in Fig. 1, the input series resistance serving to
aid in the limitation of the picture pulses. As shown
in this circuit, it is possible to take out the combined

pulses and to permit the separate timebase input
circuits to separate further the individual pulses.
This means the fitting of integrating networks which

itnebase troubles are attributable to the separator again can give rise to difficulties, giving erratic
not functioning satisfactorily, whilst other receivers working. Obviously, for perfect interlacing and a
could be made to give a much improved raster if more solid lock on both frame and line, it is essential
attention were paid to this more or less insignificant
part of the circuit.

that the appropriate pulses only are passed to

each section of the timebase, and it is in this
connection that the main troubles are usually

experienced.
What It Does
Without going into involved technical details, it is

Fig. 2.-Two methods of taking out the sync. pulses
to avoid interaction.

Fig. 3.-The ideal sync. separator arrangement, with
isolation of picture pulses.
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impulses, as it is no longer necessary to take any
Assuming that the signal impulses have been precautions to preserve the sync pulses for subsequent
eliminated, we now have the combined sync pulses use. (It will be remembered, of course, that the' usual
to deal with, and two common methods of separating sync separator follows the video stage, and thus the
these are shown in Fig. 2. In the first case the line latter must carry both picture and sync.) Video
pulses are taken from the anode, and the frame pulses stages may be designed to provide.either,positive or
from the screening grid, whilst in the second case negative picture pulses, and therefore the biasing
the _frame pulses are taken may be arranged in different ways, but always it is
KTt from the cathode. It is impor- necessary to take precautions so to arrange matters
50-100
tant to realise here that the that the sync pulses are not clipped or distorted in
KCl
question of phase has to be any way, and thus all picture definition has to be
Pulse Separation

Frame

22-5C
Line

borne in mind, and the arrangement shown in the latter
circuit will produce a frame

somewhat of a compromise. By adopting the arrange-

ment in Fig. 3, however, the video stage may be
designed without any reference whatsoever to the
sync pulses, all biasing, correction circuits, etc.,

pulse of opposite polarity to
those of the line and thus a being arranged to make the best of the picture which
different connection will be is passed on to the tube.

L, called for in the frame oscilAs mentioned earlier the question of phase has to
lator stage. It may- even be be considered and if the sync pulses, taken from the
desirable in this case to add cathode as- shown in. Fig. 3, are passed tp the usual

to act not pentode separator they would be out of phase, so
only as a phase reverser, but that an additional stage is called for. This has the

a further valve

Fig. 4. - Another

method of isolating
the sync. pulses.

also to shape the frame pulses
and

eliminate

any possible

added advantage that it may be designed on almost
the same lines as the, ordinary separator, thus giving

trace of signal or line pulses two stages of separation, which gives complete elimination of the picture pulses, plus some ' additional
amplification of the sync pulses, leaving a good
strong, clean pulse available at the output of the
second pentode for subsequent application to the
timebases. It might be argued that the additional

to ensure accurate interlacing. To avoid this added
difficulty one method often employed is to separate
the two sets of pulses in the anode Circuit as shown
in Fig. 4, where both sets of pulses are of the same
polarity, but the resistor between the two outputs
serves as an isolating component, and in addition, a
series R/C network is often interposed in one of the
leads, usually the frame output. It will be seen from
the above that there are a number of places where it
is possible to meet difficulties in obtaining suitable

stage is introducing further possibilities of fault, and
whilst it is true that each 'additional stage, with its
additional components, introduces potential sources
of trouble, the arrangements are fairly straight-

forward and the advantages outweigh the disadpulses for the timebases, even assuming that the vantages. A further and very valuable advantage oi
this circuit is that it is possible to obtain a synpicture pulses have been completely eliminated.

chronised raster free from all picture detail, in order
to adjust the linearity, etc. This is carried out by
To ensure accurate interlacing, therefore, one of using the receiver during a transmission period, and
the first requirements is the elimination of picture clipping a short length of wire between chassis and
pulses, and undoubtedly the arrangement shown in the grid of the video stage. This should leave a perFig. 3 has much to recommend it. It will be seen fectly clean synchronised raster, and any trace of
that the video detector takes the form of a double picture detail will indicate that the two pentodes are
diode (or two cryStal diodes may be used), so con- not operating correctly, and any faults due to poor
nected that two outputs are available. One is taken smoothing, interaction between frame and line
from a cathode and is used for the sync circuits, pulses, etc., will readily be seen. This is probably the
whilst the other is taken from the anode and is used only circuit which possesses these advantages, and
to feed the video stage. The latter may now be saves the amateur the expense of a pattern generator
adjusted to give maximum effect to the picture for obtaining perfect adjustment of the timebases.
Improved Circuit

TV Problems in Luxemburg
By G. de Brabander
IN mid -February, 1955, the Luxemburg television
station will start its transmissions. It is
expected that this station 'will make television
available to more than two million potential viewers
-a quarter of a million in the Grand Duchy and the
rest in Belgium, France and Germany. The service

area covers a series of important towns such as

the first one is at 200ft., the second one at 300ft.

above the level of the road. On these platforms the
relay equipment will be installed. The aerial itself
measures 46ft. in length.
System

A

The Luxemburg television system is rather an odd
one. Each picture is scanned horizontally in 819 lines.

There are 25 pictures per second. The picture
modulation is positive and the sound is amplitude modulated.

The channel width, according to the

Luxemburg, Metz, Treves, Sarrebriick, Verdun and Stockholm plan, attains 7 Megacycles per second.
So far, this system corresponds to one of the
Arlon.
Both transmitter and aerial are situated near Belgian systems, that is, the French one. The
Dudelange on Mount Grinzebirg, in the southern synchronisation signals are identical with those of
part of the Duchy and near the French border. the 819 lines -system used in France. Sets designed
There the altitude goes up to 1,400ft. The antenna - for the reception of the Luxemburg television
tower, previously employed by Radio -Luxemburg, programmes are thus more complicated than the
has a total height of 710ft. and shows two platforms ; British.
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No. 8.-PHILIPS 1100W AND 1100U SERIES
By L. Lawry -Johns

100pF cathode bias condenser will almost
certainly be at fault. This is a very common fault
on these receivers, and others such as the 1236U.
Turning to the sound channel, the sound I.F. at the
the

anode of V2 is coupled by L7 L8 to the first I.F., V3.

The grid of this valve is controlled by the A.V.C.
from V5A sound detector. The I.F. signal from the
,anode of. V3 is passed to the pentode grid of V4
(ECL80), which is the second I.F. amplifier. The
THE Philips 1100W is a 12in. table model, with a signal is then detected by V5A (EB91) and thence
console version (the 1200 W) employing the through the second half of this valve which acts as a
same chassis. It is a superhet receiver, and limiter. It then passes to the volume control and then
operates on the lower sideband of the vision carrier. to the L.F. amplifier, second half of V4, that is, the
As usual, the R.F. and frequency changer stages are triode section. The amplified signal is then applied

common to both sound and vision. Channel selection
is by plug-in coils and retuning the oscillator trimmer.
The aerial input should be 75 ohm screened balanced

twin feeder. The use of other cable may result in

ringing and increased interference. A 10-1 attenuator
is built-in, and consists of a resistor network, a plug

being provided for selection. The R.F. stage has a
sensitivity control in its cathode circuit, employs an

EF80 valve, which is also used as a frequency changer,
and for the I.F. amplifiers ; that is valves VI, 2, 3, 7,

8, 10 are all EF80's. The final sound I.F. amp. is,
however, one half of an ECL80, the triode section
,operating as the L.F. (audio) amplifier. V10 is the
video amplifier.
The first vision 1.F. amplifier, V7, has the contrast

control in its cathode circuit. The 1.F. is approximately 12 Mc/s. Sound rejection is by L17 in the
anode circuit of V7, and L22 in the anode circuit of
V8. Access to these cores is from beneath the chassis

and their position is marked in Fig. 1.

A Common Fault
The vision detector is one diode of V9, the other
being used as the limiter. The cathode of the limiter

is taken to the junction of the two video amplifier
anode circuit peaking coils. There are no peaking
coils in the grid circuit of the video amplifier. It is
in the circuit of V10 that trouble often arises. From
the diagram (Fig. 2) it will be seen that its anode is

decoupled by a 10 pF electrolytic, and this is returned

to the top of the cathode by-pass, which is a 100pF
condenser. If loss of line and frame hold is -experienced, examination of the 10p.F condenser is well
worth while. If this component goes 0/C, or partly
so, it will cause an apparent increase in contrast,
perhaps smudging, and a definite loss of frame hold,
and often line hold as well.
If, however, and this is more usual, the top half
of the raster is blacked out, again with erratic hold,

to the grid of the sound output valve V6 (PL82).

Poor Focus
Near the valve base of V6 will .,be found an anti parasitic device which consists of a Ferrox-cube ring.

The grid lead to V6 passes through this and its
magnetic field damps out any R.F. oscillation. The

focus control is in the cathode circuit of V6, and
poor focus control can usually be traced to the

501tF bias condenser going 0/C (Fig. 3). The cathode
bias should vary from 5 to 11 volts upon rotating the
focus control. The focus field itself is centre -tapped

to the H.T. positive line. One end is the H.T. feed
to the sound section, the other going via a resistor
to the cathode circuit of V6.
Sync separation is by the pentode section of
ECL80 V-14.. Frame pulses are fed to a pentode
frame clipper which is again the pentode section of
an ECL80 V19. This valve operates with very low
anode and screen voltages. Five volts on the anode
and 15 on the screen are correct readings. The grid
of this valve is biased positive from the screen network to give efficient grid damping. The anode is
transformer -coupled to the triode section of V19,
and this section operates as a grid blocking oscillator.

Anode to grid back coupling is by the same transformer, FT]. Amplitude is controlled by varying the
H.T. voltage to anode and grid, and hold by varying
the grid voltage only. A 1.2M9 resistor in series with
the frame hold control and the grid, via one winding
of FT1, often goes high and causes loss of frame hold.
This resistor is one of three grouped together beneath
the chassis just beneath the F.T.I transformer
referred to above. The location of this transformer
is on the top of the left-hand chassis, looking from
the rear of the set. It is midway up the chassis on the
right-hand side. The other two resistors grouped
with the 1.2MQ are valued at 68K. and 22K. Frame
output valve V20 is a PL82. A raster which finishes
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with a bright line half -way down the screen can often

- be attributed to a defective valve in this position.
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resistor,ican charrige its value and, cause loss of
a good indication being that the control is at the

Other Receivers

end of its travel and gives the impression that if a

This also applies to many other receivers such as
Pye, Ferguson and to the Bush TV22 and 24, where
an ECL80 is used. Quite often the raster will become
normal for a length of time before jumping up again.

change of value has not been too drastic. The line
scan pulse to the line output valve is taken from the

Attention is directed to the 10/tF 200 volt electrolytic,

which decouples the screen grid to cathode of this
valve. The circuit, as far as electrolytic condensers
is concerned, is very similar to the video amplifier,
and the cathode of the frame output valve is again

little more travel were available lock could be
achieved. This is the case, of course, when the resistor

screen of V15 pentode section through an R.C.

coupling. The anode of the line output valve PL81,
and referred to as V16, is taken to- a tapping on the

line output transformer, and is supplied from the
cathode of the booster diode V18 (PY80). The other
end of this winding feeds the EHT EY51 in the usual

decoupled by a 100p,F condenser. The voltage ratings way. The other two windings on the line output
differ, however, on these bias condensers, that of the transformer supply the scan coils through the line

video amplifier being 12 -volt working and that of amplitude inductance and the anode of the PY80
V20 being 25 volt.
The 10/2F screen decoupler will cause a fold -over

booster diode. The EY51 heater is also supplied from
an additional winding.

go " high," with consequent non -linearity, and this is
often the cause of this type of fault.

whistle, and the heater of the EY51 will not be visible.

if it should go 0/C, the raster, however, remaining
The faults to be expected from this part of the set
tolerable. On the other hand, if the 100pF cathode are
those of valve failure and resistor changes.
bias condenser should fail, the raster will decrease If no oscillation is present on the grid of the PL81
with intolerable foldover and non -linearity.
the ECL80 V15 should be suspected. If this valve
The 1MQ grid leak of the frame output valve can fails it will result in : no raster, no E.H.T. no line

The indication that the line output PL8I is failing

on emission is that the width is no longer enough to
fill the tube mask. There are, of course, many other
Line sync pulses from the sync separator are fed factors which could cause this lack of width. A drop
to the triode section of V14, that is, the pentode in H.T. voltage due to the failure of one of the
section of this valve is the sync separator and the PY82 rectifiers (V12 and V13) could quite easily be
triode is the line clipper. The pulses from the anode responsible, as could a drop in the efficiency of the
of this triode section are then fed to a further clipper booster diode V18 (PY80).
stage V15, again the triode section of this ECL80.
A picture which varies in size, as the result of
The pentode section of V15 functions as the line variation of E.H.T. voltage, is often due to the
oscillator. This is of the grid blocking type, back series resistor (220K(2) which is the E.H.T. smoothing
coupling from anode to grid
L.T.1. Line hold is by a control from H.T. to resistor is mounted on the line output transformer
oscillator, via L.T.1 secondary and a 270K resistor. frame behind the EY5I. Also concerned in this part
Line Circuit

L --J
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9/

Sensavvicy

LimiterFuses

C7/

C

R104

64

Socket

Fig. 1 (left).-Under-chassis view of R.F. unit. C22 and 23 are video amplifier electrolytics ; C40 and 73 are main
smoothing condensers ; C44 is sound output bias condenser. (Centre).-Top view of timebase and power unit, and
(right) underview of this unit in which C71 is reservoir condenser, C64 and 65 are frame -output electrolytic& and R103
is series framehold resistor.
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of the circuit is the E.H.T. smoothing condenser H.T. Supply
which is a 500 pF 10 kV mounted as shown in the
Turning now to the H.T. supply, as mentioned
diagram. A leak'in this condenser will cause either a earlier, this is derived from VI2 and V13 which are
serious drop in E.H.T. voltage, or if the condenser both PY82 valves. These usually have a reasonably
shorts completely a complete upset of the line time - long life, but if one of the 4012 5 -watt limiting

Fig. 2.-Video amplifier circuit showing the electrolytic
condensers.

Fig. 3.-Showing the effect of the sound output stage
on focusing.

base operation. It may be disconnected to prove the

point, as the graphite coating of the tube itself will resistors which are connected to the anode of each
carry out the necessary function of E.H.T. smoothing. valve should be found burned out, the PY82 whose
However, a small drop in voltage will show on a anode is wired to the defective resistor should be
suitable meter but the raster will be practically replaced.
normal. The E.H.T. voltage should read approxiA very loud hum on the sound, with low H.T.
mately 9 kV when all is well. For the benefit of voltage, should direct attention to the large 100µF
those readers who are not so well acquainted with 275 -volt working reservoir condenser which is located
TV servicing it is pointed out that a decrease in beneath the left-hand chassis. These condensers do
E.H.T. voltage results in a larger picture which is tend to dry up after several years of use, due to the
out of focus. An increase in E.H.T. decreases the rather rigorous life and duty to which they are
size of the picture, which is the reason why an subjected. If, however, the H.T. voltage and line
alteration to the width control may also alter the whistle is normal, a loud hum may indicate a heater height to a lesser degree. If it is necessary to replace to -cathode leak in the ECL80, V4, or alternatively a
the above -mentioned E.H.T. smoothing condenser similar fault in the sound output PL82, V6. If the
it should be noted that one end goes to the EY51 volume control exercises an effect on the hum
heater and the other to the booster diode cathode the sound detector -limiter EB91, V5, should be
(PY80, V18), not to chassis or the H.T. line.

suspect.

FROM HERE AND THERE

Ice Foils Thieves
HEN " smash - and - grab "
VI'
thieves broke the window of
Morden, Surrey,
houses and flats who possess TV a TV dealer's shop in Leytonstone
sets are being asked to pay a High Road, London, recently,
premium of five shillings towards they were able to load five telehaving their aerials insured against vision sets on a lorry and drive off.

Insurance For Aerials
TENANTS of Merton

and
Council

accidents and damage.

The icy condition of the road

the event was being
covered by BBC Television and
was that

spectators preferred a fireside seat
to one at the ringside.
Fortunately for the Wales
Amateur Boxing Association, the
£150 fee paid by the BBC to televise

the proceedings more than

proved their undoing, however, and covered expenses.
the lorry skidded and crashed
Fire -Watching
traffic lights. The receivers The Price of Time
A,.WELL-KNOWN brewery is into
IT has been estimated that the
were
not damaged.
to install television cameras
cheapest advertising rate on
in its new giant hop store following TV Pays Its Way
commercial television when it
WHEN Wales met the Army begins will be £6 a second.
a fire last year which caused
in a boxing contest at
£800,000 worth of damage.
The cameras will be trained on Sophia Gardens, Cardiff, in Board Appointments
the hops and at the first sign of January, only 500 fight fans
J. C. SIMMONDS and
fire, the cameras will automatically turned up. -They were ushered DR. Mr. D. Prenn have both been
turn on carbon dioxide" extin- into the first ten rows of the appointed to the Board of the
3,000 -capacity hall. The reason Radio and Television Trust.
guishers.
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SOME DETAILS OF SHIFT NETWORKS FOR LINE AND FRAME COILS
By B.

L.

ELECTROSTATIC tube networks such as are
used for the VCR97, etc., are usually equipped

with some form of shift network, so that the
raster and picture can be centralised. It is not necessary to provide a great deal of movement provided
that the picture can be swung to the right or left and
up or down, so that it is in its correct position.
The usual method of obtaining this shift is to apply

Morley
A Simple Method

One of the simplest methods of doing this is to

pass a small value of direct current through the scanning coil. Supposing, for example, it is desired to
move the picture up or down, then a small value of
D.C. passed through the\frame coil in one direction
will cause the picture to move up, while if the current
passed through in the reverse direction the picture
bias to the deflector plates, the bias being made is
will move down.
variable by a simple potentiometer connected in the
Similarly, if a small direct current is passed through
E.H.T. network. The plates must be near the normal
potential of the final anode or the electron beam will the line scanning coils in one direction the picture
be diverted towards them and no picture will appear will move to the left, while if it is passed in the other
direction the picture will move towards the right.
on the screen.

The basic circuit for this operation is shown in
Where a magnetic tube is used the matter is not
quite so simple. The usual method of centralising Fig. 1(a).
This shows a straight -forward line output circuit
the screen is to alter the position of the focusing
magnet or coil so that the beam is diverted. The with a damping arrangement for suppression of the
magnet assembly is fitted with three screws which flyback. The bottom end of the scanning coil, instead
can be positioned so that necessary tilt of the beam of being connected to the other side of the secondary
of the line output transformer, is taken to the slider
can be obtained.
Ideally this is incorrect. The best position for of a variable potentiometer R. The bottom end of the
the -focusing magnet is such that the centre of the secondary winding is taken to the outside connection
magnetic field coincides with the exact centre of the of the, potentiometer.
The remaining connection of the potentiometer is
electron beam, so as to obtain a round spot and as
even a focus as possible over the whole of the screen. taken to H.T. negative, so that the H.T. current
A further defect is that in the effort to make the feeding the televisor must pass through it. C is a
picture central, the edge of the magnet may bear on large capacity condenser used to decouple the
the neck of the tube with consequent risk of fracture. potentiometer completely.
It is much better to align the magnet assembly and
Current will flow via the slider through the line
scanning coils accuratply and to adjust the centralising
of the picture by other methods.
HT+
14.T+

0

0

0 0c>c> Line

Cl.

01,uF

ou
Width

c'
c> Output

Line
A...Output
'0Trans.

o Trans.

0

Line
Coils

2.2K0

470K0

11C0

lc _
(a)
Fig. 1 (a) and (b).-Two methods of obtaining line shift.

C

L.T -

Fig. 2.-Method to be used when a damping diode is
included.
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coils and back to A Which is connected to the chassis: different ways, and it is not possible to give detailed
The small voltage drop across R is sufficient to pass instructions for each type. The writer adapted one
this current. The consequent magnetic field in the line quite simply by inserting a spring clip between the
coils will deflect the beam and hence the picture. wire form and the case at a point approximately
R being variable allows the amount of shift to be midway between the two ends, a wire being soldered
controlled.
to the clip. It is essential that good contact be made.
-

If the shift is required in the opposite direction
Although the wire used in this type of potentiothen the current through the coils must be reversed meter is of comparatively heavy gauge it is difficult
to solder, and a spring contact has been found to
give the best answer to the problem.

HT+

H. T+

In Fig. 2 is shown the method applied to a line
output circuit employing a damping diode. The

Ca

PI
27Kil

circuit of the damping arrangements is quite standard
and calls for no comment.

Vertical Shift
The frame circuit can be treated in a similar manner
and the circuit given in Fig. 1 (b) can be employed.

VPI
25KC)

Frame
Scan
Coils

Where high -impedance frame coils are used, a

shift network can -be fitted quite easily.

Fig. 3 shows a typical circuit where the frame
coils are fed directly from the anode of the frame
output valve via the high capacity condensers Ca
and Cb. The bottom end 'of the frame scan coil is

P2

27K(

HI-

HT.-

earthed.
Fig. 4 shows the circuit adapted to a shift network.

Fig. 3 (left). -Normal high impedance frame circuit.

The condensers are inserted at the " earthy " end

Fig. 4 (right). - Shift controls added to the Fig. 3

of the coils and a connection is taken to a potential
divider R1, VR1, R2. When the potential at B is

arrangement.

exactly balanced by the potential at A then no current
and all that is necessary is to reverse the connections flows through the scanning coil. (This refers, of
A and B.
course, to direct current. The alternating currents

Important points are that R must be very low in produced from the frame output valve will flow
value, and C very high and the H.T. negative must without hindrance.)
not be connected to chassis before it reaches the
If now the potential at B is made lower than that
potentiometer.
at A due to the slider of VR1 being set farther down
Typical values are 10 ohms for R and 100 fiF for the control, then current will flow from A to B
C. (A good condenser to use here is the TCC Lectro- and the picture will be moved up or down according
pack CE24A.)

to the direction of the coil winding.

An Improved Scheme

A rather more elegant way
of doing the job is shown in

H.T.

Fig. 1(b). Here the -potentio-

meter R is centre tapped and
the connection from the line
output transformer is taken to

the tap. It will be clear that if
the slider is on the right side of
the tap the current through the
coils will flow in one direction,
while if it is on the other side
(the left side), the current will
flow in the opposite direction.
By this method operation of R
will cause the picture to move

to the left or to the right as
desired.

R should be about 10 ohms
maximum, and C 100/(F mini-

a

e

Line

8

Scan

Line

Frame
Scan
Coils

Frame

VP

0/P

On
fn
Width

mum.

One difficulty with this cir-

cuit is that it is not always

possible to obtain a centre -

HT. ---

tapped control. However, it is
a fairly simple matter to adapt
a standard wire -wound poten-

RI

tiometer.

Potentiometers are made in

Fig. 5. - Circuit for two shift controls - frame and line.
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Should VR I 'tre-altered--so---that B is at a -higher- the far- side-of-R-the-cu en -fmtls-its-way- to the-,
potential than A, then current will flow from B to A, chassis or common earth.

that is in the reverse direction, and the movement of
Tapping -_the Scan Coils
the picture will therefore be reversed.
Scanning coils vary in their manufacture and may,
-By this method VR1 forms a shift control" for the
not have a Centre -tap connection available. It is
vertical scan.
quite a simple matter to effect the centre tap, as two
coils are used, for tine and two for the frame.
Combined Vertical and Horizontal Shift
Examination of the coils will show the point where
Fig. 5 shows the scheme where two methods of
shift are combined. The line shift is similar to that in the two halves of the coils are joined. The joint is
Fig. 1(b).
The variation is merely the difference usually a soldered one covered by sleeving. The
in the output circuit and not in the shift arrange- sleeving can be removed and a short length of wire
ments. R is of the same value previously given, and soldered to the joint to form the centre -tap.
so is C.
Efficiency Diodes
The frame circuit is dealt with in a similar manner.
Where efficiency diodes are fitted, the H.T.
The H.T. negative comes directly from the power positive supply is usually connected in the line
supply, And is not connected to chassis or earth. scanning coil circuit. It is not possible to employ
Instead it is connected to RI, and the H.T. current this form of shift network in these cases.
for the televisor will flow through this Potentiometer.
The best thing to do is to fit a shift control circuit
Decoupling is effected by Cl.
to the frame scanning coils, and to rely upon the
From RI the H.T. current flows through R, which' positioning of the focusingunit for the horizontal
is again decoupled by a large condenser C. From shift.

The Ed. Murrow Interviews
By

,,

D. MURROW is deservedly one of the most

being interviewed is freed from the shackles of micro-

phone -and trailing lines. This- is done by a
combination microphone and'short range transmitter
concealed, in the case of a woman, M ,the corsage
and, in a man; under the top of the_ waistcoat. The

popular Americans known to this country. For voice is transmitted a short distance only to the main several years before the war he represented an equipment elsewhere in the apartment and thereafter
American radio company here, but it was not until voice and vision follow the normal routes to the
war came that he became well known to the British studio.
There is a microphone transmitter being used in
public through his reporting from London. He
flew on bombing raids over Germany and subsequently this country. Viewers saw it being used when the ice
said that the incident which had impressed him most show from Earls Court was being televised one
was when the English pilot asked him to open a Sunday evening. Tommy Trinder used it. If this window, so that metal foil could be dropped to system becomes generally adopted it should prove
confuse the enemy radar, and had remembered to of great benefit. For example, it should no longer
say'`` please." When Murrow left for America after be necessary for anybody such as -Sir Gerald 'Kelly
the war, he said that the only failure he could report to walk through the galleries accompanied' by
was his complete inability to know when the British young lady whose sole function is to -trail a -microphone round and hold it in position when required..
were being deliberately funny.
It was inevitable that a man of his calibre should The Interviewer
eventually make his mark in American television.
But all the technical equipment in the world will
His exposure of Senator McCarthy will not be readily
forgotten. It is also inevitable that viewers in this not make for entertainment unless the contents of
country are asking where our Ed. Murrows are and the programme are good. Ed. Murrow is an excellent
Why we cannot achieve anything comparable to the interviewer; but how he is helped by the Gabors
and Pons he interviews ! Have we anybody comseries Of.interViews now being shown here.
in this country ?
Here, many of our
What are the technical requirements for a typical parable
celebrities give out answers with the same enthusiasm

Murrow interview in which he, sitting in a studio they would show in parting with their front teeth.
in New York, calls up a celebrity who first appears There, a flood of bright chatter and a readiness to
framed by his window and subsequently is our hostess give out more than can be used. If_proof were needed
in her own apartment, talking all the time to that the Americans and ourselves are fundamentally
Ed. Murrow, who may be hundreds of miles away ? different, here it is. It ties up with the willingness
and ability of some hitherto unknown person in a

No Shackles

The first appearance in the window is easy for a
studio equipped with inlay, as are some of the BBC
studios. This is practised frequently, as when Terry
Thomas replaces the oil painting previously seen in
the gilded frame. The vision side of the interview
is easily understandable ; Murrow works to a
monitor screen in his studio. Lily Pons and Eva
Gabor cannot see him in return and must visualise
him behind the lens of the camera, but they can hear
his voice conveyed to them by loudspeakers. The
exciting thing technically is the way the celebrity

remote American town to make the most of a moment

of notoriety by using grandiloquent statements to

the world at large in a manner which would be
unthinkable over here. Our

British reserve is

doubtless a fine thing, but it does not help the

interviewer or make for an entertaining programme.
Doubtless in time the BBC will make available a
version of the microphone transmitter. In the

meantime, we should be grateful to America for,
demonstrating the potentialities of the system and
to Ed. 1Vturrow for showing what an excellent
interviewer can do, when given the right support.
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A FEW REMAIN

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A High Quality Amplifier designed
by Mallard engineers. Robust
high fidelity, with a power output
exceeding 10 watts and a harmonic
distortion less than .4% at 10 watts.
Its frequency response is extremely
wide and level being almost flat
from 10 to 20,000 C.P.S.-three
controlS are provided and the whole

unit is very suitable for use with
the Collaro Studio and most other

good pickups. The price of the
unit completely made up and ready
to work is 212/10/- or 251- deposit,

plus 10/- carriage and insurance.

This cabinet is offered below
Cost. It is suitable for a televisor using tube sizes varying
from 121n. to 17in., its overall
dimensions being 3ft. Sin.
high, lft. 4in. deep, lft. 10in.
wide. It is complete with
plywood back and " Bowler
Hat." Originally made for a
Very expensive televisor and
really good quality. Unrepeatable. Offered at 26.19.6
carriage, packing, etc., 12/6.
Note These are cut for 12in.

MULTI -METER KIT
We
can
now offer
a kit of
parts suitable
for

making a

multi
meter to measure

A.C. volts

as well as
D.C. volts, milliamps and ohms.

tubes, but the holes for the
controls are not drilled.

Price for kit containing all the

TUBES ALL SIZES
All makes repaired at a
little over half price-

post and packing. The D.C. only
version is 15/- plus 9d. post and

:

essential items including moving coil meter, metal rectifier, resistors, range selector, calibrated
scale, etc., etc.. is 19/6, plus I! packing

SIX MONTHS' GUAR.

MINIATURE
PORTABLE T.V.
The Elpreq Minia-

ture Televisor uses

standard conventional
circuitry, employing a
total of 13 valves and
2 crystal diodes. The
cathode-ray tube used
is a 211n. Service
type VCR139A, which
has a standard equivalent and will therefore always be obtainable. The layout Is extremely
clean, straightforward and professional. The wiring,
whilst naturally being a little more intricate due to
miniaturisation, is nevertheless completely accessible.
The total colt comes to £16-217. Its size will be approximately 9 Sin. x Sin. x 6in.
RESPONSER UNIT
Full construction data, layouts, diagram% templates.
Ideal for Commercial T.V. These etc., running into some 50 sheets are available, price 5/-,
contain 6 valves type SP61, and one ' post free.
each RL7, RL16 and EA50. Six IF
transformers 12 Mc/s. band, and
GENUINE HALF-PRICE OFFER
hundreds of other useful comBEETHOVEN CHASSIS
ponents. Price 39/6, plus carriage
Extremely well built on chassis
and packing 7/6. These receivers
size approx. 95 x 7l x 85, using
are unused.
only first-class components.
fully aligned and tested, 110240 volt A.C. mains operation.
TERRIFIC NEW CIRCUIT
Three wave bands covering
OCCASIONmedium and two shorts. ComAL 55 - we
plete with five valves, frehave evolved
quency changer, double diode
a new T.R.F.
triode, pentode output and
circuit and
full wave rectifier. Special cash -with -order price
have
had
this month, £511916, carriage and insurance 7/6.
really arnaz
ing results.
equal. in fact. to many superhets
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 81155
You really should try this circuit.
R1155 is one of the fines
YOURS FOR LI
All tarts,- including valves (6E7,
communication receiver
6J7, 6S06 and 6X5) and bakelite case
available ; frequency
with back, cost only 65/10/-, plu
range is 75 kc/s to 1
2/6 post and. insurance. Data inMc/s. Complete with 1
cluded with the parts are also avail
valves in metal case
able separately, price
Made for the R.A.F. so
obviously a robust job
- GREATLY REDUCED
guaranteed in perfec
Price.
working order.
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Grade 2, £7/1916: Grade 1,
VCR97. Brand new and unused,
69/19/6. or new and unused, 211/19/6, or will be sent on
"cut off type," 'ideal for 'scope.
receipt
of
deposit
of
£1.
Balance
by
12
monthly
payments.
Carriage
etc.
Price 12/6.
Carriage and Transit Case 15/- extra.
and insurance 5/- extra. Ditto
but full picture type
MAINS POWER PACK FOR R.1155
for T.V. 39/6, plus
With Pentode output stage. Plugs into socket on
carriage 5/-.
receiver so no internal modifications are required.
VCR517.
61in.
Price £5/10/- complete with speaker ready to work,
guaranteed full piccarriage 3/6. If bought with receiver deposit is 111,
ture. 29/6, plus 5/ carriage
and
insurance.
tin. MICROMETER
VCR139A.
21in.,
32/6, plus 2/6 carriage, etc.
VCR138.
31in.

electrostatic short
persistence, suitable

for T.V. and ideal

for 'scope work, 37/6
plus 3/6 carriage, etc.

VCR112. 5in. electrostatic, persistence not known. 151- each,
plus 5/- carriage, etc.
CV996. 6in. electrostatic, persistence not known. 15,- each,
plus 5/- carriage, etc.
CV1140, CV1590, CV1546. All
12in. magnetic long persistence,
24/10/, plus 10/- carriage.

Exceptional purchase enables us to offer a
1M. precision micrometer at the very low
price of 10/-. A micrometer is an essential
part of an engineer's equipment. You, no
doubt, will have found the need for one on
many occasions in theipast for measuring wire gauge.
etc. If you act quickly you can acquire one now
at the remarkably low price, of 10/, post free.

AMAZING LITTLE MAINS T.R.F.

Uses high -efficiency coils-covers
long

and

medium

wavebands

and fits into the neat white or
bakelite cabinet-limited
quantity only. All the parts,
including cabinet, valves, in fact,
everything, 63/19/6. plus. 2/- post.
Constructional data free with the
parts, or available separately 1/6.
brown

BATTERY
3-VALVER

19/6
modern

Employs

circuit
ensui ing

reception on
good

both
medium

long
waves. All
parts including three valves,
and

resistors,

tuning condensers, in fact, everything except loudspeaker, cabinet
and chassis (available if you
haven't something suitable) costs
data available
only
19/6:
separately, price 1/6.

THE TWIN 20

This is a complete fluorescent
lighting fitting. It has built-in
starters - stove
ballast
and
enamelled white and ready to work.
It is an ideal unit for the kitchen.
over the work -bench, and in similar
location. It uses two 20 -watt lamps.

Price, complete less tubes, 29/6,
or with two tubes. 39/6. Post and
insurance 2/6. Extra 20 -watt tubes,
7/6 each.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 5, RUISLIP.

Personal shoppers, however, can call at

42-46 Windmill 11111, 152-3, Fleet Street, 29, Stroud Green Road, 249, -High Road,
Finsbury Park, N.4.
Kilburn.
E.C.4.
Ruislip, Middx.
Phone : RUISLIP 5780 Phone : CENtral 2833 Phone : ARCHWAY 1049 Phone : MAIda
Vale '0921.
Half day, Thursday.
Half day, Wednesday. Half day, Saturday.
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C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio 1 120
SIMPLEX TELEVISION
.1/OW 181kage Winding with 000. se'6. boost, 2 v.
P stalled price list available.
; 4 v., 10/6 ; 0.3 v., 10/6 : 12 v., 10/8.
3. - POWER 10/6
STAGE 1. -VISION AND STAGE
BRIMISTORS.-C21. .3 a., 3/8. CE2 .15 a., 2/6.
SOUND.
SUPPLY.
.001 mfd. 0 kV.
GRADE " A " ONLY
-New stock.
7 Valves ...
... 30/- 2 Resistors
... 2/- CONDENSERS.
12.5 kV., 9/6 2 pf. to 500 pf.
27/S T.C.C.. 5/6. Ditto,
12 Resistors
... 3/- 5 S.T.C. Rectifiers
ohms,
6d. ; .001 Mica or Tub. T.C.C. 500 v., .01
. 91- 5 Condensers ... 23/6 Micas,
Sprague
200
v.,
.02
N.S.F.
500
V. .1 inn 300 v.
No Sw. S.P.Sw.D.P.Siv. SPECIAL. -Semi -air 182 Condensers
... 10/8 Micamould Tub., 9d. ; Hunts Mold:mai
Potentiometers
6/- 1 Choke ...
500 v., .005,
spaced polythene, 80
1/4/4/9
7 Coil formers with
1 Mains Trans. Tapped
.115
odd.
and
.1
mfd..
1/.20 mfd., 1/6.
.01,
9d.:
... 1/2 ohm Coax }in.
COAX PLUGS
cores ..
4 v. and 5 v.
35/ - .2 mid., 33ii v., 1/9 ; .1 mid., 1,500 v. T.C.C'., 3/6.
... 4/6
Stranded core. Losses
SOCKETS
7
Valveholders
353
SILVER
MICA
CONDENSERS.
-10%,
5 pf. to 500
LINE CONNECTOR 1/2 cut an
4.-C.R.T.
Sundries (with undrilled STAGE
pl., 1 - 1511i M., to 3,000 pf., 113. DITTO 101 ex Stock
OUTLET BOXES ... 4/6 Dust released) UM y u
NETWORK
chassis)
... 22/6
1.5
1,1.
to
500
pt..
1/0
:
515
pf.
to
1,000
pr.. 2'-.
4/9
Resistors
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d.
1
00
STAGE 2. -TIME BASE.
ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
... 6d.
Condenser
TWIN SCREENED COAX FEEDER per yd. 1/- 5 Mims
6 Valves
... 29/- 1
... 10/ - Tubular Wire hinds
Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea.
56 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per yd.
20 Resistors
... 8/6 4 Potentiometers
3113
2/450 v. B.E.C.
2/3 8 +8/500 v. T.C.C.
453
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, 70 pf., 9d. ; 100 pf., 15 Condensers ... 15/6 Sundries ...
3/6
2/- '10/450 v. T.C.C.
150 pf.. 1/3 250 pf., 1/13 600 pf., 1/9.
5 Potentiometers 12/8 COMPLETE SIMPLEX 4/5110 v. Hunts
6/6
2/3 60/300 v. T.C.C.
w., 4d. ; I W., 6d. ;
RESISTORS. -All values
KIT (less tube) 12 gas. 0/450 v. B.C.C.
6 Valveholders
2/6
816
2/9 200/300 v. B.E.C.
w., Sd. ; 2 iv., 1/- 4 W. 1°-;,2/-.
Sundries
.
1/6 Drilled Chassis, Screens 0/450 v. T.C.C.
2/9 84-16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Best Makes Minh, etc., 17/8, or 10/ -extra with KIT or Sundries (Stage 11. 8/7101 v. Dubilier
16/000 v. Dubilier 5/6
tore Ceramic Type -0 w., 15 ohms to 4 K., 1/9 ; VCR97 TUBE TESTED & SITAR., 82 (P. ,b P.. 2/-). 1(i/500 v. Dubilier 4/8+8000 v. Dubilier 4/6 16+10/450 V. 13.E -C. 5/6
30 ohms to 10 NEW
10 w.. 20 ohms to 6 K., 2/3 ; 10
1,4,500 v. Dub. 8/- 164-16;500 v. T.C.C. 6/K., 215 ;
w. Vitreous, 12 K. to 25 K., 3/,
BOXED
GUARANTEED 1;4
v. Dubliner
5/- 32+32/270 v. B.E.C. 4/6
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES
8/- 0108
8/6 EF91
9/- 32/300
9/- 6.AC7
32+12/3.00 v. Dub. 5/6 32+12/400 v. B.E.C. 6/6
Pre-set Min. TV. Typo. Standard Size Pots, 21(s. 187
8/- 61,6
10/6 6C9
12/6
LYal
12T6
4/1/9 02/310 v. Dubilier
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle. High Grade. 1T4
8/- 6P25 15/- 351,6 10/6 VLSI 13'6 25/20 v. Hunts.
1/9 60+10(1/350 v.
1153
All values 20 ohms to 30 All Values,' 100 ohms to
104
PY80 11/6 00/12 v. B.E.C.
8/- 0Q7
9/6 so
50/50
v.
Plessey
2/1004-200/275
v.
12/6
K., 31- ea. 50 K., 4/-. 00 K., 5/6 ; 100 K., 6/8. 351
8/- 65L7
9/PY82 101 SPECIALS. -500 mkt. 12 v., 3,'-, 1,500 mid. (V,v., 9/6,
Ditto Combos Track 30K. W/W EXT. SPEAKER 3V4
55N7 11/- jig%
7/8- 'ii-1.'oo
0,000 mid. 0 v., 5/8, 1,0004-1,000 tad, 0 v., 8/6.
2 t
to 2 Meg.,
CONTROL 10 r2, 3/-,
'2X2
5/6
FlyRECTIFIERS.- EHT Type.
0/P TRANSFORMERS. -Heavy duty 70 ma., 4/9. 5114
8/- 0.44,33 9/0 ECL00 12/8 SENTERCEL
10/6 0V4
Ditto, tapped pri 419. Tapped small pentode, 3/9, 514
9/- EF30
9/- EF80 10/6 back Voltage. -10/25 2 kV., 4/3 K3/40 3.2 IV. 6/- ;
9/- 6X5
LiF. CHOKES 10 h. 65 ma., 5/-. 20 h. 150 ma., 12/6, 6A3f6 9/- VTI27 (Pen EF50
12AX7 10/8 103/40 3.0 kV., 6/6 ; K3/50 4 kV., 7/3 ; K3/1110 8 kV.,
12/6:
K3/160
14
kV.,
113/,
MAINS
TYPE.
-B
15 h. 100 ma., 1053. SIMPLEX 10 h. 150 ma., 10/6,
OATS
10/6 46)
9/- Equip 5/8 ECHE,. 12/6
v., 60 um., 4/- ; BMX, 100 'ma., 49 ; EMS,
MAINS TRANS. -Made In our own workshops to 6HOM
,12AT7 10/8 British 7/6 MTJ14 9/8 12,7
high grade specification. Fully interleaved and 620
12/8 Syl. Ited10/6 EF55 12;6 120 ma., 519 ; RM4, 250 v., 275 ma., 16/-,
7/6,1120

Volume Controls 80. 413T,14 COAX
Midget Ed iswan type.
Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year. All values
10,000 ohms to 2 Meg -

diam.
Polythene insulated.

STANDARD

8d. yd.

;

;

aj

;

;

;

1

VALVES

6U0(Y63)8/-9)8

,

impregnated. Heater Trans., tapped prim., 0-200 v./
250 v. 6.3v, II amp., 7/6. 12 v..75 amp., 7(6. 6.3 v.
3 a., 10Td.., 050-0-300, 80 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a.,
ditto 300-0-300 ditto 050-0-000, 25/-. Viewmaater,
Teleking, 30/-. Lynx, 30/-.
auto type, 35/-.
Coronet, 30/-. Simplex (modified with 4 v. tap), 35/-.
TV. AERIALS. Aerialite etc. full range all channels
in stock. Indoor loft type Inv. T., 13/8 etc. etc.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/220 V. or
230(200 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. with detachable bench stand, 19/8. Solon Midget Iron, 19/6,
TAG STRIPS. -X- or 3 -way, 2d. ; 4- or 5 -way, 3d. ;
6 -way, 4d. 9- or 10-wity, Sd. ; 28 -way, 1/3.
;

ENAMEL WIRE. -1 lb. 14 to 20 s.w.g., 2/-;
to 38 s.w.g., 2/6 30 to 40 .4, .g., 3/9.

22

XTAL DIODE. -Sensitive G.E.C. type, 3/6, H.R.
Phones (S. G. Brown) or Hi -grade Amer., 15/6 pair.
PYE Ali. Plugs and Sockets 1/8 pair.

-

GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory.
Hire Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax prices. KNOBS,
nil, dim.. 116 each. Not engraved, 1/- each._

P. nod

F'.. 0d. gl orders post free.
ALL TRANS. 1/- extra please.

Lists 3d.

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 011.51.-Cloodina,ns, 4in.
square, 15/6; 811»., 18/-; 7in. Elliptical, 18/8;,
with Wang., 1916.
10in. R. Plessey, 25/-Olin.
;

colours, 1, 2 mm., 2d. 3,'
SRADIO COMPONENT SLEEVING.-Various
4 rum.. 3d. yd.; 6 tom.. 5d. yd. TOGGLE SW1TCEES.
:

TH02188 SPECIALISTS
are now operating front their NEW and

MORE' SPACIOUS PREMISES at -

EX -GOVT. " On -Off," 94, Ersin Moore solder, 00/40.
85 0. or 18 a., 4d. yd., 5/6 k lb. PVC Connecting:
wire. 10 colours. Single or Stranded, 2d. yd.
;

If), 4d. ; EF50, EA50, 64. ;
Bilk. CRT, 1/3. Moulded : 10, Sd, BIG, Sd. ;
with screening can, 1/6 ; BRA, B8G, BOA, 1/ V'HOLDERS.-Pas

;

70. Brigstock Rd.,Thornton Heath,

SURREY.

Ceramic : EFTA, B714, 1/-. All English, 0, 7, 9pin and
1; X types, 1/-, 17C1(07 moulded holders, 2/6.
104.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, tin., 8(.1.
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG 10 -pin), with cover, I/3.
;

Buses 1300, 133, 159, 166, 190.

By Thornton Heath Railway Station.

4 or 8 BA, Nuts, Bolts and Washers 1/- Per dos.

PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
OPEN TILL
6

P.M. SATURDAYS

IltV1

(VAP

(SIe.7\
6s.'

6,4
t
cps

Telephone
AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 3271

(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.T.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

The NEW

PREMIER TELEVISOR

SUITABLE FOR USE WITH THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC '.CATHODE
RAY TUBE 1901 OR ANY POPULAR WIDE ANGLE TUBE
.20 valves (plus tube) Superhet Receiver, tunable from 40-68 Mcis without' coil or core
changing. Wide angle scanning Flyback EHT giving 14 kV. Duomag Focaliser, permanent
Magnet focussing with simple picture centring adjustments, suitable for any wide angle

Tube, may also be used with a 12 in. Tube with very minor modifications.
VISION CIRCUIT. Common RF Amplifier, single valve frequency ,i'hanger, two IF
stages, Video Detector and Noise Limiter followed by special type of Video Output
Valve. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED ASSURING ACCURATE ALIGNMENT AND EXCELLENT BANDWIDTH.

SOUND CIRCUIT. 'Coupling from anode of frequency changer, two IF stages,
Double Diode Triode detector and first LF Amplifier, Diode Noise Limiter and Beam
type Output Valve, feeding a 10in. Speaker. ALL COILS PRE -TUNED:
TIME BASES. 2 valve sync. Separator, giving very firm lock and excellent interlace.
LINE TIME BASE. Blocking. Oscillator using a pentode driving a high efficiency
output stage comprising Ferroxculae.cored Output Transformer with,Boodter Diode.
FRAME TIME BASE. Blocking Oscillator driving a Beam Output Valve coupled
through .d Transformer to the high efficiency FERROXCUBE Cored Scanning Coils.
POWER PACK. Double wound Mains Transformer supplying all L.T. and H.T. using
two full -wave Rectifiers.

(I) Vision, (2) Time Base,
The Televisor, may. be constructed in 5 easy stages
(3) Sound, (4) Power Pack, (5) Final Assembly. Each stage is fully covered in the
Instruction Book, which includes layout, circuit diagrams and point-to-point wiring
THE COMPLETE TELEVISOR IS SAFE instructions. The Instruction Book also includes full detailFfor converting existing
HANDLE, BEING COMPLETELY Premier Magnetic Televiscirsior use with modern wide angle tubes. All components
TO
ISOLATED FROM THE MAINS BY A are individually priced.
TRANSMAINS
WOUND
DOUBLE
Send_Stamp For Latest Catalogue
ALL PRESET CONTROLS Instruction book 3/6, Post Free.
FORMER.
CAN BE ADJUSTED FROM THE FRONT, Console Cabinets in figured walnut can be supplied for the above receiver at a cost
of 613/101., plus 21/- pkg. & carr. H.P. Terms for cabinet on request.
MAKING SETTING UP VERY SIMPLE.
:
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THE I.T.A. LONDON STATIO
SOME DETAILS OF THE PROBABLE COVERAGE, AND HOW YOUR RECEIVER WILL
HAVE TO BE ADAPTED
The map shows that the estimated Primary Service
DETAILS of the proposed new London trans-

mitter operated by the I.T.A. were recently area extends from the transmitter out to some 40
released, and the map below shows the miles to the west (near Henley) and for about 35
anticipated area which will be covered. The site miles to the north (near Hertford), but rather less to
which has been chosen for the transmitter is at the east and south. The Secondary Service Area
Beulah Hill, Croydon, but it should be emphasised extends out to nearly 50 miles to the north, west
now that this is a temporary transmitter and aerial, and east. To the south, however, because of

and that no actual transmissions have yet been the screening effect of the North Downs, the
carried out. The map is, therefore, purely theoretical, Secondary Service Area extends out to only about
and some areas may actually prove to be in or out of 25 miles.
the areas shown. The central clear area is known as
The present plan is that the temporary Croydon
the Primary Service Area and, provided that a cgcrect station should operate for about 18 months, by

type of aerial is used, viewers in that area should which time the I.T.A. hopes that its permanent
receive a perfectly satisfactory picture. The shaded transmitting station for the London area should be
area is known as the Secondary -Service area, and in ready for operation. The permanent station will
this area there will be some viewers who will have have a much higher mast and an effective radiated
difficulty in obtaining good reception. It should, of power of about three to four times that of the temcourse, be understood as with all television or VHF porary station. This will extend both the Primary
transmissions, that screening by metal buildings, hills, and Secondary Service Areas and give generally
etc., will affect reception.
improved reception conditions. In short, no one
Outside the shaded area some viewers may receive receiving the transmission from the temporary station
good reception, bid this will depend upon the height should be worse off and many people will be better
off.

of the situation and of the surrounding country.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION AUTHORITY
Estimated approximate coverage for
Croydon temporary station
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This map shows the Primary and Secondary Areas for the London Area.
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World's Largest Station
Measured by its, audience potential, it is stated
that this will be the largest independent station in the
world. At the end of 1954 the G.P.O. figures for the

number of licences issued in the Primary Service

Area was 1,160,000, with 140,000 in the Secondary

AP_ R; 195,5,;

given, but in April one of the leading companies
starts very low power transmission on Band III for
industrial pUrposes only from the site where the

I.T.A. temporary transmitter will open in September,
and more will be revealed when the two transmitters
are operating together.

The BBC usually assurhe an audience of
approximately four viewers per set, and this will Interference
leave two transmitters to cover an audience of over
The question of interference has been raised and
4,000,000. New York, of course, has a much denser
population than London, but there are no fewer than some viewers think that interference will be very
Area.

much worse on Band III. The trade have carried out
seven transmitters to cover this population.
There are a number of points connected with the tests in this connection at Welwyn, and these showed
forthcoming transmissions which will interest every that car interference was no worse than on Band I.
viewer. Firstly, the question of adapting the receiver. The strength of the car radiations was actually greater,
The trade will adopt the principle that mast com- but as the aerial is smaller and in the particular
mercial models not more than four years old can be locality had to be of a directional nature, the time
adapted. Models older than that may be adaptable, during which a car was picked up was shorter, so that
but each will have to be considered on its merits. It the Interference took the form of brighter spots but

can be stated almost definitely that older London

for very much less time. Hair dryers, vacuum cleaners

and other interfering apparatus does produce more.
not be economically marked interference on Band III, but the suppressors
adaptable. Even some superhets may be of such a are much cheaper than those used for Band I, but=
type that the economy will have to be seriously con- the labour costs for installation will be greater as.
receivers

utilising

straight circuits will not be

adaptable, or at least

will

sidered. Adapters will become available and will be they are more tricky to fit.
On the question of aerials, those viewers close to
described in this periodical for use with superhet
circuits, but most will employ an I.F of round about the transmitter will theoretically be able to fit a simple
34 Mc/s, and therefore if the existing receiver employs indoor aerial and obtain good results, but where the

that I.F. it will' merely be necessary to add the converter and a suitable aerial. If, however, the I.F. is
considerably lower as it is in_ many receivers it will
be necessary either to replace the I.F. transformers
in the receiver or obtain a special adapter designed
to provide an output at the 1.F. which is employed.
Alternatively, the adapter will have to convert the

Band III station to that of the Band I station and
feed this into the original aerial socket, but this

arrangement may lead to very inefficient working,
with a marked pattern across the screen.
No definite information on this score can yet be

New Phcsphor for Radar Tubes

BBC transmitter is strongly received it may be
necessary to fit a good outdoor aerial for the new
station and also to use a separate feeder. According
to the location of the receiving site it may be necessary

to fit the aerial at opposite ends of the roof utilising
two chimney stacks. In other areas a new aerial
will be required, but it may be possible to make use
of the existing feeder, without any switching devices.
We were informed that aerial adapters will be available

for about 4s. 6d., converters for about £5 to £10, but
actual conversion costs will vary, as already stated,
according to the types of receiver.

that the picture should be as sharp and clear as
possible.

One device which has been used for obtaining the.

afterglow characteristics is the double layer:
development of short-range navigaTHEtional
recentradar
for use in estuaries and crowded screen. The electron beam of the radar tube strikes

shipping lanes has called for cathode-ray tubes with the first layer of such a screen to produce ultra -violet
unusual screen characteristics. In these systems, or near ultra -violet light, which in turn, excites the
signals reflected from ships or coastlines are used to front screen to produce the visible picture. Un-

" paint " a picture of the area round the vessel fortunately, since the light originates at a point
within a radius of, say, a quarter of a mile, on a tube
screen. Tubes such as are already in use for long-range
radar are unsatisfactory, because their afterglow
persists for about 30 seconds. The picture of the sea
some 30 or 40 miles away does not change very much
in this period, but at quarter -mile range it may change
a great deal, owing to the greater relative speeds of

a few millimetres behind the actual viewing screen,
it is scattered to some extent by the time it reaches
the screen. This makes the picture " cotton -woolly "
and lacking in definition.

In some recently introduced radar tubes, Mullard
Ltd., have employed a single layer screen made of a
special grade of magnesium fluoride. This has the
required afterglow characteristics and at the same
movement.
gives the sharply defined picture necessary for
Furthermore, if a ship fitted with short-range radar time
work. In addition, the new tubes, types
" yaws," pictures received on successive rotations of short-range
(9in.) and AL3I-10 (12in., flat faced) have a
the aerial (that is, every two or three seconds) would, AL22-10
low voltage electrostatic focus lens which
with a normal tube, be superimposed on one another special
the realisation of maximum definition much
in a confused jumble which would not clear up until makes
the vessel got back on to a straight course and an easier than with magnetic focus.
even keel.

The new phosphor has the advantage that the

initial brightness is greater than that of double layer
For short-range radar, tubes are, therefore, needed screens. After the first few seconds, however, the
which give a picture which persists brightly for two light decays very rapidly.
or three seconds and then fades out rapidly before
The new tubes may also be used in long-range radar
the next picture is painted. A further requirement is systems where plotters are provided.
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front it appears yellow. The blue screen is activated
by the electron beam and by re -radiation (usually in
the ultra -violet region) it activates the slower
phosphors of the yellow screen.
American tubes of this type are usually suffixed

is normally of a white appearance but turns a magenta
colour when bombarded by electrons. The tube is

illuminated from an external light source which is

reflected by the screen and by a system of projection

lenses the resultant picture is thrown on to a large

with " P7 " and are not suitable for TV.
screen.
In Great Britain there is, at present, no definite
One bad feature is that it suffers from staining,
classification of screens as in America. The suffixes and repeated scanning
of the American tubes give an indication of the of a stationary object
screen material. " P1 " for example indicates a causes a prolonged stain
green screen of medium persistence ; the 5CP1 is
a 5in. diameter tube suitable for use on TV experimental work and is a typical example. The 3BP1 is
a similar tube with a 3in. screen.
The G.E.C. has a method of classification which is
quite useful. Type B " is equivalent to the PI " ;
type " M " is very similar to the American " P7,"
the tube having a very long afterglow which can be
up to several minutes.
Another long afterglow (persistent) type is the
G.E.C. type " C," American type P2, which has an
afterglow of about five seconds.

which becomes difficult
to remove, persisting as
it does up to 15 minutes.
(Infra -Red)

two or even three basic colours ; if the screen of some
tubes is examined closely
when no picture is being
transmitted, and the trace
is slightly defocused, the

tances the screen appears
quite white.
There are two general
types of screen available,

While on the subject
of wartime radar apparatus it is interesting to
image con-

the one producing what
might be termed a cold

vertor tube which has
been available

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

white and the other a

the
ex -Government market.
It is not a C.R.T. in
in

A tube with short afterglow is the G.E.C. type
warmer tone. In normal
" E," American equivalent P5 and P11. An interdaylight conditions the
esting tube is the G.E.C. type " T," which has an the truest sense, but has
former has a slightly
orange screen and a rather long afterglow, suitable many points in common
blueish tinge, while the
for certain radar applications.
with it.
latter a slightly yellow
The tube is equipped
one.
with a photo -cathode
The Skiatron
To the photographer
the screens may be likened
This interesting C.R.T. has been used in certain which emits electrons
to a print on normal
radar applications to provide a large screen trace. when activated by light A view along the top of one of the FALL automatic screen settling
bromide paper compared
It works in " reverse," so to speak, as the screen is waves. At the far end
conveyors.
of the tube is a screen
with one on chlorodarkened by the electron stream.
bromide paper. Which gives the more pleasing picture
The screen is coated with a white substance which comprised of a coating of fluorescent material
persistence
is merely a matter of taste.
giving a green trace : some screens have a blue
The materials chosen for the screens of TV tubes
trace using zinc -sulphide with a trace of nickel to
have to be carefully chosen so as to cater for long,life,
kill the afterglow.
brilliance and tone of the picture, but the difficulties

The illustration on page

506 gives

a

general

schematic of the tube.
The screen is at the anode potential of the final
anode which is in the region of 5-6 Kv.
Now The electrons emitted by the photo -cathode

will be drawn to the screen and will therefore
activate it.
The cathode is sensitive to light and will therefore

emit electrons from its surface according to the
amount of light falling on that surface. If an image

is thrown on the photo -cathode, the cathode will
emit electrons from various portions of its surface
according to the light produced by the image, and
by a focusing system any point on the cathode can
be reproduced on the screen. The result is a second
image on the screen which is a duplicate of the first.
If a substance which is sensitive to infrared
radiation is used (such as caesium -oxygen -silver),

then the screen can produce a visible image of an

object which is not normally visible to the human eye.

Screens for TV.
The television screen must give an image which is
near white. This is mainly due to custom brought
One of the most intricate operations in the manu-

facturing

of cathode

ray

tubes

is depositing

or

settling the fluorescent screen on to the glass face.
This picture shows one of the three giant automatic
screen settling colgeyors-each about 6Oft. long and
15ft. highs installed in the E.M.I. cathode-ray tube
plant.

They are the only machines of their type in the
country.

their powdered form, the tube being covered with
some form of binding material such as phosphoric
acid solution, the powder being then poured down
the neck of the tube and then made to roll over the
binding medium,

the surplus

being

afterwards

tipped out.
The spraying process employs a different techn que

because in this case the binding material is mixed with
the powdered phosphors before being sprayed evenly

on the glass end of the tube. Modern methods
employ synthetic resins of the poly -vinyl -acetate

actual individual colour type.
In the settling method the phosphors are mixed
of blue and yellow particles can be observed. with a liquid which is then poured into the tube
At normal viewing dis- and the phosphors allowed to settle as sediment.

The Image Convertor

recall the
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about by photography, the cinema and probably the
printed word. It is not necessarily the best colour
for viewing, as many of the ex -Service tubes
giving a green trace provide a picture which is much
less tiring to the eyes.
To obtain the white trace it is necessary to mix

do not end at this point. To obtain an even luminance
the phosphors must be correctly mixed and deposited

in an even layer on the screen. Further, the larger
the size of the individual particles of the phosphors
the greater will be the brilliance, but if the particles

are too large then the quality of definition of the
picture will be impaired ; the picture will appear

"grainy " like an over -enlarged photographic print.
The materials used must be of exceptional purity ;

we have seen how even slight traces of other elements

modify the performance of the phosphors, so it is
obvious how important it is to ensure that the
materials are really pure.
Another important point is the actual thickness
of the screen materials ; if the deposit is too thick
then the frontal brilliance will be reduced, while
if it is too thin the life of the screen will be impaired,
as it will not be able to withstand the bombardment
of the electron beam.
Coating the Tube
There are three methods in general use for applying

the phosphors to the screen end of the tube ; they

are by dusting, spraying, settling. With each method
the inside of the screen must be thoroughly cleansed ;
for this purpose washes of hydrofluoric acid are often
employed, finishing with a prolonged wash in distilled
water.
With the dusting method the materials are used in
A close-up of a glass welding lathe, showing the operator

joining the cylindrical neck on to the bulb.

The surplus fluid is poured off when settling has been
completed.
Aluminising

Many modern tubes have an additional coating of
aluminium particles on the screens. The reasons are

are arranged so that
the luminance produced by the electron beam is
thrown forward resulting in an increase in screen

two -fold, first the particles

brilliance, and, secondly, the layer provider

an

effective safeguard against ion bombardment which
destroys the active material of the screen.
Aluminising methods vary, but the general procedure is to apply a nitro-cellulose layer to the layer

of phosphors as a binding medium, and then to

deposit the aluminium particles by settlement process.
A period of baking follows which destroys the nitrocellulose layer leaving the layer of aluminium particles
on the screen.
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The tube is baked while evacuation is in process, so
After the screen has been coated it is usual to
provide a coating of graphite solution to the inside of as to draw off all surplus gases, and to assist this
the tube to provide a return path for the electrons. process the electrodes are heated to a high temperature
This is done with both aluminised- tubes and those ...by an external source of H.F. radiation, which
produces eddy currents within the metal. At the same
which are not aluminised.
time the heating "fires"the getters and the resultant
silvery deposit not only acts as a final absorbent of
The Electrode System
Specifications for the metals used for construction unwanted gases, but also it absorbs gases produced
of the electrodes are rather stringent. Purity is the by the tube during its working life.
An examination of the getters will give an indication
most essential point, and to ensure that any residual
molecules of gas within the metal are eliminated the of the condition of the C.R.T. A C.R.T. which is

electrodes are baked in vacuum furnaces and are becoming " soft " will show the condition in the
then washed in a degreasing agent to remove all milky appearance of the getters.
Before the tube is finally sealed the cathode is
traces of grease. From this point the electrodes are
heated to a temperature which is much higher than
not touched by hand.
Cleanliness is essential at all stages. Mica supports that obtained during normal working life. This

and ceramic spacers are treated in a similar manner, process converts the carbonate coating into an oxide
and are vacuum baked, being afterwards untouched form, and as it is done during the last process of
evacuation, the resultant gases are
drawn off. Cathode temperatures in
Photo
451'4

the region of 1,500 deg. absolute

cathode

are used,, which are one-third above
normal working temperatures.
Ageing

After sealing the tube must be

" aged " before it is ready. The

Object.

Object formed on
photo cathode.

Fluorescent screen
(enlarger/ object)

General schematic view of a cathode-ray tube.

by hand. Should any grease get on to the assembly

control at this stage is very important as the barium layer of
the

cathode can

be

completely

destroyed if the cathode is overheated.

The process involves the heating of the cathode to

it will be converted to carbon at a later stage in a point above its normal working temperature and
drawing from it a rather large current for a space
manufacture.
Assembly of the components is made either in a of a few minutes. The temperature is then lowered
jig, when they are spot-welded after completion in by lowering the current through the heater and the
the jig, or by the cylindrical method where each tube is then run for a period to " settle " in. tested
After ageing, each tube is individually
item is spot-welded as it is placed in position. In
the first method there is some danger of distortion before being packed.

when the jig is removed, while in the latter the

individual components must be made to a very high Rejuvenation
degree of accuracy as the parts have to be assembled
It is possible to rejuvenate a C.R.T. by employing
to very close tolerances.
a method somewhat similar to the manufacturer's
ageing process.
The C.R.T. Cathode
When the brilliance fails, due to loss of emission,
The cathode is a most important part of the tube, the surface layer of the barium oxide coating can be
and the life of the tube and the quality of the definition
depend very much on the accuracy of its manufacture.

" boiled off" so to speak by overheating and a

drawing -off process. It is thought that this exposes

It is made of nickel in the form of a cylinder, but a fresh layer of barium oxide with original electron
emitting properties.
Provided the process is carefully controlled the
and the cylinder is therefore coated with a material
which is richly electron emitting. A commonly tube can be given a new lease of life-a worthwile
used coating is a barium -strontium carbonate mixture consideration in these day;, especially with the large
with a trace of calcium bound with a nitro-cellulose screen tubes now becoming so popular.
It is possible to operate the rejuvenating process
medium in lacquer form, so that it can be sprayed
in the average amateur's workshop with quite successon to the surface of the nickel.
The thickness of the deposit is most important and ful results.
Details have been given in previous issues of this
the evenness of the layer must be carefully controlled.
The carbonate combination will not be an efficient periodical.
this in itself will not provide a sufficiency of electrons,

electron emitter and it has to be converted to an oxide
form after the elements are mounted within the bulb.
Assembly

It is common for the screen and the tube envelope
to be manufactured separately and then to be welded
together in the factory. At this point the screen is

coated, and then the electrode assembly inserted.

Evacuation of air and gases is now commenced, the
final vacuum being in the region of 10-6 mm. Hg.

A NEW HANDBOOK

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS "
288 pages, 156 illustrations
15/- net or 15/6 by post from:

GEO. NEWNES, LTD.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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AY TUBE
SOME INTERESTING DETAILS

OF ITS CONSTRUCTION

By " Alpha "

THE cathode-ray tube (CRT)

is the most expensive single
item in a television receiver ;
not only is it expensive in the first
instance but, being an expendable

item the thought of its renewal is

naturally always in the mind of the
viewer.

Modern

CRTs

have

evolved

comparatively, slowly after a considerable amount of research. So
many conflicting characteristics are

required that the construction of

both electrode assemblies and the
screens must be made with great
precision, yet the methods must be Close-up view of a rotary aluminiser. The filament, which carried the
adaptable to mass -production in
order to keep the costs within
reasonable bounds.

aluminium pellet, evaporated under vacuum conditions in the tube to produce
the aluminising film, can be seen in the foreground tube.

There are many substances which will fluoresce

The Screen
when bombarded with an electron stream. Their
The screen of the CRT is of the greatest importance reactions are many and varied but substances in
and a great deal of care has been undertaken to general use must be inexpensive and of high efficiency
produce suitable material for use in radar, oscillo- in the conversion of electron bombardment into light.
Phosphates, silicates and sulphides of zinc are in
scopes and television.
Each branch has its own particular require- general use and it is usual to employ one of these as

ments. For radar, brightness and short, medium or a base with a trace of ,another material termed an
long persistence of the trace is required while generally " activator " which will modify its response to the
the colour of the screen is immaterial. Where pulse stimulus.
techniques are employed medium or short persistence
Activators are added in amounts which may be
is needed, while for P.P.I. (plan position indicator) varied from 0.01-2 per cent. according to the effect
systems where the trace must be kept in synchronisa- desired and this effect often seems to be out of all
tion with the aerial system, prolonged afterglow proportion to the minute amount added.
properties of screen materials are necessary. (Note
Activators modify the fluorescence mainly in two
that by persistence of the .k.ase, or afterglow as it is ways ; they can modify the colour and the afterglow.
sometimes termed, we mean the ability of the screen Where activators are used to reduce afterglow effects material to retain the image after the activating they are often termed " killers."
electron beam has been removed.)
Some examples of the action of activators follow.
With oscilloscopes the colour of the screen is
Zinc sulphide activated by silver will give a deep
immaterial, though if it is desired to photograph the blue glow ; a copper activator will give a green
traces, preference is given to blue phosphors which trace ; a tin activator will give an orange -red trace ;
have a high actinic content and are more readily a manganese activator will give a red trace
effective on a photographic plate.
The combination of a phosphor with an activator
Where transient phenomena is to be observed, short may produce the required colour of the trace, but
afterglow is generally desirable and it is practical to may also affect the afterglow. In this case the " killer
employ screen phosphors which have an afterglow of is added. For example a zinc sulphide screen used
less than five micro -seconds.
with a silver activator will produce a blue trace which
Television requirements are much more stringent. is quite suitable for photography so far as the colour
The screen material must be sensitive, have a long goes, but it has an afterglow of several milliseconds.
life, produce a white trace with a minimum afterglow

If a short afterglow is required a small trace of nickel

(but not too short !) and to this is now added the " killer " is added which reduces the afterglow from
burden of colour where the colours -of the phosphors milliseconds to microseconds.
must be exact shades of red, green and blue to enable
Screens which require very long afterglows are

faithful reproduction to be obtained.
Chemistry

The chemistry of the materials used for screens has
been dealt with before in the pages of this journal but

it would not be out of place perhaps, to run briefly
over the main details.

usually of the double -layer type, the primary layer
being activated by the electron beam which " fires "
the slower acting secondary screen.

There are a number of magnetic tubes on the

market which were used in radar and which have

this property. If the activated screen is viewed from

the rear it appears blue, while if viewed from the
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,400 Saved
and fencing
lives of 400 men were saved building.
THErecently when a nitro-

surrounding

the

Colour TV on Tape
DAVID SARNOFF, chairMR. man of the Radio Corporation of America, has stated that

glycerine mixture exploded in a TV in The States
Turin factory.
THERE
are 124 television stations the company has produced a
in operation in America at magnetic tape capable of recording
An engineer was watching the
mixture on the factory's remote - present and each covers about colour and black -and -white television programmes.
control television system and 100,000 receivers.
Since 1953, 31 ultra high -freThis would mean that TV pronoticed that all was not well in the
quency
transmitters
have
ceased
grammes of importance could be
mixing plant. The alarm was given
to
operate
and
have
closed
down.
taken on tape and filed away for
and all except 10 were able to
later use as are sound -recorded
reach the safety of the shelters in
Pictures
Across
the
Ocean
programmes.
time.
The remaining ten were
injured by flying glass. The TV
of the success of Northern Station
SPEAKING
system was installed last November.
Eurovision," the exchange
date of the opening of the
of TV programmes with the Con- THEIndependent
Irak Buys British Equipment
tinent, Mr. C. G. White, retiring Authority's northernTelevision
station deis reported that the Govern- chairman of the Radio Communicaon interference tests being
IT ment of Irak is to pay £64,000 tion and Electronic Engineering pends
conducted 30 miles from London.
for the British television equipment Association, has stated that " transDecember is the probable time,
exhibited at last year's British atlantic television will develop provided all goes well.
from a technical possibility to an
Trade Fair in Baghdad.
accomplished commercial, project Four Stations in France
in the foreseeable future."
Television Licences
in France is availTELEVISION
able to only 17 million of the
following statement shows
THEthe approximate number of A Set for £30
population of 43 million and
television licences issued during IT is forecast that receivers in approximately 150,000 licences are
this country will cost as little current.
the year ended January, 1955.
The grand total of sound and as £30 in a few
television licences was 13,903,950.
Region

London Postal
Home Counties
Midland
North Eastern...
North Western
South Western
Borde.. r
and
Wales
...
Counties
Total

England
...
Wales
...
Scotland

and

Northern Ireland

Grand total

...

North Hessary Tor

...
...

...

Number
1,096,908
462,936
799,538
619,011

years, provided
standardisation of
components and design can be effected.

City Hall for Out-

side Broadcasts
has askTHE_13BC
ed the Norwich
232,414 City Council for
permission to use
#21,412
225,935

Norwich City Hall

4,058,154 tower for television
228,054 outside broadcasts
21,564 from Norfolk and

East Anglia.

4,307,772

Jugoslavia to Begin
TV

radio

BBC has placed a contract ZAGREB
reports reveal

THEfor

building work at the that Jugoslavia is to
North Hessary Tor television trans- erect her own telemitting station with John Garrett vision transmitting
and Son, Ltd., Embankment House, station for experiPrince Rock, Plymouth. The con- mental purposes.
Operation is antitract covers site levelling. work,
the construction of the new trans- cipated to com-

mitting station building, installa- mence either at the
tion of water supply and drainage end of the year or
and the laying of the paved area early in 1956.

Rene Strange (left) and Mary Parker who took

the place of Katherine Boyle recently in the television
show " Quite Contrary." The series has now ended.
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Programmes are transmitted for council so that they can receive Aidan Crawley
42 hours a week from stations at commercial programmes when AIDAN CRAWLEY, 46, former
Paris, Lyons, Lille, Strasbourg and transmitted, as well as BBC proLabour Parliamentary Under Marseilles.
grammes.
Secretary for Air, well known to
A council official has said : television enthusiasts for his invesStrike Threat
" We feel that the borough should
in the " Viewfinder "
IT is learned that although the march with the times and give tigations
programme,
has left the BBC and
Canadian Broadcasting Corp- tenants the choice of commercial
the I.T.A. as editor -in -chief
oration were faced with a possible and non-commercial television." joined
of the news service.
strike by technicians, there was
very little chance that pictures Progress in Japan
would cease to be transmitted to TWO years after the first public Religious Services
Canadian viewers.
R. NORMAN
telecast in Japan, comes the
COLLIN'S,
Supervisors who are not union announcement that Japan now has -1-VI director of the Associated
members can man the station two television networks in full Broadcasting Development Company, forecasts the regular telecontrols and programmes can operation.
By the time Britain has her vising of religious services on the
always be continued for an indefinite period with the stacks of second programme working, Japan new commercial wavelength. He
has said that any good television
film available in the C.B.C. Tele- will have three.
service must have a substantial
vision Library.
Factory Extension
element of religious broadcasting
Commercial TV for Estate
THORN ELECTRICAL IN- on a Sunday.
TENANTS living in Abercorn
DUSTRIES
LTD.
have
Place housing estate, London, bought nine acres of land near the
are to be provided with a master company's exisiting factory at Norwich Station
television aerial by the Marylebone Enfield, Middlesex, for the erection THE BBC has placed a contract
for building work at the
of an 80,000 sq. ft. Norwich
Television and V.H.F.
building, including
Sound Transmitting Station with
a four -storey ware- J.
Youngs & Son Ltd., City Road
house.
Works, Norwich.

The contract covers site clear-

Home Strengthener ance work, the construction of the
TELEVISION is transmitting station building, instrengthening stallation of water supply and
the home and keep- drainage, and the provision of the
ing
man of the access and service roads.

house away from

the " local," accord- " War In The Air "
ing
to
Doreen
episode of the BBC's
Stephens, Editor of EACH
War In The Air " film
Women's TV pro- series"was
by an average
grammes. She told audience ofwatched
on Monday
a London audience evenings and641million
million more when
recently that about repeated on Saturday
evenings.
60 per cent. of the
This grand total of 103 million
sets in this. country is nearly
the whole viewing populawere owned by
tion of Great Britain.

families where the
chief wage earner
was bringing in an Hire-purchase Restrictions
average of £11 a UNDER the new hire-purchase
week.

restrictions Order imposed
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
means a great deal," recently, the new minimum initial
she said, " but it deposit is 15 per cent. of the cash
means a great deal price and the maximum period for
in particular to the payment of the cash balance is 24
married
woman months for radio and television

"Television

Some of the stacks of film kept at the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation Television library in
Toronto. (See " Strike threat.")

who is tied to her sets and gramophones as well as
home."

other goods.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical
in "Practical Television."
Such articles should be written on one side of the paper only,
and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts,

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of radio apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest
developments, we give no warranty that apparatus described
in our columns is not the subject of letters patent.

addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence intended

in "Practical Television' is specifically reserved throughout

nature suitable for publication

every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and
for the Editor should be.addressed to : The Editor" Practical
Television," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published

the countries signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.

Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore
expressly forbidden.

5931,a
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MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

THE HANDSOME " ROTHESAY " CABINET
Absolutely rigid construction throughout with the
laminated woods,
finest
veneered in walnut, polished
light; medium or dark
shade. Fitted with gold
anodised speaker grille. The
C.R.T. -aperture frame is

SPECIAL OFFER OF
10 -inch P.M. SPEAKERS
Heavy magnet, aluminium
speech coil, 3 ohms, 27/6.
Post & Pkg. 216 extra.
CRYSTAL DIODES
Glass type, wire ends. 1/6 each.
Higher Grades. 12 Assorted for

30/-. Post free.

CO -AXIAL CABLE
75-80 ohms impedance. Single
core, yd., Ed. Twin, 1/-. Twin Balanced Feeder. 6d.

25/-

25/10/6

17/6

Focus Magnets Ferroxdui-e

4/6

4/6
25/-

P.M. Focus Magnets.
Iron Cored
...
19/8
Duomag Focallsers
29/6
m/a. Smoothing
300
...
151chokes
focus
Electromagnetic
coil, with combined
25/ scan coils

ments tapped at 4 volts. An

detachable, supplied to suit
any size tube to order.

ideal replacement trans. 18/-.

MBA/6. 325-0425 v. 100 mA.
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. With mains
tapping board. 2216.
MBA/7. 250-0-250 v. 80 mA.
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both fila-

NOTE THESE GENEROUS SIZES

Outside dim. 341in. high. 214in.
wide, 2111n. deep. Inside dim.
Min. wide. 198in. deep. Size of
top 221in. x 21fin. Thickness tin.

Lasky's Price ... 29.19.6

ments tapped at 4 volts. 18 -.
MBA/8. SPECIAL OFFER

MP. TERMS. -Deposit £3.10.0.
plus carriage charge. Balance
plus charges over 12 months.
The Rothesay cabinet with full
length doors. veneered both sides,
polished to match 814.9.6.

120, 200-230-240 volts 100 watts.
17/6.

Drop through type. 235-0-235 v.
60 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a.. 12/6.
MBA/3. 400-0-400 v. 60 mA.
6.3 v. 1 a., 4 v. 2.5 a.. 1216.

Carriage 15/- extra.

MAKERS' SURPLUS COMPONENT BARGAINS
STANDARD 35 mm.
WIDE ANGLE 38 nun.

Line E.H.T.trans., ferroxcube core. 9-16 kV ...
Scanning Coils, low imp.
line and frame ...
Frame Output Trans.
former ..
Scanning Coils low
line and frame ' ..
Frame blocking osc.
..
transformer
Line Blocking osc. transformer caslam cored ...

All 200-250 v. 50 c.o.s. primary
Finest quality. fully guaranteed.
MBA/3. 350-0-350 v. 80 mA
6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 2 a. Both fila-

Line Output Transformers No.
E.H.T. 12/6 Line Output Transformers 6-9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
Ferrox-cube 19:6
winding.
Low
Scanning coils.
imp. line and frame ... 12/6
Low
Scanning Coils.
imp. line and frame.
by Igranic
... 14;6
Line blocking oscillator
transformer
4/6
Frame blocking oscillator transformer ... 4/6
Frame output transformer ...
7/6
Focus Magnets :
Without Vernier
... 12/6
With Vernier ...
17/6
ElectroFocus Coils.
magnetic ...
12/6
Smoothing
200 m/a.
chokes
10,33

ATI3. Auto transformer. 0-10-

CONVERT YOUR "VIEW MASTER "
TO 14, 16 or 181n. SCREEN

Wide Angle Conversion Kit using only W/B components as
specified, viz., line trans., frame trans., scanning coils. width
and linearity controls, focus magnet, ion trap, 1-K3/100. 1-K3,40
metal rectifiers. 1-6CD6, 1-6U4GT valves, 3 resistors. 9 condensers. Complete parcel including valves and data took.

z7 .19 a

mo

&xtr Pkg.

P22/6

ea.

As above, with 16in. C.R. Tube. Metal cone, .3 amp. heater.
e.h.t. required 10-14 kV. Famous make. 820.19.0.
Post & Insurance. 25/- extra.
" View Master " Conversion Booklet, 3/6 post free.
ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD. Please. Post and
packing charges (unless otherwise stated) : on orders value
£1 -is. Od. : 25-2s. Od. ; £10-3s. 6d. ; over £10, carriage free.
Open

all day
SAT.
Half day

'

Thurs.

LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.;

371), HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
'Telephone : CUNningham 1979-7214.
42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, 04.1.
Telephone : MUSeum 2805.

LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Specially prepared sets of television parts (which you
receive upon enrolment) with which we teach you, in
your own home, the working of circuits and bring you
easily to the point when you can construct and service
a television set. Whether you are a student for an

examination; starting a new hobby; intent upon a
career in industry; or running your own business this Practical Course is intended for YOU - and
may be yours at very moderate cost.
EASY TERMS FROM 15/- A- MONTH

A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance

throughout the Course.

-POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses:
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I38X, Grove Park
Road, London, W.4.
NAME

EXPERIMENTAL
OUTFITS:

TELEVISION -Instruction and equipment for building a Television
Receiver.

BEGINNER'S RADIO OUTFITS -A course in basic principles.
ADVANCED RADIO OUTFITS - Instruction and equipment from
which you build a Radio Receiver.
Also for Mechanics, Electricity, Chemistry, Photography, Carpentry,
Draughtsmanship. Commercial Art, Amateur S. W. Radio, Languages.

ADDRESS

The only Postal College which' is part

SUBJECT(S)

APRIL

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

of a world=wide Industrial Organisation.

IC.55
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ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.

Smith's

for
Technical
Books

AVO METERS IN STOCK
Avo Model 7
Avo Model 8

El 9 I
23 I

-- -- - -40
27
Electronic Test Meter Valve Characteristics Meter - -- 104
60
Electronic Test Unit -

1

* Cossor Oscilloscopes Models 1052

1049
- 132
Full range Taylors Meters. List on request.
Lealc-TL/10 Amplifier and " Point One "
Pre -Amplifier - Complete 28 7

-

0

P.M. Kit of parts ES less valves. Ref. Radio Constructor
July, 1954.

Jayson F.M. Tuner Unit
Chapman Tuning Units

-- - from
-

15 17 0
16

0

0

LATEST VALVE MANUALS

MULLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, 5/- each,
MAZDA 2/- each.
SCOPE SOLDERING IRON A.C./D.C. HEATING

TIME : 4 v. 6 sec. 6 v. 4 sec. 39/6.
Postage 6d. each extra.
Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order and subject to price
alterations and being unsold.

Est.
1919

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY LTD.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House,
150-152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
TEMple Bar 5833/4 and 4765.

TELEGRAMS-" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON."
CABLES-" TELEG RAY, LONDON."

Books on the theory and

Free

58 pages, with up-to-date list
Orders dealt with day received

and other specialized sub-

A square deal

jects can be quickly supplied

Your copies of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION can be bound into
attractive volumes; and all your
stationery and printed matter sup-

plied through our local branch.

Post Free.

U.K., Forces and Eire only

OVER 2,000 ITEMS LISTED WITH OVER 100 PHOTOGRAPHIC
ILLUSTRATIONS
VIEWMASTER.-Constructional Envelope, 7/6. Big Picture
Conversion Envelope, 3/6. Pre -amplifier Folder, 1/-. Complete
Pre -amp kit, less valve, 32/2. WB200 Sound/Vision Chassis, 18/6.
WB101 Chassis Support, 6/-. WB102 Timebase Chassis, 18/6.
W8103, 32/6. WB103A, 52/6. WBI04, 15/6. WB I 05, 47/2.
WB106, 25/6. WB107, 32/6. WBI08, 33/3. W8109/1, 2 or 3
(state which tube), 22/6. WB I 10, 7/6. WBI 12, 21/6. WB Console
Conversion Kit, 35/-. WB300 Pre -amp Chassis, 17/6. Westinghouse Rectifiers : 14A86, 20/4 ; 14036. 11/7 ; WX3 or WX6,
3/9 ;
36EHTI00, 29/5 ;
36E4745, 23/8 ;
36EHT50, 26/1.
Morganite Type T resistors 20%, 6d.
10%, 9d. ; Type R,
20?,,,, 8d. ; 10%, 1/-. All T.C.C. Condensers sold separately.
CLR901 pots., 3/3 ; CLR4089/22, 6/4. Wearite Coil Sets : London
and Belfast, 20/- Wenvoe & Pontop Pike, 26/- ; Holme Moss,
:

W. H. Smith
& Son

*

*

Illustrated on fine art paper

developments, circuit design,

shop or bookstall.

*

*

No. 9 CATALOGUE

practice of electronics, new

through your local Smith's

*

;

Rowridge, Kirk-o'Shotts, Sutton Coldfield, Brighton, 28/-.

Pre -

amp. Coils, 4/- pair. All other items available, including Wide-angle
type._
Please

include Postage on orders under £2. Minimum 6d.
21
Years-Our Technical Help at Your Disposal,

for SPECIALIST BOOKS

Established

Head Office: Strand House, London, W.C.2

SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

SORAD WORKS
REDLYNCH : SALISBURY : WILTSHIRE
Telephone

Downton 207

April, 1955
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27.-BLOCKING OSCILLATORS

as the charge has leaked away through ,R sufficiently
to permit it to return. The losses in'the transformer
windings and any shunting resistances are arranged

to ensure that the second half -cycle does not carry

the valve above cut-off, and the oscillation thus

quickly dies away.
The grid potential consequently rises towards cut-

off as shown in Fig. 2, exponentially, and in a time
determined by the values of C and R. As soon as
cut-off is reached, the valve begins to conduct again
and the cycle repeats. It should be noted that the
conduction period between A and B depends upon
the natural frequency of the circuit considered as a
transformer -coupled oscillator, but that the cut-off
THE blocking oscillator is a very common form
of timebase generator in television receivers,
but the theory of its action is not so generally

well known. A typical circuit is shown in Fig.
where feedback between the anode and grid

is

constant CR. In the television receiver these periods
A

B

is

provided through an iron -cored transformer (which
may or may not have damping resistances across the
windings), and the grid components of C and R have
a time -constant bearing a relationship to the period of
the natural frequency of the grid winding. A simple
explanation of this sort of oscillation can be given by
considering conditions as the circuit is switched on.
Anode current begins to flow through the valve, and
in passing through the anode winding of the transformer induces a voltage in the grid winding. The
polarity of this latter is arranged so that the grid is
carried positive with respect to cathode ; this effect is

cumulative and the valve

period from B to C is determined by the time -

rapidly carried into

saturation. The flow of grid current, however, which

results from the positive grid potential, charges C
negatively and the grid begins to run negative.

Cut-off
CR discharge

Maximum bias

Fig. 2.-Waveform across the condenser C of Fig. 1.

are chosen to match the flyback period and active
scanning time of the desired sawtooth output, and for
this reason R is generally made variable.

The period of saturation is very short as the stored Sawtooth Wave
energy in the transformer
The sawtooth wave is generated across a condenser
windings causes a wired
between anode and chassis of the blocking
reversal of phase of oscillator, the conduction period discharging this
anode and grid poten- condenser periodically. The amplitude of the generated sawtooth is determined by RI (Fig. 3), which is
usually referred to as a height or width control ; this
has some small effect on the frequency of operation of
oscillator, but if the circuit is syhchronised
Fig. 1.-A typical circuit they
proPerly this will be very small. The grid leak R is,
of a blocking oscillator.
of course, the Hold Control.
Positive synchronising pulses are required to trigger
the -blocking oscillator and these are applied to the
grid of the valve. If the hold -control R is now adjusted

so that the total free -running period of the circuit is
positive half -cycle of an slightly greater than the period of the sync pulses, the
oscillation whose fre- condition of working is modified as shown in Fig. 4.
quency is determined by The valve is triggered into its period of conduction by
the grid -tuned circuit Lg and C occurs. As the the sync pulse just before it would do so if running
second half -cycle begins, the grid is carried negative free, and the oscillation generated (and hence the
and the charge, then existing on C, prevents the sawtooth) is kept in step with the synchronisation.
The blocking oscillator is not so dependent upon
recurrence of the conduction period until such time
tials ; that is, the first
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valve constants as is the multivibrator dealt with in a
previous article, and the additional cost of the transformer is more than offset by its stable working.

April, 1955

normal sync period that the latter exercises no control

at all, and the raster becomes completely jumbled.
In general, the sync pulses will be operative at some
points and the effect is then one of several pictures,
all very narrow, stepped one above the other on the
screen, The hold -control may vary the number of
these, but will not resolve a single pattern.

Similar effects can result from a change in Cl (a
slight leak), or an actual valve failure, although a
partial short between the transformer windings can
also be responsible.
When checking over a blocking circuit for faults of

this sort, it should be remembered that the grid
components are often placed in the earthy end of the
grid winding as a parallel CR, and in other cases C

may be omitted as an actual component, the grid winding capacity being sufficient.- Again, a pentode

may be used, and the feed resistance R1 may be a
Locked

Fig. 3.-The variable resistor, R1, affects the amplitude
and also the linearity of the waveform.

Free
4eronning

Faults in Blocking Oscillators
Faults in blocking oscillators as used in televisors

are by no means uncommon, and as this type of

circuit is nearly always confined to frame frequency
working, a fault in this section will show itself up as a
whole or partial failure of the vertical scan.
Obviously, a gross fault such as a complete break
in either winding of the transformer will bring about
a complete failure of the frame -scan, particularly when

the anode coil is open -circuited, but a simple continuity check will reveal the trouble quickly enough.
A break in the feed resistor (RI in Fig. 3, for example)
will also lead to a complete failure, as will a shortcircuit of Cl.
More curious results appear when changes of value
occur in either C or R in the grid circuit of this type
of oscillator. The change is most likely to occur in
R (which may be partly variable and part fixed), but
a slight leak in C can lead to similar symptoms. The
frequency of free -running is changed, but if the
change in value of either C or R is small, a readjustment of R (as the hold control) will generally correct
the condition. If, however, the change is large, the
free -running frequency is so far removed from the

$13D.o,kh &CQWiZd
" A Guide To Amateur Radio." - Sixth Edition.

1

Sync input

Fig. 4.-This diagram shows how the free -running
condition is taken charge of by ,the Hold setting.
control wired between H.T. and chassis instead of a
series arrangement as shown. It is instructive to
check a few commercial circuits of this kind to note
these differences of detail.
Damping resistances when fitted across the transformer windings are usually critical and should be
replaced only by the proper values. Usually, a failure
of one of these, if used, causes an " overshoot " of
the initial oscillation into conduction for a second
(or more) time, with a result that a stepped sawtooth
is generated and the upper part of the picture is compressed into " layers " and folds, although no double
sections appear.

an extensive section on practical designs of transmitters and receivers.

It is the only book of its kind published in the

United Kingdom.

Published by Radio Society of Great Britain. Price
TELEVISION VIEWERS' HANDBOOK by A. C.
2s. 6d. (2s. 9d. by post).
Prior to the last war many thousands of copies of Armstrong. 191 pp. Published by The English UniverPress Ltd., price 6s.
" The Guide," running into five editions, were sold. sities
THIS is a further addition to the Teach Yourself
The sixth edition is completely new and right up to date.

series, and gives advice on the choice of a

Guide is intended chiefly for the newcomer to receiver, alternative programme reception, and
THEamateur radio, who should find within its pages similar information of use to the actual viewer. A
all that he needs to know about learning the Morse glossary completes the book.

Code, studying for the Amateur Radio Certificate RADAR POCKET BOOK, by R. S. H. Boulding,
and obtaining an Amateur Radio Licence. He will
0.13.E., B.Sc., etc. 176 pages. Published by
also learn how to identify amateur call -signs and
George Newnes, Ltd., price 15s.
amateur transmissions.
ACOMPENDIUM of useful data for engineers
The Guide lists the International Amateur Prefixes,
and operators concerned in the construction,
the Q Code and Amateur Abbreviations. There is installation and use of radar equipment.
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NEW! ENLARGED! EXTENDED!
NEWNES

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER'S
REFERENCE BOOK
JUST OUT

!

This rich store of electrical knowledge,

written and compiled by 68 specialists, provides
authoritative information on new developments and
latest practice in all branches of electrical engineering.

It gives you wanted information and data immediately-there is no time -wasting or searching through
a number of books for facts you must have. Judge
the value of the work for yourself, now, without cost
or obligation.

32 Fact -filled Sections
including : Theory . Calculations .
Power Station
Practice . Materials . Transformers . Distribution

Motors . Wiring and Installa-

tion . Illumination . Measurement . Heating, Ventilat-

ing and Air Conditioning
Welding

.

Electronics

.

.

Lift-

ing and Conveying . Electricity in

For your
fill of enjoyment

Mine's, Agriculture,
Horticulture, Aircraft and
Automobiles . Progress .
Education and Training .
Literature . Rules, Regulations.

Many New Sub -sections

including : Generators for
Hydro -electric Plant
Surge
Protection and Teiting of

E.H.T. Transformers (special
grid).

reference to 275 -kV Super -

Testing Induction and Synchronous Motors.

YOURS for T DAYS
FREE EXAMINATION

WILLS'S

CUT GOLDEN
BAR
In Original Flake form or Ready for the Pipe

oz. packets 4/30
2 oz. airtight tins 8/7d

2,184 pages and 32 sections on modern standard practice and
latest information on new developments.
2,065 Diagrams
prepared by expert draughtsmen. 280 Special Photographs.
Strongly Bound in Hard -Wearing Blue Moroquette. Size
71" x 5".

Weight 3?,113.

Do not miss this opportunity of Free Examination in the
quiet of your own home. Post the coupon TO -DAY.
George Newnes, Ltd., 66/69, Great Queen St., London, W.C.2 1
Please send me ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S REFERENCE

BOOK. It is understood that I may return the work within
eight days. If I keep it I will send a first payment of 7s. 6d.
eight days after delivery, and 10s. Od. monthly thereafter,
until the sum of £3 17s. 6d. has been paid. Cash price
within eight days is f3 12s. Od.
Name

Address

and in other packings
W. D. & H. 0. Wills, Branch gf The Imperial
Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain & Ireland), Ltd.

Place X where it applies
HouseOWNER

CB1711'

Occupation

Householder

Your
Signature
(Or your Parent's SignaEERB 52
ture if under 21)

Living with Parents
Lodging Address
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BUILDING THE " SIMPLEX "?

Thousands of enthusiasts are building the
" Simplex '! Televisor, now being featured
in " Practical Television." WHY NOT
YOU ? CONSTRUCTOR'S ENVELOPE 1G6
containing full constructional details and 1E7

and tube holder bracket, 22/6.

TRANSFORMER. -350-0-350 v.

8/-

150 ma.

6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a. tapped at 4 v., ONLY
2/-.)
-10 h. 120 ma., 10/6. (Post 1!-.)
RECTIFIERS.-RM3 5/- ea., K3/40 8/ -ea.
VALVES.-EF50 6/6. SP61 4/-, 6SN7 9/,
6J5 5/6, EB34 3/6. EA50 3/6.
VALVEHOLDERS.-B9G/(EF50) 100.,
CHOKEage

6N7

VCR97 TURE.-Tested full screen, 42/6. 6116
CONDENSERS.-Electrolytics 25 mfd. 6115
25 v. 1/10,16 x 8 mfd. 450 v. 5/6, 32 x 32 mfd. 6V6
450 v. 6/-. Mica, silver mica, and tubulars, 6V6GT
350 v. 6d. each.
6SA7
POTENTIOMETERS. -All values, pre- 6507
set 1/9 each, long spindle 3/-, with switch, 6SH7

4/6.

6SJ7

12116
12.35

8/6
7/6
9/6
7/6
7/8
8/8/6
5/6/7/6

6L7

VCR97 2/6.

7W7

6
6
9/--

6K6

I.O. and M.O. 6d., Diode (EA50) 6d.,

7F7

8 7//-

3A4
3B7
6AG5
6AK7
6B4
6B8
6C8
6G6
6H6

DRILLED, for VCR97 version with screens

7A7
7C5

66/6
/8

Blue Print, additional notes and suggestions, and Query Service form, sent for 1LN5
ONLY 5/-. All components available ex 1L4
stock as follows :
287

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. - 18 s.w.g.

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26 and 27. For
use with the R.1355 or any receiver with
a 6.3 v. supply. These are the variable
10/- tuning units which use 2 valves EF54

VALVES

7/6

5Z4

504

12A1F/

1218

12SG7
12SK7

7/6
8/6
7/8
7/6
7/6
7/8
8/6
8/6
11/4/7/6

128117
28D7
32
36
50Y6
58
1622
1626
1299A

8/6
8/6
8/6
7/8
8/6
7/6
7/6
8/6
7/8
9/7/6

8/6

8/88/8
8/6
8/8
6/-

VR150130 8/6
VR137
5/9
KT44
8/6
KT2
51VP23
8/6

HL23DD 6/6
TP25
8/1S5
8/1T4
8/1R5
8/-

10/8/6
5/6
607
7/6
ECH35 12/8
EA50
3/6
EBC33
8/6
EB34
3/6
EF36
8/6
EF39
6/6
EF50
6/6
Red
SAM
6K7GT

Sylvania 8/6

EF91
EY51
EK32

EL32
SP61
MU14

RL37
VS70
954

12/6
15/6/6
7/6
4/10/6
6/7/6
6/6/6/6/-

and 1 of EC52. Type 26 covers 65-50 Mc/s
(5-6 metres), and Type 27 covers 85-65
Mc!s (3.5-5.0 metres). Complete with
valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 29/6 each.
CHASSIS OF INDICATOR 233. -Contains VCR97 C.R.T. holder, 11 valve -

holders, resistors, condensers, etc. etc..

BRAND NEW. ONLY 10/- (carr., etc., 5/-).

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER. -Normal
230 v. Primary, with Secondary of
2,000 v. r.m.s. (approx. 2,800 v. D.C.).
A special offer of interest to all using
the VCR97 or similar tube. Size
Min. W. x 2iin. D. x 3in. H. + tin.
for tag panel. AN UNREPEATABLE

SNIP, and well worth buying as an
insurance against failure of existing

E.H.T. supplies. ONLY 15/- (postage,
etc., 2/-).
TRANSFORMERS. -Manufactured to
our specifications and fully guaranteed.
Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma.
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
65/- ; 350 v.-0-350 v. 160 ma., 6.3 v 5 a.,

6.3 v. 3 a.. 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 47/6 : 250v.-0RESISTORS. -1 watt 4d., 6 watt 5d.,
955
6SK7
250 v. 100 ma., 6.3 v. 6 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY
I watt 60.. 1.5 k. 5 watt. 1/6.
9003
37/6. 350 v.-0-350 v., 150 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
COIL FORMERS. -}in. 8d.' lin. 100. 6SL7
9004
5 v. 3 a., ONLY 37/6. 250-0-250 v. 60 ma.,
SPEAKER.-6iin. ROLA P.M. less 6587
931A
50f- 6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 2 a., ONLY 21/, The above
trans. 19/6 (postage 2/-).
fully shrouded. upright mounting. 5.5
0/P. TRANSFORMER, 5/-.
PYE 45 me s I.F. STRIPS. -The strip are
E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a.,
All Components Brand New and Un- that is ready made for the London Vision kV.
ONLY 79/6: 7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a.,
used. Full Price List available on
Channel. Complete with 6 valves EF50
ONLY
89/6. PLEASE ADD 2/- POSTAGE
request.
and 1 of EA50. BRAND NEW. ONLY 69/6.
FOR EACH TRANSFORMER.
Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays, we are 2 ni ns. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane Station), 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross

Cash with order, please, and print name and address clearly. Include postage as specified and on Component Orders under £2.

U.E.I. CORPN.

THE RADIO CORNER, 138, GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I.
(Phone TERminus 7937.)

TALLON
CABINETS

VIEW MASTER
IMPROVED SOUND

for television, radio and grams, polished,
ready for assembly in packed flat kits or
factory assembled.
TELE-KING cabinets with space for radio or tape
recorder with or without doors, for 12", 15", 16" or 17".

VIEW MASTER
12

P.W.

3 -SPEED

cabinets,
I7in.

console,

or

table,

and

THE NOISE MASTER
All items needed to incorporate it in your View
Master ;
together with detailed instructions, are

CABINET.

LYNX CABINET.
RADIO

LIMITER

available in kit form.

AUTO -GRAM

PRICE

ARG US CABINET.
RADIOGRAM,

NOISE

In response to many requests we have introduced
a modification to the View Master which will give
a much better degree of Sound Noise suppression
than the original circuit.
This we call

AND

CABINETS TO CUSTOMERS'

SPECIAL
DESIGNS.

26/.

post free.

Sent by return of post.
See Editorial Review on page 335 of the
December issue.

SUPER CABINETS FOR SOU N DMASTER.

MINI -FOUR AND CRYSTAL DIODE

cases

at 14/6 each, including postage.
Consult your local dealer or write to:
(DEPT. P.T.I.)

SIMPLEX and
VIEW MASTER

We can supply all items needed for all versions.

JAMES TALLON & SONS LTD
MANOR WORKS, MANOR ROAD
RUGBY

Te'ephone : RUGBY 2070

Our fully detailed lists are available free on request.
Full Hire Purchase Facilities.
8, Apple Market, Kingston
on Thames,
SURREY.
KINgston 4099

WATTS RADIO
Telephone :

zr

A prit,:- f955
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE'
TELEVISION PICK-UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
" C " DAY
AS " C " day approaches for
commercial television, prepar-

ations begin to take a practical
shape.
Grandiose schemes for
building large ten -stage studios

are now in the air, but in the
meantime no less than twenty

Wembley, where one ,burned -out
stage is being reconstructed and a
very large stage divided into two.
The only entirely new TV studio
I have heard of in the London
area is at Rotherhithe, where
former factory premises are being
converted
into
soundproofed
stages with the usual workshops,
offices, cutting rooms and theatres.

ACOUSTICS FOR TV
-WHEN the BBC began to operate
the Lime Grove Studios,

they quickly discovered that the
acoustics of the old film studios
were much too dead for musical

transmissions.
Designed for recording dialogue for cinema films,

the stages were all highly damped
with slabs of slag -wool two inches
or more thick, which reduced

sound stages formerly devoted to LIVE TV STUDIOS
to less titan half a
NOT many of the commercial reverberation
This has been essential for
ear -marked for use by commercial
TV organisations have yet second.
television organisations, advertising announced firm plans for live the recording of dialogue intended
contractors or TV film companies. transmissions, but it is known that for reproduction in large auditoria.
The emphasis seems to be upon Associated
Rediffusion
have Longer reverberation time would
making filmed programmes rather already placed large orders for have reduced the intelligibility of
than live transmissions. Already electronic equipment for Wembley, speech, especially when long -shot
geared up for intensive production and Highbury Studios is already photography preVented the microare : Highbury Studios (two stages, filming by electronic methods, phones being placed close to the
8,580 sq. ft.) and National Studios, which presumably can also be used actors. This short reverberation
gave musicians the impression that
Elstree (four stages, 33,556 sq. ft.), for live transmissions.
were playing in the open air,
The Granada commercial tele- they
programme films for. American vision organisation has almost causing them discomfort and makTV for some time.
Recent completed negotiations for a large ing them " force " their instruSome vocalists (not
acquisitions of sound stage space, warehouse in the centre of ments.
either by lease or by purchase have Manchester which can be quickly crooners !) used to the sound of
been Southall Studios (two stages, converted into studios and from their voices coming back from
7,500 sq. ft.), which are now being which it is planned to transmit a friendly walls and ceilings of an
were caused acute
operated by Pearl and Dean, Ltd.
high proportion of live shows. auditorium,Older
BBC engineers
Twickenham Studios (one stage, Here will also be the headquarters distress.
7,192 sq. ft.), taken over by of a number of mobile TV units likened this reaction to the agonies
S. Presbury and Company, and which, it is said, will " interrupt of the celebrated sopranos in the
Wembley Studios (two stages, programmes with spot visual re- small and highly damped. studios
9,040 sq. ft.), bought by Associated ports of the most exciting events of I and 2 at Savoy Hill in 1924. In
Rediffusion, Ltd.
the day." Already the Granada Savoy Hill days the gentle roundBrighton Studios, a small but organisation has arranged a tie-up ness which reverberation gave to
well-equipped plant with two stages with Ed Murrow, the ace TV the original " Grand Hotel " trans(5,400 sq. ft.) is to be used ex- journalist of the Columbia Broad- missions from Eastbourne, were
tensively for TV films by McCann- casting System of America. The investigated and, for the benefit of

films for the cinema have been

;

Erickson Advertising and the
WaltOn-on-Thames Studios (three
stages, 21,064 sq. ft.) are now
controlled by Hyams Brothers,
who are associated with the
ProIncorporated Television

prospects of the viewer next
autumn seem to be exciting, when
the results of all this activity

listeners, a system of artificial echo
was developed, which reduced the
deadness of orchestral transmission
from the original Savoy Hill
studios. The studios themselves
were far too small for the heavy wall
damping to be removed. The

reaches the screens of their sets,
together with highly competitive
programmes from the BBC. Even
gramme Company, whose chair, the (former) greatest opponents
man is Mr. Prince Littler, the of commercial television, the artificial echo was produced by
famous impresario. Other studios extremist -led Association of Cine feeding the sound from the dead
which will be partly devoted to TV Technicians, may benefit from all studio to a loudspeaker in a highly films will be Merton Park (two these developments, because there reverberant cellar, picking up the
stages, 5,772 sq. ft.), and Viking will scarcely be enough expori- resulting echoes on a microphone
Studios, Kensington (two stages, enced technicians to work the and adding it, according to taste, to
1,950 sq. ft.).
Some of these equipment. It will be a daring the direct sounds from the studio.
studios are to have additional political party which will seek to Since that time, this simple device
Stages built immediately, such as repeal the Act which has made has been copied all over the world
Twickenham, where three more commercial television in this and the echo room, with nonstages are already planned, and country possible.
parallel walls and ceilings, has

516

become an essential facility of all
well-equipped broadcasting or film
studios. Echo can now be added
by the use of a magnetic disc, with
multiple magnetic pick-ups giving

acoustic delays of the required
amount.
Opinions as to the
relative merits of the two systems
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the half-hour kind of entertainment SUNDAY NIGHT GLOOM

we might possibly get on com-

THE Sunday night horror plays

mercial TV, but it is quite possible
have lightened-but only to
that these irrepressible impression- a small extent. Rudolf Cartier
ists might guy the produce they continues to grip us with themes
were plugging ! I thought that that make Monday morning more

Ustinov and Jones were -at their difficult to contemplate, and the
best when they satirised well-known
features of five abominable
vary, but the musicians are quite TV characters in BBC parlour ugly
snowmen apes were only slightly
unanimous : they prefer to hear a games.
preferable to the hypnotic menace
bit of reverberation in the room
of Big Brother. For all his smooth
where they are playing. It is BENNY HILL
production technique, " The Crea_

possible to re -introduce a fair
amount of reverberation into

PARLOUR
games were also ture " left me as cold as the snows
burlesqued by Benny Hill, on which he walked. Here were
damped studios by fitting wood whose second " Benny Hill Show " used all the artifices-back-projecpanels or other reflecting devices was a decided improvement upon
around the walls, and this is what the first, and fully justified both the
has now been done at Lime Grove. allocation of a regular star feature
under his name and the National
USTINOV AT HOME
Television award of " Personality
SMALL, undamped rooms are not of the Year." His lightning imalways successful for TV trans- personations of the stars of " Find
mission. Fortunately, when the the Link " was a tour de force of
BBC's mobile unit, under Keith quick -fire craziness. The whole

tion, inlay, overlay and other magic

of the Lime Grove Studios, to
broaden the canvas of the TV play.

If only Rudolf Cartier could tear
himself away from the eerie, the
macabre and the Grand Guignol.
Scarcely more cheerful was " Go
Fall in Love," a bitter little play
of words, by Ted Allan, which was

Rogers, visited Peter Ustinov at production was slick and well saved by the artistry of Bernard
his home, the room from which produced and finished before time Braden in a straight part as a nightthe transmission was made was -which allowed Benny to indulge club pianist and by the catchy little
packed with highly sound -absorb- in some amusing ad-libbing as an tunes of Malcolm Lockyer. Noting books ! The idea of visiting alternative to the goldfish bowl able technical achievements in the
well-known people in their own interlude. The dancing interludes presentation of this play were the
homes was a good one and, as in the " Benny Hill Show " are " dubbed " piano music, brilliantly
might be expected, the Ustinov excellent, Jack Billings demon- mimed by Braden, and the very
trip was richly diverting. Into what strating that he can arrange dances
seemed to be a very short half-hour, in a manner which really " gets
Peter Ustinov and Peter Jones over " on small TV screens.
packed a series of highly amusing
satirical impressions of some of the Hawk and others all gave splendid
everyday characters they have met support to make this one of the
in world-wide wanderings. This is highspots of the month.

fine low-key lighting effects of the
camera engineers.

" QUITE CONTRARY"
THE recent series of " Quite

Contrary " proved to be a
pleasing one and ended with a
very good edition, in which Raymond,

the

hairdresser,

Ruby

Murray, and all the favourites
connected - with the programme
took part.

It is amazing to think of the
number of stars that have emerged
from this show, having entered it
almost completely unknown. Joan

Regan, Ruby Murray, Raymond
himself, Catherine Boyle have all
found over -night fame and have
now become household words.
All praise to producer Richard
Afton for this.

Conductor No rrie Paramor made
interesting television debut
with his orchestra in the last show,
and, when he has had more
experience before the cameras,
an

will develop into a yery pleasing
TV personality. Mary Parker, too,
can be satisfied with her handling
of the role of introducer and her
smooth linking up of the items.

Let us hope that it is not too

Assisted by " Gregory," the parrot brought back from the expedition to
Uganda, two of the team responsible for the television series Zoo Quest

are seen going over their route for their next exciting trip to British
Guiana, in the offices of the Reptile House at the London Zoo. On the
left is producer David Attenborough and on the right Jack Lester,
Curator of the Reptile House.

long before this programme makes

a welcome return to our screens
for here is a show that offers a

quiet form of entertainment
instead of the all -too -common

forceful style of others.

"InqA
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Bigger and Better Pictures
Shortly available-The BRIMAR
21 -inch TELETUBE C2I HM

RIMA

WITH

This Rectangular Wide Deflection Teletube with Aluminized Screen and external
Conductive Coating, operates at 16 kV. It is fitted with an improved tetrode
assembly giving excellent overall focus and minimum astigmatism.
gun

Brimar have developed powerful valves suitable for

Valves for the BAND III CONVERTOR

use with existing or future types with larger screen areas
6CD6G/50CD6G (AC/DC)-Line Output Valves with a peak
current of z amp. and plenty of power in hand for wide

(for 6 volt operation).
*ECC84--Consists of two separate high
slope triode units designed for use
as a V.H.F. cascode amplifier.

angle scanning.

*ECF82-is a triode pentode frequency

6U4GT-Efficiency Diode-The high working peak heater

changer featuring a high slope triode
and a high slope pentode with a high
input impedance.

to cathode potential renders a separate highly insulated
heater supply unnecessary.

RI9-E.H.T. Rectifier-A replacement for the American
IX2A but with higher Ratings.
RM5-H.T. Rectifier-A worthy successor to the RM4, with

6BW7-The 6BW7 is recommended in
where extra sensitivity is
required. It has a slope of 9.3 mA/V

areas

with anode and screen voltages of

a rating of 300 mA. This rectifier has a reserve of power
and should be used initially in equipment so that additional valves may be added if required without redesigning
the power supply stages.

I80v.
" The PCC84 and PCF82 are .3amp equivalents 0!
these types and are suitable far equipments where
series connected salves are used.

-Stamford Telephones and Cable's Limited FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT.

Footscray 3332

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS

OF HOME ,TRAINING FOR OVER
150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME
City

and

Guilds

Grouped

Certificates

in

Telecommunications :

A,M.Brit.I.R.E.

Examination, Radio Amateurs Licence. Radio and Television Servicing Certificates,
General Radio and Television Courses, Radar, Sound Recording, etc.

Also Courses in

all other branches of Engineering and Commerce.

TheadvantagesofE.M.I.training. * The teaching methods are

planned to meet modern industrial requirements. * We offer training in
all subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting hobbies. * A tutor is
personally allotted by name to ensure private and individual tuition.* Free
advice covering all aspects of training is given to students before and after
enrolling with us.

NEWLEARN THE

PRACTICAL WAY.

COURSES WITH EQUIPMENT

Equipment supplied,

With many of our courses we supply actual
1

enrolment and I
remains your property, I

equipment thus combining theory and

upon

correct educational
sequence. Courses include: Radio, Telepractice
vision,,
1

in

the

Electronics,

Draughtsmanship.

Carpentry, Photography, and Commercial Art, etc.

I

Courses from
I5/- per month

.1.111 71711122

I
I

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Send without obligation your FREE book.
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. I38K,
43 Grove Park Road, London, W.4.
NAME
ADDRESS

The only Postal College which is part of

a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

4/55
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The choice

for a lifetime
In the natural process
of trial and error you'll
find all the good reasons
why so many men get a
lifetime of pleasure from
"Player's Medium".

PLAYER'S

Ask fo( this

AIRTIGHT
2

Also in
1

oz. pocket tin
8/10d

OZ. PKTS.

4/5d

NAVY CUT TOBACCO
John Player & Sons, Branch of The Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Great Britain & Ireland), Ltd.

[NCT 82T1

THIS IS THE " PRE-SET 3"
A

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
6/10 kV. R. F., E.H.T. UNITS
and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS

E.H.T.

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)

HAYNES RADIO I'd.,

Queetzdalye,seExnfield,

new really inexpensive'Radio for Bedroom, Kitchen
Workshop, etc.
* Fully A.C. Mains-no
live chassis.
* Uses EFS° (VR91) valves
in T.R.F. circuit.
* All parts available
separately and Chassis
ready punched.
M.W.
Pre-set
* 3stations.
Easily
adjusted to your choice
* Can be assembled in a
few hours.

Complete Kit

23-17-6.

Full details of CircUit. Point-to-Point.Wiring Diagram and Parts
Price List. Price 6d.
Available only from

HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
MIT 3282
187, LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY

Rapid Heating - Extreme
Lightness-Eight different
models-Bit sizes, 1/8",
3/16", 1/4", 3/8"-Prices
from 19/6. A precision instrument for discerning

IT'S 60% CHEAPER ! !
to construct your own aerial, whether

TELEVISION or YAGI

Write for our catalogue, illustrating all fittings, prices, etc.
Included in the range we offer Alloy Masts, Insulators, Reflector

and Director rod holders, Mast head fittings, together with
formula, useful construction hints for designing your own
aerial, etc.

Send 9d. in stamps to cover the cost of postage and catalogue to

THE

LIGHTWEIGHT
CHAMPION

craftsmen.
Details of full range in folder
sent on request.
No. S.

NO TRANSFORM ER NECESSARY.
FOR MAINS OR LOW VOLTAGES.
Sole Manufacturers and Distributors :

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

Phone 605.

106, GEORGE ST., CROYDON, SURREY, Tel. CROydon 6569.
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CORRESPONDENCE
LONG DISTANCE RECEPTION
have been making an effort during the past
kJ few days to pick up TV from the Continent at
this address, with the undershown results.
If any readers could identify these TV stations for
me I should be most thankful.

sender

of

VR65s. This is a direct replacement but a higher
anode dissipation. I would advise other readers

to use the CV118 as it is a far better valve and lasts
JENKINS.

PICTURE INTERFERENCE
first " Problems " inquiry of the

QIR,-Your
k-)

CANNED SOUND

(not necessarily for publication).

strips have been seen with CV118s instead

now in my 80th year.

I picked up 6 TV stations in two days.-H. C.

the name and address of the

seem to last. Maybe it is because many of the strips
like the 196 run them a bit hard. Recently a few

I have been 30 years TV experimenter and am longer.-L.

TAYLOR (Lancaster).

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must 1)-2 accompanied by

January copy dealt with picture interference

in Whitehaven (per Mr. W. A. Henderson). If your

SIR,-I
was interested in two letters on "canned readers gave it a thought or looked at the map, they
sound " (B.' Cook, Charlton, Jan. P.T. and would be puzzled how this chap came to be seeing
R. J. Beal, Coulsdon, Feb. PT.).
pictures at all !
2

3

4

5

6

The various test signals which have been picked up at Lancaster by Mr. Taylor, whose letter appears above.
Who can identify these transmitters ?

I certainly agree with Mr. 13. Cook. " Canned
sound " on film is far from perfect, there is no comparison with " live " sound. I thought that would
be obvious to anyone.
I also have misgivings with regard to commercial
TV. We certainly will not get with " canned vision "

the same picture quality as we get with a " live "

transmission.

I know how very nice and convenient it would be

When one considers this question of folk in the

Outer Hebrides of TV, it seems a little -shocking that
alternative programmes are even thought of as yet.

W. A. H. must have had a channel 2 multi aerial
array, and pole, to get anything from Holme Moss.
He has now a four element channel 5 aerial focused

on the Isle of Man. The transmitter in the Isle of Man
has an E.R.P. of nearly 200 watts (not kW.), and his
receiver must be 50 miles away ! Doubtless, in June,

for top line artists, but to have everything filmed when Divos Hill (Belfast) opens, he will be having
or telerecorded wouldn't he true TV. We would a crack at that.
surely lose the intimacy and reality of television.
W. A. H. wanted to know the cause of horizontal
This is where commercial TV will blunder.- lines lin. apart right through his picture.
G. GOODWIN (Wirral).
, Your reply was dead right (I think, anyway).
E.H.T. SUPPLIES
first TV receiver I built was with a kit
SIR,-The
that you used to advertise. This set worked

" Almost

certainly

external

spurious

signals

adjacent to the vision frequency of the Isle of Man
transmitter."
You have one word wrong here, though. The
really well until the E.H.T. supply failed. On examina- interference is not adjacent." It is right on the
tion I found that the E.H.T. winding which had same frequency. Our friend in Whitehaven must be
developed an internal flashover in the windings, was picking up a pulverised, inverted and integrated
an extension of one side of the H.T. winding. I took signal from Wenvoe also.
This particular " venetian blind " will probably
off this winding down to the point where the extension started, and found the rest of the windings become quite fashionable in some parts of the
O.K. I had a lot of trouble trying to replace this country, when the low -power transmitters are all up !
The BBC must be in a position to confirm this or
winding, and at the finish I wound another transformer. I have often wondered why a firm has not otherwise, but, in any case, the thick horizontal
made a R.F. unit for this type of set. Regulation is bars do show up in certain localities, and when seen
very much better than with E.H.T. obtained from loud and clear, it can be observed that the blind effect
flyback and, with me, defocusing on whites is a does not carry right through the picture ; but that

thing of the past.

What we want is a R.F. unit a vertical strip about tin. wide and a couple of

giving a variable output of 2 Kv. to 3 Kv. It would be
just the thing for an oscilloscope too. I wonder,what
other readers think about it.-W. A. STEELE
(Smethwick).
THE CV118

inches from the right of the screen, carries rows of
dots, to cause a break in the even rows of the interference.-H. KELLY (Douglas, Isle of Man).

R.F. UNITS
expect many other readers of your journal
SIR,-For the benefit of other readers, I would
are big users of the VR65. The main trouble in
like to point out that the R.F.26 units mentioned
using this in Surplus I.F. strips, etc.. is that it doesn't in the February and March issues are not suitable
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for direct connection to a dipole aerial without
modification.

The input circuit is of high impedance and was
meant to work with an external aerial unit.
However,

the

modification to

low -impedance

April, 1955

A service engineer who has constructed his own
receiver usually has a rather wider outlook than one
who has not had such practical experience; knowledge gained during constructional work can assist
him in his job.

input is quite simple and well worth the bother.
The last paragraph of Mr. Simpkins' letter has
First, the double -wound aerial coil, complete my full support. The price of components is much
with C33, C34 and R15, should be taken out.
too high, but perhaps we shall see again the same
Then a l 4- turn coil of insulated wire wound on trend which occurred after the 1920's, which he
top of the grid coil of the first valve, with one end mentions, for in the 1930's components were very
connected to chassis and the other to the Pye socket.

Next a 100,000 resistor is connected across Cl to

inexpensive.

However, in spite of the cost of the various parts
prevent the grid of the first valve being " in the air." I still consider home construction is well worth while,
This condenser is the trimmer above the first tuning and am sure that there are very many people who will
condenser.-R. HALL (Consett).
agree with me.-B. L. MORLEY (Bristol).
HOME -CONSTRUCTED RECEIVERS

BOOSTING E.H.T. SUPPLIES

SIR,-Mr. F. D. Simpkins, of Rugby, in a letter

SIR,-I have read with interest the article on this

published in the March issue of PRACTICAL
TELEVISION, makes the sweeping allegation that home
construction of television receivers is not worth while.

subject in

the March issue, and am rather

doubtful concerning the circuits in Figs. 1, 3 and 5.

Surely, the depicted method of connecting the
rectifier valve across a full mains winding is not
This is a point which I would like to challenge.
This issue depends largely on what one considers to orthodox. Perhaps the author has some comments
be worth while. Construction of television receivers he could offer concerning these particular arrangeby the amateur is not undertaken always with the idea ments.-H. THORNEYCROFT (Croydon).
of saving money but is treated as a hobby.
[It is true that in the circuits given I have inadvertently
From the financial point of view, it is quite true shown the rectifier in shunt with the supply instead of
that the construction of a televisor is a fairly costly the more usual series arrangement. This would be
business, and £40 is a fair estimate of the likely cost rather hard on the transformer and the series connection

of components if everything has to be bought. To is the recommended method.
offset this it will be found that a large majority of
The connection between the top end of the E.H.T.
constructors drift into the television field from the winding and the heater winding of the rectifier should
radio side and possess a useful spares box.
Still viewing the matter from the mercenary angle,
the home constructor knows his televisor and services
it himself, thereby saving normal servicing charges.

Further, as new techniques are discovered, he can

be broken and the connection taken instead to the ithode
of the rectifier valve. The bottom end of the E.H.T.

winding should be taken to chassis instead of to the
rectifier anode. This applies to Figs. 1 and 5.
"In the case of Fig. 3 the same method should be

adapt his circuit to take advantage of them, and does applied, the top end of the E.H.T. winding of T2 going

not have to face the possibility of abandonment of
a commercial receiver which cannot be repaired
because it is too old and parts are not obtainable.
Because of these reasons I think it is fair to say
that a home constructed television receiver costs much

to the anode of V2 instead of the heater, and the bottom
end to the heater of VI instead of the anode of V2. The

top end of T1 E.H.T. winding should go to the anode

of V1 instead of the heater, and the bottom end to
chassis instead of the anode of V1.

I am sorry if this has caused anyone any inconveniless in the long run.
Of course, televisors using ex -Government tubes ence ; the shunt method would work and provide a
rectified
E.H.T., but a practical circuit should employ
can be built for much less than the cost of a commercial receiver. The PRACTICAL TELEVISION " Sim- the series method.-" ERG."]
plex," which can definitely be constructed for less
AFTERNOON PROGRAMMES
than £16, is a typical example. There are very many
constructors who have had their first introduction
had occasion recently to remain at home
to television via sponsored circuits such as this and
for several days through illness and was given
have thereby not only learned a great deal about the the opportunity of seeing some of the TV programmes
technique of the job but have had some very enjoyable available to the housewives and children during the
hours spent in building the instrument.
afternoon and early evening.
Quite often a novice who would hesitate to invest
All I can say is this. Why cannot the cream features

a fairly large sum in an adventure such as this is of the programmes be repeated in the evenings when. a

quite happy to " have a go " with the simpler type of much larger audience is tuned in ? I saw an admirable
receiver and then, having obtained the necessary American half-hour drama film entitled " The
knowledge and confidence, proceeds to build the Tiger." It knocked most of the long Sunday plays
more costly type.
into a cocked hat. It was not over -long -30 minutes
This brings me to the other main advantage in the was ample-and the action constantly changed from home construction of televisors. We- have the home the Riviera to New York and back again. How
constructor who is also a hobbyist and television different from the same old studio sets in the plays
is his hobby. It is not every hobby which can be normally offered 'us.
made to pay for itself-television is one of the few.
Also, I looked in to one edition of the " Cisco
We also have the advantage which cannot be reckoned Kid " series for children. Admitted, it mainly catered
in pounds, shillings and pence ; this is the knowledge for youngsters with its gunfighting and horse -chases,
gained in the course of home construction, especially but then, are we not all youngsters at heart ? It'did
when we come to the teething troubles of a newly - not last very long and at least it was different.constructed televisor.
R. JOSEPH (Cardiff).
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Volume Controls 80 CABLE COAX

VCR97 TESTED FULL PICTURE, 22

Midget Etliswan type.
Long spindles. Guaranteed 1 year. All 'Millen

VALVES

NEW
BOXED
1R5
8/- 6K8
11.'4

8/- 6Q7
9/- 681,7

104
394
3V4

8/- 6SN7

5U4
5Z4

10/8
91-

6.4180

9AT6

6J5

9/-- OAC7

8/- ECCOI 10/8 6C9
8/- 6P25 15/- 3516

1$3

9/-

10/6
7/8

9/6 80

9/- EA50
11/- F,B91

GUARANTEED
9/8/6 E1791
12/6 EY51 12/6
10/6 PY82 10/6
9/- SP61.
8/6
9/6
2/- U22
7/6 ECL80 12/6
10/6 EF90 10/6

6115(Y63)8/- PL92
6V6
8/- b11739
9/- 12AX7 10/6
ECI142 12/6
6X5
9/- EF50
Equip 5/6 MI114
9/6
EL4 I 10/8
112.5
12/6 Syl. Red10/6 EF55 12/6

Huge Stock B.V.A. Valves at 1951 low tax prices.

C.R.T. LOW LEAKAGE ISOLATION TRANS. Ratio

1.25. 250;, boost, 2 v.. 10/6 ; 4 v., 1016 ; 6.3 v.,
10/6:10.8 v.. 10/6 ; 13.3 v., 10/6.
1

MAINS TYPE Multi Output. -2, 2i, 2i, 5/, 3 v.
2 amp., 17/6.
MAINS TYPE Multi Output. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 7.3 v.,
10 v., 13 v., two taps boost output 25% or 50`,./,, 21/-.
CONDENSERS. -New stock.
.001 mfd. 0 by.
T.C.C., 5/6. Ditto, 12.5 kV., 9/6 ; 2 pf. to 500 pf.
10.8, 13d. ; .001, .01, .02, 500 v..1 mfd. 350 v., 9d. ;

Hunts Moblseal 500 v. .001, .01, 9d. ; .05 told.
and .1 odd., 1/- :.25 mfd., 1/6 ; .5 mfd., 500 v., 1/9
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. -10%,

pf., 1/-; 600 pf., to 3,000
Stock 1.5 pf. to 500 pf., 1/9
Tubular Electrol Ries
4/500 v. Hunts
2/8/450 v. B.E.C.
2/3
9/500 v. Dubilier
2/9
)6/500 v. Dubilier
4/8+9/500 v. Dithilier 4/6

pf

5 pf. to 500'

1/3. DITTO 1% ex

10,000 ohms to 2 Meg -

ohms.
D.P.Sw.
No Sw.
4/9
4/5/... 1/2
COAX PLUGS

1000 + IOW mfd. 0 v.. 6/6..1 mfd. 1.5 kV., 3/6.
FlySENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. -FORT - Type.
back Voltage. -K3/25 2 kV., 4/3 ; K3/40 3.2 kV., 8/- ;
K3/41, 3.0 kV., 8/6 : K3/50 4 kV.. 7/3 ;K3/100 8 kV.,
12/6; 133/1611 14 kV., 113/-. MAINS TYPE. -R111,

125 v., 60 ma.. 4/-;

12512,

100 ma., 4/9; EMS,

1'20 ma., 5/9 ; 11504, 250 v.. 275 ma., 16/-.

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M., 3 OHM.-3in., 12/6 ; 5in..

16/6; 61in., 17/6; Hin.. 19/6; Tin. Eliptical, 18/6;
10in., 25/. 01in. with tratisf., 19/6.

T.V. AERIALS. -All channels, Indoor Inv. T., 1318.

LINE CONNECTOR 1/2
1/- OUTLET BOXES .. 9/6
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER per yd. 6d.
1 90
TWIN SCREENED COAX FEEDER per yd. 1/- j ohms
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per yd.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 30, 70 pf., 9d. ; 100 pf.
150 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 1/8 600 pf., 1/9.
SOCKETS

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
FIVE VALVES
THREE WAVEBANDS

LATEST MU LLARD
S.W. 16 10.-50 m.
M.W. 200 m.-550 m. ECH42, EF4 I , EBC41
L.W. 800 m.-0,000 m. EL41, E240.
Brand New and (guaranteed, with 10in. P.M.

Speaker, A.C. 200/250 v. Four position Switch.
A.V.C. and Negative
Short -Medium -Long -Gram.
x 0/ x
feedback. Output 4.2 watts. Chassis

WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS. -Best Makes Minia-

ture Ceramic Type -5 w., 15 ohms to 4 IC., 1/9:
30 ohms to 10
10 w. 20 ohms to 15 K., 1/3 ; 15
K., 2,79 5 w. Vitreous, 12 K. to 25 K., 3/-.
;

WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. FAMOUS MAKES

Pre -Set Mtn. TV. type. Standard Size Pots, 2)in.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spindle. High (leads.
All values 25 ohms lo 30 All Values, NO ohms to
K.. 3!- ell. :s0 K., 4/-. 50 K., 5/6 100 K., 8/6.
Ditto Carbon Track 501C. W/W EXT. SPEAKER

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE CHASSIS

L.F. CHOICES. ---15 Ff 00 ma, 5!-. 2011 120 ma, 11/6,

Listed 113/15/.. Special clearance, 21/-.

I

RESISTORS. -All values : 1 w.. 4d. ; L w., 6d.

2iin. Glass Dial-10in. a 41in., horizontal or vet -Ural
type available. 2 Pilot Lamps. Colour Black
Station names, L.W. Green, M.W. Red, S.W. White.
Four Knobs. Walnut or Ivory, aligned and call Mated. Chassis isolated from mains. PRICE 210/15/0.
Carriage and Insurance, 4/6. (Without 10in. Speaker,
59/15/0. Carr. & Ins., 4/0.)

515 p1. to 1,000 pf., 2/-. Brand new Plessey 3 -speed Antochanger Mixer Unit
Can Type, Clips, 3d. ea. for 7, 10 and 12in. Records. Twin Hi-Fi Xtal Head
3/8 with Duopoint sapphire stylus. Plays 4,000 records.
16/450 v. T.C.C.
6/8 Sprung mounting. Superb Quality. Bargain Price,
60/350 v. T.C.C.
8+16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/- 91 gns, post free.
16+ 16/450 v. B.E.C. 5/6 KNOBS, GOLD ENGRAVED. -Walnut or Ivory,
16+16)500 v. T.C.C. 6/- 1,g, in. diem, 1/6 each. Not engraved, 1/- each.
10+18/500 v. Dub. 8/- 32+32/450 v. B.E.C. 6/6
-4/5/- 22/350 v. Dubilier
25/500 v. Dubilier
TV. PRE -AMP. --Channel 1, easily modified to
11/6
25/25 v. Hunts.
1/9 (10+100/550V.
other channels or converter use. Midget chassis
12/8
2/- 10(1+200/275 v.
50/4 v. Plessey
bin. x Sin. a 11, in. Complete with coax. lead,
SPECIALS. -500 011/1. 12 v., 3/-, 1500 mfd. 6 v., 4/6.
plug and EF42 valve. Brand new (boxed).
;

Semi -air spaced Polythene insulated. in.d lain.
Stranded core. OA
Losses cut 50%. UU, yd
STANDARD (in. thorn.
Coax GRADE OJ
go. yd.'

to 2 Meg.. 3,-.

CONTROL 1058, 3/-

OfP TRANSFORMERS. -Heavy duty 70 ma, 416.
tapped, 4/9. Push -Pull. 6/6, Small pentode, 3/9.

15 H, 150 ma, 12/6. H.P. Choke, 14 m.H., 2/6.
HEATER TRANS. -Tapped prim., 200/250 v. 6.3 v.
II amp., 7/6, tapped see. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 1) amp., 8/6.
MAINS TRANS. 350-0-350, 80 ma., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v.
2 a., ditto 250-0-250, 21/, 3 -way mounting.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering Iron. 200/2211 v. or
230/250 v., 14/11. Triple Three mod. with detachable bench stand, 19/6. Solon Midget Iron, 19/2
G.E.C. RECORDING TAPE. Exclusive Bargain.
1,200 ft. reels High Coereitivity. Brand new, 17/8
ENAMELreeI WIRE--; lb. 16 to 20 s.w.g., 2/-; 22 to

ar20sAVIVIO2'DIE:.-504n1A4i0tiv'e-fi:tT.C9.. type, 3/6. H.R.
No connection with any other firm. Please address Phones (S. (1. Brown) .tr Hi -grade Amer., 15/8 pair.
V'HOLDERS.- Pag: JO, 4d.: EF50, EA50. ed.
all correspondence correctly as below.
B12A CRT. 1/3. Moulded ; 10, 6d. ; B70, 9d. ;
with screening can, 1/6 ; BRA, BAG, EPA, 1/ -

Radio Component Specialists
307, Whitehorse Road, West Croydon.

THO 1805
Post Bd. £1.ordos post free. C.0.7). 1/0.

30/-

Lists free.

Ceramic : E F50, 1171l, 1/... All English, 5, 7, 9 pin and

UN types, 1/-. VCR97 moulded holders, 2/6.'

ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin.,'13d.; fin. 10d
INT. OCTAL CABLE PLUG (8 -pin), with cover, 1/3.

BRLMISTORS.-021 .3 a.,

SOLDERING

3/13.

CZ2 .15 a., 2/6.

- SAFE - SIMPLE - SPEEDY

with the sensational

FOR FREEDOM FROM TV SWAMPING

INTERFERENCE FROM NEARBY
TRANSMITTERS

PRIMAX-*

BALANCED GRIP SOLDERING GUN
* NOW IN A NEW UNBREAKABLE CASE
WITH HOOK ATTACHED FOR HANGING OVER WORKBENCH

If the interfering station operates at 30 Mc/s. or
lower, use model E.5028. If it operates at 70 Mc/s.
or higher, use model E.503 I. Relieves interference
from the following classes of stations :-Broadcast,
is

Press, Radar, Beacon, Amateur, Aircraft, Taxis,
Ambulance, Fire, Shipping, Military, Police, etc.
AS SUPPLIED TO THE G.P.O.
SEND S.A.E. FOR FREE LEAFLET

Labgear (Cambridge) Ltd.
WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE. Tel. 2494-2 lines

The PRIMAX-SOLDERER is the ideal tool for any RADIO -TV TELEPHONE mechanic or amateur. Just the tool for service
calls and small jobs on the bench. For semi -continuous soldering.
Available for 110, 200/220 and 220/250v. A.C., 50/60 cycles (60w.).
One year guarantee. Specially designed for easy soldering on hard co -reach jobs.

* TRIGGER CONTROL for semi -continuous use.
ALLOY TIP -never needs re -tinning or filing,
'''EXCLUSIVE
lasts indefinitely under normal use and care.
* INSTANT HEATING -Ready for soldering in 6 seconds.

.a COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHT -slips into pocket or tool -kit,

". weighs only 24 ounces.

Sole Distributors :-

S. KEMPNER, Ltd. 29, Paddington Street, W.1
Tel.

HUNTER 0755.

Through wholesalers cud retailers
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RENDIX RECEIVERS, TYPE RA113.

FIRST-CLASS

TELEVISION and
RADIO COURSES . .
GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your pro-

fessional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how

----FREE GUIDE -The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Brand New, ultra sensitive, 15 metres to 166
metres, and 200 to 2,000 metres in 6 Bands.
Very neat and compact. Dia's. . Olin.
Olin. x 14 lin. All controls on front panel.
An excellent receiver for Ham Bands.
20, 40, 80, 160 metres, for Trawler Band and
Long and Medium Waves. Size makes it
suitable for a superb Car Radio. Only £15,
P.P. 10!-.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 233, with
VCR97 and 6 valves. Ideal for Simplex,
etc., only 42/6.
19ICR0AMPMETERS.-100 uA. 21in. PrOi.
Min, -Max. scale, but a standard 100 tiA.
movement, 27/6. 500 uA. lOin. Rd., Fl.,
0-10 scale, 8/6 : 50 mA., M/c., 2in. sq., 6/,
MALNS TRANSFORMERS. -350-0-350 v.,

189, DUNSTABLE ROAD,
LUTON, BEDS.
Phone : Luton 2677

The Quality Component

80 mA., 6.3 v. 3.5 a., 5 v. 2 a., new, D.T. Specialists offer you Kits of
covered, 17/6. P.P.
Parts for the following :NEONR.-Strike on 80 v. Supplied with
series res. for mains, lin. x fin. dia., 2/-.
Manual
.1 at 7 kV., T.C.C., 7,- EA. .1. 500 v. in
Tropical Cartons, 1952, 3 for 1:-. Aladdin Osram "912 " Amplifier
... 3/6
Coils, iln. with Core, 6d. Polystrine I in.
with Core, 90. Bulgin Panel Lamps, Red or Mullard 10 -watt Amplifier ... 3/6
Green, 21-.
RESISTORS. -1 w., 3d.:
40.:
1 w., 60. VALVES.-ARF'12. 4/- : ; SP41, The Coventry
1/3. EF50 Bases, Ex: Equip., Cer., 3 for 1/-.
2 -watt Amplifier ...
Metal Recs., 300 v. 80 mA., 5/6. Pots., 100 K.,
1/4 -watt Amplifier ...
3 K., Sp., 1/- ea. 1 Imeg., 1/6. H1R Headsets,
ohm, 7/6. 100 pF. Mica, 500 pF. Mica.
2,600 pF. and 5,600 pF. Silver Mica. 3 for 1/-.
3,000

6 -watt Quality Amplifier
PILOTS HELMET MIRES 2/- each.
'Post extra. Ex. Equip only if stated. The Coventry A.M. Tuner Unit
S.A.E. for Lists.
Denco F.M. Tuner Unit
...

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

1/--

1/6

Bates Surplus Store

Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

IVY ST., BIRKENHEAD, CHESHIRE Complete Component Price Lists will

49,

career.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

be supplied with each Manual.

OSC. E.H.T.

COILS
Type " D " 2-9 kV 25/-.
Have you had a copy of our 1954/5
Type " F " 9-14 kV 30/-.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
150,000 SUCCESSES.......

For use with valve or metal rectifier. 60- page

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN,

LONDON, E.C.I.

WNW

COVENTRY RADIO

Current available 1-2 mA. Ideal for oscilloscopes and television. Dimensions 31in. Catalogue,
x 11.i.n. dia. Wave wound winding. Complete
with circuit. Terms : C.W.O. Post orders only

illustrated

A THE WATSON WATCH CO.,

Component

price 1/postage ?

plus

3d.

29, LEIGH ROAD, LONDON N.5

LYONS RADIO Ltd.
3, GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.,
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephone ; SHEpherds Bush 1729

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC Corp. Ltd.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1.
5Z4

145
106
106
1L4

1105

AMPLIFIER UNITS TYPE 178. -These
units for TV conversion as described in the
January issue of PRACTICAL TeLnVISION.

PRICE with valves as specified, i.e., 2-8AC7,
2-EA50, 5 -VMS's, 35/- or less valves, 15/-.
Postage 21-.

R.F. UNITS TYPE 26 & 27. -These units
for TV reception, details contained in the
February issue of PRAwricAi. T8LBVISION.
Complete with valves. PRICE, 35/, Some
with broken slow-motion drive. PRICE,
27/6.

Postage 2/6.

POWER UNITS TYPE SM.-These will
make a fine TV or general purpose power
pack or if desired transformers., etc. Can
be dismantled and incorporated in your own
designs. Input 230 v. 50 cps. A.C. mains.
Output-E.11..T., 2,003 v. 5 mA., H.T. 350 v.
150 mA., both fully smoothed D.C. -L.T.,
6.3 v. 10 A. and 6.3 v. 5 A. Soundly constructed with fully impregnated transformers, metal cased condensers (no electrolytics), etc., and with valves 504, VU120 and
VR91. Input/Output plugs, fuses and on/off

switch mounted on panel front. Supplied
in good condition and working order with

11,N5
195

194
190
1T4
21)21
27(2
3116

3Q3
384
XV4
011-1

5'1,3

024
11137

6407

6.3(15
GA(17
6AK13
GAMS

6AQ5
6,1116

6E4
GSA°
613E6
68116

6E117

ABWI

circuit diagram. PRICE ONLY. 89/6.

013X6

SPEAKER GRILLE. -Woven metal, 3.
sizes available. -A" 14I x 131 in., "B" 15 x 12in.
"C" 16; x Min. With smart gold spray
finish. Please state clearly size required.

606
6(118

60.1

686.51

6E12

6517
PRICE, all sizes, 3/6 post paid.
6F30
TV FAULT FINDING. -A comprehensive 68'83

guide to fault diagnosis and correction
profusely illustrated with actual photographs of the picture or pattern on the
screen of a television receiver exhibiting
the fault under discussion. Prepared for
the service engineer and home constructor.
PRICE, 5/-, post 4d.

diA901"010,""IA/WMIOWIWRI

606g
6,70g

6J6
6117.

5757
GKG

6IC7e.

6/- 6K80
8/6 60,7
6/6 60670

6/-

6117

4/6 6947
4/8 6007
7'- 690.7

7/- 6907
71- 66J7
7/- 99K7
8.6 6617

PRImrose 9090,
5/- 150A2 10/6 B7,40
8/6
8/- 807
7/6 1139
5/7/6 860
15/- 1,11,23D08/8
7/8 0763
8/- RL1320 6/8/- 7193
2/8 KF33 8/6
8/8 0009
5/6 KT2
5/10/- 9003
5/6 KTIV61 6/7/6 9006
6/6 KTW62 5/-

5/6 AC/TP 17/6 ET763 6/6
ATP4
8!- BL63
8/- 0V73

10'. 8X4
7/- 6X-

7,- 614184
8/- 7167
700
8/8 706

6/- 700

8/6 7117
6/6 7E7
12/- 90r,

7/6 7177

5/8
6/6
2/8/8
11/-

7/ 101,72

4/8 003
6/6 003
8/- P0094
7/8 P0160 11/9/8 Peron 6/6

7/8 B.4091

'9/- P182'

7/8161391

21- PM12
4/8/- P0112.51 7/8

4/8 6117617.X.17/- DA0()

2.6 6V6g

3/- MI14

7/- DE77
7/8 DK90

6/- 0193

7/6 EBI4

8/- Pen46

6/- B13033 7/6 EY81
7/6 E13041 10/- P3(89

7/8
9/6
10/.-

7/8
10/6 QP21
76
7/- Q95510 10/6
9/- RA14
12/6/6 B0030 0/- SP4
8/612/6
7/6
B0081 9/- SP6 t
2/6
8- 10A0/7 10/- 80082 10/6 TP22 8/6
7/- E01291 7/6 073
7//6 12 AX7
12/128E6 6/80601140 10/- U3 t
6/6 12E1
8/30/- 1,0180 10/- I n3
6/6 1213
6/- 11536
9- 191{8 8/8 100037 10/6 0329 10/6
7//8 190(7
7/6 EF0O
6/13 641,42 12/10/8 12917
7/6/- 81p80A 8/. 001142 9/6
7/6 00057
6/6 12907 8/6 EF501 5/- UF41
8/8
8/6 10967 7/6 EF34
5/- 0141 10/10/6 E.E73
7/6 14117
10/- 11Y41
9/6/6 1487 10/6 00590
10/- VP2
8/8
916 10001
10/- EF91
8/8 VP4
8/6
6/- 33 16
5/6
VP23
8/- BF92
6/6
8/,. EF90
9/6
7/6 VE53
9/6 BIL32
2/6 3000
6/6 VT301 0/4/6 EI,41 10/- v71111 3(5/- 72
6/6 W77
5/6
7/6 73
8/813191
8/8 E1310130

2/8 ECK
7/6 10LD11 10/- Ec,c33

4/8'0787/6

77

8/- EMU, .10/6 X60

8/8 83
Y51
11/- 7,77
6/6 9342
10/8 1OY91
7/8 Z719
6(1. each.
24 hour C,O.D. service.

Post
boxed and guaranteed.

7/6
6/6
10, All

Complete list free S.A.E.

-1955
RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK
by A.R.R.L."
Postage Is. -ed.

3Cs. Ocf.

Television Engineers' Pocket Book,

edited by E. Molloy & J. P. Hawker.
109. 60., postage 4d.
Television Picture ',malts, by J. Cara
& L. Stanley. 3s. 60.. postage 3d.
Radio & Television Engineers'
Reference Rook, edited by E. Molloy,
705. Od*, postage free.

Television Receiver Servicing -Vol.

Time -Base Circuits, by E. A. W.
Spreadbury. 215. Od., postage Id.
Haas & R. W. Hallows. 15s. 00.,
postage 6d.
I

:

The Oscilloscope at Work, by A,

Practical TV Aerial Manual for

Rands I & III, by R. Laidlaw.
4s. 60., postage 3d.

Milliard 5 Valve 10 Watt High Quality
Amplifier Circuit. 2s. 60., postage
3d.

Radio Valve Data : 9th edn., compiled by Wireless World.'
postage 3d.

3s. 6d.,

Television Test Equipment, by E. N.
Bradley. 5s. Od. postage 3d.
The Oscilloscope & its Applications,
by Philips Electrical Ltd.' 55. 00.,
postage 6d.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS OF
BRITISH & AMERICAN TECHNICAL
BOOKS.

19-23, PRAED STREET,

(Dept. T.4) LONDON, W.2.
'Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

Please write or call for our catalogue.
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tion is required in connecting it between V5 and the
tube ? I have replaced MR5 and C52 many times, but
it does not seem to have much effect, if any, in the
district where I live because of severe ignition interference and feel, therefore, that a valve in the suppressor circuit would be more efficient.-G. Preston
(Seaeombe, Wallasey).

A D77 valve may certainly be used in place of

MR5 and, if so, then the cathode of the valve should

Nwirm

.M AIM Amr
Aormr
.Mir IIM,
MrAIAIIII=
AM!a
/AMNIAalmr,
1,4 INF.

be connected to the anode of V5 and the anode of
the D77 connected to C52.
At the same time a 1-megohm resistor should be
connected between anode and cathode of the D77.

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE.
The coupon from p. 527
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope
must be enclosed.

GRIFFIN DU10
My Griffin DU10 console model has developed a

fault. It has a Mullard 12in. tube and a 15 Mullard

valve superhet receiver. The picture is too long and
adjustment of the height control has no effect, except
suddenly to produce a lin. bright horizontal line right

across the screen. The set is almost two years old

FERGU$ON 988T
and has never given the slightest trouble until now.
Would you be so kind as to help me trace the fault -J. Stuart (Prescot).
in my Ferguson TV Model 988T " Twelve Plus " ?
We have no data of any kind on your receiver.
My set is about 20 months old and has given good Your remarks, however, would indicate that the
service to date except for this, its first fault. For one picture width control (assuming by " too long "
or two evenings the brilliance became erratic- you mean that the picture is too wide) is in need of
there appeared sudden flashes on the screen and then adjustment.
uncontrollable brilliance. The picture is now very
The fact that the picture disappears to a horizontal
bright with flyback lines very plainly visible.
bright line when adjusting the height control almost
Sound still perfect.
certainly indicates that the control itself is faultyOn reading up some of the " Practical Television " -probably open-circuit-and is in urgent need of
magazines I looked to see what I could do with the replacement.
little experience I have.
1. First I suspected heater -cathode short in C.R.T. SIMPLEX
but was not sure if I would still have a " good "
I have completed the " Simplex " television receiver
picture on screen (which I have). However, on
wiring up Separate heater transformer results were the and added the extra R.F. stage.
I can obtain a clear raster and all controls appear
same except picture even more pale.
in working order, but no sound or vision signals.
2. V.F. amp. (EF80) changed over. No effect.
I have tried, as suggested, with a pair of 'phones
3. Resistors in brilliance control circuit appear in
series with R6 and the anode of V5, but without
order, also those of V.F. amp., but not substituted. in
The main difference between now and when working result.
Can you suggest any further test points of this
properly is that the picture lights up suddenly all
over the screen much too bright, which I cannot turn manner to trace the fault ?-F. -Watkins (Surrey).
-

You should use an aerial of the type normally

down.

Before, it was a slow five-minute job " warming in use in your locality and should erect it as high as
up " before the picture was good all over the screen. possible.
When switching off the light goes off very quickly
now, whereas when working properly there is a light
in the centre of the screen for several seconds after
switching off. - M. Gibson (London).
In view of your remarks we feel that the insulation
in the picture tube between anode I and grid may have

Check the operation of the R.F. circuits when

listening for the vision signal by tapping each grid

with the blade of a screwdriver. A distinct click

should be received from each stage right through to
the aerial. Non -receipt of a click at any point
indicates that that stage is not working.
Clean the pins of the EF50 valves and use valve
collapsed. You can prove this possibility and,
incidentally, sometimes correct the fault, by shorting retaining clips.

the grid of the tube direct to chassis-you will find
that at present it is loaded to chassis, even when the H.M.V. 1803
brightness control is turned right down, via a
I bought this set, with faults, about a year ago. I
megohm resistor included in series with the slider saw my local dealer about it, but he wasn't very keen
contact of the control. If, on shorting the grid to so I had a go myself. My hobby is radio, but I know
chassis, the screen blacks out, the effect is almost very little about TV. Anyway, I found the trouble.
certainly caused by inter -electrode insulation break- I fitted a new TA15J tube and carried out a small
down in the tube. You may be lucky, however and modification and also fitted all new Z66 valves and
1

find that the fault is cured on making the short. renewed the two E.H.T. condensers. etc.
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The raster appears to be satisfactory, but when I
After a lot of luck and trimming, etc., I got a picture
after fitting a preamplifier, a really good one. The switch on there is a loud plip-plop from the loudspeaker,
line hold is very unstable when first switching on ; and on placing an Avo Minor across its main feed from
I have to adjust the line hold and after 20 minutes or the power transformer the voltage jumps twice at
so a thick line pops out from the left side of the screen

and the line has to be adjusted again. It does not
matter how long you leave it, the line won't go back
on its own. This trouble goes on all evening and the
next day when switching on I have to start all over
again.-L. French (Hants.).
In your receiver the line sync pulses are taken
from the anode of the KTZ63 sync separator valve,

the same time as Ithese plops. All other voltage checks

appear O.K. Does this suggest anything ? - John

R. Currie (Eastleigh).
You do not give us sufficient information on which

through an 0.33 megohm resistor and 100 pF capaci-

we can help you. What is the raster like? Have you
tried the listening method for tuning in the vision
signal ? Are you using an aerial of the type normally
in use in your locality? Have you' tested the R.F.
stages ? These are typical of the questions which

tor, to the primary winding (terminal number

you have managed to get the sound at all.

4)

on the line blocking oscillator transformer. Examina-

need answering.

It is not clear from your letter if

voltage surge can be due to a variety of causes,
tion of this circuit will show that the 0.33 megohm theThe
most likely being the electrolytics. Try connecting
resistor can be easily shorted out (by means of a
screw type switch). With the resistor shorted a much a 100 ohm 3 watt resistor in series with the first two.
more solid line hold is generally achieved. If you PYE FYI
find that the resistor is in circuit, the effect you
In an attempt to improve the focus of my Pye FYI
describe is frequently aggravated by its value I removed the P.M. unit, slackened the clamp screw*
increasing.
and rotated the ring magnet slightly. However, on
replacing unit matters were worse than ever. I made
STELLA M5946
several more attempts, using the same method and
I would be most grateful it you could help me with being careful not to knock magnet but still with the
full width of

my Stella set,- No. M5946. I cannot get a
result.
picture. I think it is the width control coil which has a same
I did find, though, that on tilting the adjustment
moving iron core. This control does not alter picture collar I got perfect focus. I feel, however, that by using
either way.-W. V. Hickman (Hurst Hill). _7
this method I am interfering with the work of the ion
This coil can be obtained only from the manu- trap magnet. I would be very grateful if you could
facturer, via a Stella agent-it is not a standard offer any suggestions or advice.-I. Ward (Yorks).
component. It is very rare that this component
It is possible that loss of magnetism in the focus
fails ; however, the general cause of the symptom unit is responsible for the symptom you describe ;
the
result
of
you describe is low H.T. voltage, as
this, unfortunately, is often aggravated by dismantling
ageing of the H.T. rectifier. You should test this the focusing unit as you have done. To restore an
possibility.
even focus we feel that it may be necessary to replace

REGENTONE BIG 12
Would you please assist me in tracing a fault in my
R egentone Big 12 TV Plessey Mark 2 which I have
had for the past two years ? The picture is breaking
up and then going completely away. A faint hiss is
heard when this takes place. The tube was replaced a
year ago. I have replaced the EL38 valve, also 6L18
and EY51 rectifier which has made no improvement.
The picture is very good when on, but only lasts for a
second or two. The tube face is still bright and the
E.H.T. is O.K. - Peter Middleton (Midlothian).

the unit. It should also be remembered, however,
that low E.H.T. and impaired picture -tube vacuum
are other factors that frequently cause the symptom.
STELLA 1480U

I have been experiencing fading on the whole of
the picture on my Stella Type 1480U.
The set is about two and a half years old now, and
for some considerable time the picture on being
switched on, comes on over -contrasted, and of no detail,

but after five or eight minutes this fades and I have
a reasonable picture. But during the evening it condarkens and only by using more contrast
If the sound is unaffected when this symptom tinually
I hold a reasonable picture. As I have to be conoccurs the trouble lies somewhere in the vision I.F. can
tinually adjusting the contrast am I right in assuming
amplifier, vision detector, video output sections. that perhaps one or more of the UF42's are losing
It is often caused by a poor connection between
the pins of one of the related valves and the valve their emission ?
I should be grateful to hear your remarks ; no
holder socket. This can generally be proved by loss
of sound has been experienced.-E. Millington
its
holder
while
turn
each
valve
in
wriggling in
observing the effect on the picture. The valve (Oldbury).
This effect is often symptomatic of an ageing
which, when so disturbed, blacks -out and restores
the picture should be examined and cleaned if the picture -tube. It can also be caused, however, by
pins show signs of oxidisation ; the associated valve - components and valves altering in characteristics as
holder should also be replaced if necessary. We they increase in temperature. In the first place,
would also point out that poor inter -electrode therefore, we would advise you to have the valves,
insulation in the picture -tube has been known to which are related to the vision I.F. and video sections,
tested for emission over a period of time, the valves
cause the symptom on your type receiver.
which have a tendency to alter in emission as they
get hot should be replaced. If the valves seem all
" ARGUS "
I have built the " Argus " receiver, and cannot right, the picture -tube and smaller components
with the vision channel, brightness control
get any results at all. However, the A.F. portion associated
seems O.K. when coupled to the output lead of an network and tube first anode supply should come
ordinary BBC receiver.

under suspicion.

BRAND- NEW R.F. Units, types 26
24. 12/6; 25 (soiled),
11/- !postage 2/4). R3170A, brand
new, 13 valves, 75/ -; Rx, type 161,
1/CV66,
mcs.
Valves:
160/220
2/VR136.
I.F.
output,
1/VR137,
Dynamotors, input
16.5 rims. 17/6.
output approx. 240v,
6v.,
D.C.,

and 27, '27/6;

80 ma, 8/6; input 12v, D.C., outputs

RATES

4/-

per line

or

part

thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 11- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Television,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

EERING CO., LTD., Dept. " C," High
(KINgston
St. Teddington, Middx.
1193-4.)

WENVOE AERIALS,

4 element, 2 at

£4 each, complete with mast; H.M.V.
Record Changer, £2. F. J. REEVES
& FOX ELIOTT LTD., The Plains,
Totnes.

PREMIER,

12in.,

T/V

Console

Cabinet, working order; bargain at
£12. GODFREY, 11, Longford Ave.,
Southmead, Bristol.
INDICATOR UNITS complete with
VCR 517. These are less valves but
complete with the VCR 517 or A or
B or C no choice. They are full of
condensers, resistors and pots, etc.,
and are excellent value at only 19/6
(plus carriage, B.R.S. routes only,
7/6). Type No. are 162, 162B and
SERVIO RADIO. 156-8, Merton
(LIBerty
Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19.
184A.

6525.)

SIMPLEX T.V. 18 swg Chassis, with
screens and valve punched, 17/6, post
1/6; fully wound Coil Sets, 15/-, post
1/-; Simplex Mains Transformer,
27/6,

post 2/-; Magnetic Chassis and
0.1. pi 2.5 kV wkg.,

Screens, 22/6;

7/6; Rectifiers, RM3, 5/9; 3K/40, 6/-;
14 -way Tag Boards, 2/.. List for

other items, Lynx -wound Coil Sets,
35/-, post 1/-, C.O.P.Y. WINDINGS,
Healey Lane, Batley, Yorks.
CONVERTER, Rowbridge to London
frequency, S.C.
FOUWEATHER,
London, N.10.

Power Unit, £5.
8,
Cedar Court,

24-1),0ur

postal service; c.w.o. or c.o.d. "El at 6/6; 1M1 at 12/6; 1U5 at 7/6;
2C26 at 4/-; 2C34 at 2/-; 2D13C at

4/-; 3A4 at 7/6; 3B7 at 8/6; 4D1 at
1/-; 5X4 at 8/6; 5Z3 at 8/6; 6A3 at
10/6; 6AL5 at 6/-; 6AM5 at 7/6;
6B7 at 7/6; 6B8G at 4/-; 6B8M at
4/6; 6C8 at 8/6; 6D6 at 6/6; 6F7 at
T/V, PERFECT WORKING ORDER 6/6; 6F8 at 7/-' 6G5(UX) at 7/-;
all makes. Table Models : Baird. 6G6 at 6/6; 6H6M at 3/6; 6J5M at
9in., portable, £15; H.M.V. 10in. 6/-;r 6J7M at 7/6; 6K7M at 5/6;
£15; Cossor, 10in., £16; Murphy 6K8GT at. 8/6; 6K8M at 9/-; 6L5,
12in., £25.
Consoles : Ekco, 9in. 7/6; 6L6G,
/-; 6L6M, 10/-; 6N7M,

250v, 63 ma and 6.3v, 2.5A, 7/6 (postage 2/-),
Carbon Resistors, new,
Hi 12/6 per 100, our selection.
stability, close tolerance, 11- each.
List/enquiries; s.a.e. I Id. Cash with
order; immediate despatch.
W. A. complete with fitted enlarger, £18
BENSON, 308, Rathbone Rd., Liver- Defiant, 9in., £15; Philips, 12in.
£35/101-. Many others. Lists sen
pool, 13.
request, s.a.e. T/V's n6edin
R.F. UNITS, types 26 at 27/6, 25 at on
from £7. Service manual
15/-, 24 at 11/-; brand new in attention
against sets supplied. HIGH
original cartons, with valves; postage loaned
STREET
RADIO,
High Stree ,
E.W.S. CO., 69, Church Rd. Croydon, Surrey.. 284/6,
2/6.
(CRO 8030.)
Moseley, Birmingham
JIM'S RADIO COMPONENTS, 23, TV SIMPLEX COILS, 21/-; TV 'in.
Alexandra Rd.. Sleaford, Lines. Canned Formers, 2/3 ea. BEL,
Send s.a.e. for free price lists and Marlborough Yard, Archway, N.19.
(ARC 5078.)
order forms.
CONDENSERS, .1mf, 2,500v, wkg., RADIO UNLIMITED offer guaranteed
new
Valves : 1L4. 3A4, DF92, EB91,
41in. x 24in. x lin., 5/6 ea.; .1mf,
1,500v, wkg., 2/6; tubular, metal -cased, CV785. CV296, EF36, 6K7G,
1S5,
6J5M, 6K7M, all at 5/- each,
.002/350v, 6d.; .005/500v, 8d.; .05j
500v,
1/-; lmf, 150v, 1/-; dark post free; U329, 6V6M, 6SL7. 6SN7,
EBC33.
504G. 6BE6. 7/- each; 1A7
screen, 141in. x
x
6/-;
8/- each; 9D2, 8D2, 3/6 each;
chimney mounting Aerials, complete and 807,Valves
in stock. Lists free.
with lashings, " H " 55/-, " X " 55/-: 17,000
Iso/trans.,
1 -to -1, 25% boost, 2v, 4v
Dublex 88/6, single dipole 40/-, single or` 6v types,
6/3 each;
door -rod
dipole for facia board 20/-; Co -ax Aerial, with co -ax
lead, 17/6; Co -ax
yard. GLADSTONE RADIO,
9d.
70/80 ohms, 8/6 doz. yds.;
Gladstone Place, Newton Abbot, Cable.
3 -wave Coilpacks, 1., m. and s., 21/-.
Devon.
UNLIMITED, Elm Road,
SERVICE SHEETS, T.V. and Radio, RADIO
over 2,000 models, sale or hire, London, E.17. (KEY 4813,)
Valves and Components. S.A.E. with VALVES, 6 months' guarantee, disenquiries. W. J. GILBERT, 24, count on orders over £1. Wellknown maker. Send 5d. for list of
Frithville Gardens, London, W.12.
70 types, including operating
'TV WITHOUT MAINS. -Absolutely over
" gen," pin connections, prices, etc.
first-class picture, plus DC circuit for BLANCHARDS
(PT1), 13, Gainford
lighting; as supplied to the B.B.C. Gardens, Manchester,
10.
Special AC/DC " Chorehorse " Generators, self-starting, compact, and WANTED VALVES. 5Z4. ECL80, EY51,
50/60
complete, AC 220/250 volts.
KT66, 6U4GT, KT6I, and all
cycles, 250/350 watts AVC. Will run EF80,
types, also P.M. Speaker Units
radios, vacuum cleaners, small tools, T.V.
31in.,
5in.,
61in., 8in., 10in.; prompt
etc., £47/10/-, plus 10/- delivery. cash. WM. CARVIS
LTD., 103, North
Below: Street. Leeds, 7.
STORAGE BATTERIES, 12v, 75AH
heavy duty, 19 plates, separate cells
in hardwood cases; finest possible
specification, £5/17/6, 9/6 delivery;
12v; 22AH, almost similar specification, surprisingly powerful, £2/14/-,
delivery 5/6. TEDDINGTON ENGIN-

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS.

8/-; 6Q7, 8/6; 6SQ7, 8/6; 63S7,

716;

6ST7, 8/-; 6U5 (10), - 7/6; 6U7, 8/6;
6V6GT, 7/6; 6V6M, 8/-; 6Y6, 8/.;
6Y7, 15/-; 7F7, 8/6; 7N7, 8/6; 7Q7,

8/6; 7S7, 7/6; 8D3, 6/6; 12AH7, 12/6;

12AH8, 10/-; 12AT6, 10/6;
12BA6
12BH7, 12/6; 12H6, 3/-; 12J7,
12Q7, 8/6; 12U5G, 7/-; 13D1,

9/6;
7/6;

8/-; 13D3, 9/-; 14B6, 10/6; 17Z3, 10/-;
18,
8/-; 19AQ5, 11/6; 19Y3l, 8/6;
25L6, 816; 2'i, 7/6; 30, 7/6; 3t11.1,
12/6; 35W4, 10/6; 35Z4, 8/6;. 35Z5,
8/6; 39/44, 7/6; 42MPT, 15/-; 50L6,
8/-; 50Y6, 8/6; 57. 8/6; 58, /6; 76,
71-; 78. 8/6; 210DDT, 8/6; 210LF,
3/-; 215SG, 4/-; 717A, 8/6; 813, 70/-;
832, 25/-; 955, 5/-; 1201, 7/6; 1203,
7/6; 7475, 7/6; 9001, 6/-; AC/P, 7/6;
AC/H1_, 6/6; AP4, 7/6; ARP3 (A),
5/-; CBL1, 17/6; CL4, 14/6; D77, 6/-;
DET19, 2/-; DAF91, 7/6; DF91, 8/-;
DL94, 8/-; DH30, 15/6; E1148, 3/-;
EA50, 2/-; EB41, 11/- EBC3, 10/6;
EC52, 5/6; ECC83, 10/6; EF22, 9/-;
EL50, 20/-; EL84, 10/6; EZ41c, 9/-;
FC13. 9/-; GZ32, 14/-; HL2, 3/-;
HL13C, 7/6; HL23, 5/6; KBC32, 7/6;
KF35, 9/-; KK32, 10/6; KL35, 9/-;
KT71, 12/-, KT74, 12/- KT76, 12/-;
KTW63, 6/6; KTZ41, 8/6; LP2, 4/6;
ML4, 6/6; ML6, 6/6; 0M5, 7/6;
Pen1340, 6/-; PL83, 11/6; PY80, 10/QS75/20,
10/6;
QS150/15,
10/6;
QV04/7 (Ex unit), 9/6; 'RK34, 2/-;
S130, 5/6; TDD2, 8/6; TP2620, 17/6;
UL44, £1; TJR3C. 10/6; U19, 20 ;
U50, 7/6; VLS492A, 80/; VP13K,
7/6; VU120A,
W61, 8/6; X79.

13/-; XH(1.5), 4/-; Y63, 7/6. Special
offer of sub, miniatures : CK502AX,
CK523AX, CK525AX. XFWIO. XFW20.

XFY10, XFY12. XFY23, XSG1.5, all
each. BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
advice and agency. Regis- 7/LTD., 38. Chalcot Road, N.W..1.
tered Consultant. C. L. BROWNE, CORP.
(Primrose
9090.)
See
displayed
114, Greenhayes Avenue, Banstead, advert. on page
522.
Surrey.
A BIG ADVANTAGE of using our reSITUATIONS VACANT
wind service is that in most cases
stock replacement can be supplied.
The engagement of persons answering these a
advertisements must be made through a Local We have the most complete T/V comOffice of the Ministry of Labour or a Scheduled ponent replacement service in Great
Have you tried " Nuray "
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man Britain.
aged 18-64, inclusive, or a woman aged 18-59, the heater booster isolator that just
inclusive, unless he or she, or the employment. plugs in ? " DIRECT T/V REPLACEis excepted from the provisions of the Notilica- MENTS," 134-136. Lewisham Way,
lion of Vacancies Order, 1952.
New Cross, S.E.14. (Tideway . 3696.
AN
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER
is 2330.)
required for work in the research P. TELEVISION 4,
built, £8. 9,
laboratory of a progressive East
Midlands firm in the design and Meadow Drive, Huyton, L'pool.
development of electronic measuring MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
instruments and of circuits for Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes.
automatic control systems, etc. The Projectors, or, in fact, anything
post should prove most attractive to that needs lenses. Then get our
a man aged .25/30, who has obtained booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov.
a good degree and has had some Lenses & Prisms," Nos. 1 & 2, price
experience in servo systems, elec- 2/6 ea. Also our stereo book,
' 3-D
tronic motor Control and/dr magnetic Without Viewers," price 7/6. Comamplifiers. A. salary up to £700, prehensive lists of lenses,
optical,
depending
on
qualifications,
is radio and scientific
gear free for
offered. Please apply, quoting Ref.: s.a.e. -H. W. ENGLISH,
Rayleigh
106/EE, stating age, experience, etc.; Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
to Box 2J, P.3492, A.K. ADVG.,
212a, Shaftesbury
Ave.,
London, LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
W.C.2.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,
Bullington Rd.. Oxford.

-PATENTS

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts

in

stock for :

VIEWMASTER, SOUNDMASTER,
TELEKING, ETC.

Easy Terms Available.

Stomp for list, NOT S.A.E.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
Finsthwaite, Newby Bridge,
Ulverston, Lancs.

ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED
for cash. State quantity and condition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD.,
38, Chalcot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose
9090.)

BUILD YOUR OWN TV. All View master specified
components in

Stamp details. FRANKLIN
& HALL, 371, Havant- Rd., Farling ton, Portsmouth.
stock.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

OPPORTUNITIES IN

TELEVISION
144

Television offers .-Unlimited
scope to the technically
Details of the
qualified.

easiest way to study for
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television
Television,
Servicing, Sound Film
Radio
Projection,
Diploma Courses, etc.,

are given in our 144 -page
Handbook " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
which also explains the
benefits of our Appoint-

ments Dept.

We Guarantee
"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you are earning less than
£15 a week you must read
this enlightening book.
Send for your copy NOW-FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TODAY!

British Institute of Engineering Technology
237, College

IET

House,

29-31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington. W.S.

Please mention P.TV. and enclose 6d.postage
VALVES, NEW & SURPLUS, GUARANTEED.
6/- 12A6 1299
OZ4
4/(soiled) 5/8/8
5/6 6BR7
4/7/- 15D2
ILN5(soiled) 6BS7
19AQ5
10/3/- 6BW6
EF50
5/6/6
IS5
6/- 6CH6
5/5/- W77
IT4
6/6 635
35/7/- 1824
1115
6/- 6V6
6AK6
6/6
6X4
6/6
3V4
6/8 6X5
6AQ5
8/7/8/- 7135
5763
7/6
6/- 6SL7
8/- 71)8
6A6
6/6/- 6115
6/TTI1
716/- 14S7
6/- 9D2
6AM6
7/6
5/- 12AT6
7/6 11D3
7/6AT6
8/- 13D1
12BES
6/6 5005
6B8
7/ -

BECKENHAM, KENT
THE SHOP FOR THE CONST'RUCT'OR
NOW OPEN AT 104, HIGH STREET.
BECKENHAM 3720

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
WIRE,
3000

ANGLE,

CHANNEL,

TEE

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

VALVES

1.4v. miniatures. 1R5 1S5, 1T4, 354, DAF91,
DF91, DK91, DL92, 7/3 ; any 4 for 27/6.
SA7GT
6LD20 9/6 25Z60 8/6iEL91 6/6
1E251 12/6P25 14/6 35L6GT
8/6 2240 8/6
105GT
6P28 181
9/35ZIGT8/6
11/6 67GT
1D5
9/6
11/- 68QN7GT9i- 35Z5GT8/6 FC2EZ4I
50L6GT8/6 KT63 7/8
1H5GT
80
8/6 MU14 8/6
11/6 6U4GT
1N5GT
17/- B36 186 N78 14/6
11/6 6V6G 7/6 CL33 12/6 Pen45 15/6/9 PCF80
115
7/3 6V6GT 716 D77
1S5
1T4

DAC:C:7
10/6
7/3 6X4
11.16 PCC84
6X5GT 6/9
3Q5GT11/6 717
7/6 DF33 11/6
11/6
8/6 131177 8/6 PL81 1116
354
7/3 7C5
3V4
DK32 1116 PL82 9/6
8/6 7C6
7/6 DK92 7/6 PL83 12/6
5U4G 86 7H7
5Y3GT 7/9 7S7
71 DL33 11/6 PY80 9/6
DL35 11/6 PYSI 10/5Z4G
7Y4
BELL5 8/9 1001
12/6 EA50 1/8 PY82 7/9
6AM.5 6/6 10F1 101- REM
6/9 P2,30 171EB033 7/6 T41 13i6AM6 7/6 SOLD11
10!- E11041 101- U14
6AT6
8/6
U22
7/6
6BA6 7/6 10P13 10/- EBF80
1016 U24 17/6
6BE6 6/6 10P14 13/6
12/613E16
EC91
7/6 1725
6/6 12A118
613.76
10/6 ECC81 9/- U50
7/9
61
1.178
816
6BW6
12AT7 9. ECH35
1.7404
9/6BW7 9/6 12AU6 7/6
604
1416
7/6 12A7J710/6 ECH42 10/- 17801
61)9
ECL80 9/6 UBC41
8/6 12.77GT
UBF80
6F1 12/6
EFA
3'7
6F6G 7/6 121C7GT1610/6
14/6
6F12 7/6 12K8GT
EF39 616 UCH42 9/9
6F13 13'6
9/- UF41 8/8
10:6 EF41
UF42 13/6
EF50
6F14 131i 12Q7GT
9/91716,77GT' 7/8
6K7G 6/- 12SK7 961/6- (Sylvania)8/6 WW1
6K7GT 6/- 20F2 1116 EF80 10/- UY41 9/5/6
6K8G 8/6 20P1
EF91 7/6 W77
7/8
6KBGT 9/- 2524G 9/- EF92 5/6hZ63
7/6
8/6 EL41 11/6 Z77
61125 11/9 2525

Postage 4d. per valve extra.

READERS RADIO

T/V PRE -AMPS
NOW PROVING VERY POPULAR
Manufactured specially to suit fringe and
ultra -fringe conditions. In use 140 miles
north of Kirk O'Shotts (check our position)
and in many other distant locations and
difficult reception areas. High -efficiency

twin triode, two -stage, grounded grid
cascode circuit gives highest signal-to-noise

ratio on all channels. Built-in power pack
for 200-250 A.C.

Complete in crackled case, ready for use.
State your channel.

£5.5.O

well finished steel case.

Price
£11-17-0

complete

Also available in chassis form

less H.T. supply but including
operated heater supply
for inclusion in receivers Price
mains

£8-0-0

complete

CONVERTOR TYPE AC/4

For weak signal areas.

Price
£15-15-0
complete
(Leaflets on request)

SPENCER -WEST
QUAY WORKS,
Gt. YARMOUTH.
Tel. : 3009.

'Grams : Spencer -West,
Gt. Yarmouth.

-TELEVISION COMPONENTS
always in stock for the

-

P.T. LYNX, TELE-KING.
P.T. SUPER -VISOR

THE E.E. TELEVISOR
VIEWMASTER
AND WIDE ANGLE
MODIFICATIONS

Separate price lists available free on
request to
-

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC LABS.,

J. T. FILMER,
Bexley, Kent

TAIN-ROSS-SHIRE-SCOTLAND

Tel.: Bexleyheath 7267

6d. stamp brings illustrated details and some
interesting fringe data.

HIGH GRADE

Maypole

Estate,

Television, Radio,

TRANSFORMERS Record CABINETS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

H. ROLLET .& CO., LTD.
6, CHESHAM PLACE,LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

Our rewind dept. will handle your

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1.
Branches at. Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Leeds.
"No Quantity too Small"

CONVERTOR TYPE 26.
For conversion from channel 3
to channel 1, complete with self
contained power supply unit and
totally enclosed in a handsome,

24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD
HILL, LONDON, N.16. STA. 4587

VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS
WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS

Works :

'April, 1555

SAME DAY SERVICE
Boxed
All Guaranteed New and

CASCODE TYPE

TELEKIT SUPPLY
Chantey Lane, Bromley, Kent.

'

GOOD DELIVERIES

repairs promptly and efficiently.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

P. HOWORTH
(Dept. P.T.)

51 POLLARD LANE BRADFORD
Tel : 37030

MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS
FOR QUOTATION

B. KOSKIE
(DEPT. B)

7 2-7 6

Leather Lane,

Holborn, E.C.1
Phone: CHAncery 6791/2

April, 1955
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Wews
" RAI-TEL-ADE "
WHEN using the conventional hearing aid the listener receives the
output of a radio set, TV set or radiogram at secondhand, because the aid
picks up the set -speaker's output and
reproduces it again. The user receives

527

Ihebrade
the user receives directly from his
ear -piece.

After two years of- research and
development such an instrument, has

It utilises neither valves
nor batteries yet completely solves the
problem. It is the " Rai-Tej-:Ade."
It utilises the same type of miniature
much -distorted .sounds for two
insert ear -piece as is used in.,the conreasons.
First, the conventional
hearing aid is designed to aid conversation between ventional hearing aid. This is connected to file small
two or more persons conversing in comparatively " Rai-Tel-Ade " by a thin, plastic -covered -flex.
The " Rai-Tel-Ade " being only 3in. by 3in. by
close proximity ; therefore, at normal distance from
a radio set and at comfortable viewing distance from 41in., sits comfortably on a side -table or the arm
a TV set, the aid must be at full volume, which of an easy chair. It is connected by a Jong lead
seriously distorts its output. Secondly, even at to the radio, TV set or radiogram to,: Which
maximum volume, the ajd does not pick up satis- connection is easily made without hartriing'. the
factorily unless the sound output of the radio, TV or most expensive or delicate set. Thus the user may
may sit in any part of the "room and
as far away from the souitd source
been devised.

as desired.
Extraneous noises are entirely
eliminated and the user has a

personal volume and tone control
for speech or music on the instrument itself.

Their use does not

affect the loudspeaker Output. Indeed, it gives the person who is hard
of hearing greater independence -than

the unafflicted, because he, or she,

can listen -in and view with the
loudspeaker switched off.
This
property makes the instrument useful

for those with normal hearing, since

parents may listen -in without disturbing their children doing homework, for example.
The " Rai-Tel-Ade " is tested to
withstand 2,000 volts D.C., and is
guaranteed completely safe under
all conditions. The windings of
its specially matched transformer,
The neat unit for the hard of hearing reviewed above.
through which the signals pass,
are electrostatically insulated and
radiogram is uncomfortably high for those with earthed for further safety. The " Rai-Tel-Ade is
normal hearing, thus increasing the distortion of guaranteed for two years.
the original sound output and also greatly amplifying
It may be used in conjunction with a car radio. It
the normal environmental noises, thereby further may be used for individual listening by hospital
adding to the distortion babel. The aid user can, of patients from their own radios withoUt disturbing
course, sit right over a radio set, which is usually anyone, and in the nursery and sickroom. The
physically uncomfortable or up at a TV set, which instrument has an attractive silver-grey finish.
causes eyestrain and imperfect viewing, with -the
The retail price, complete with plug and socket
sets giving normal output.

The Solution of the Problem

The obvious answer to this problem is an instrument which does not depend on reproducing sound
secondhand. Instead, it should plug into the output
circuit of the radio, TV set or radiogram and itself
receive the signals, which actuate the loudspeaker.
The instrument turns these signals into sound, which

connecting lead, miniature insert type receiver, which

accepts the personal ear mould, is £4 15s.-Electric
Aids, Orchard House, Sunbury -on -Thames, Middx.

QUERIES COUPON

This coupon is available until April 21st,
must accompany all Queries.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, APRIL,

1955, and
1955.

Published on the 22nd of each month by GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand. London.
W.C.2,
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & -SONS, Exmoor Street. London.

W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand :
GORDON & GOTCH (Alsia), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY.
LTD. Subscription rate including postage, for
one year : Inland and Abroad 13s. 6d. (Canada 13s.) Registered at the General Post
Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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SIMPLEX MAGNETIC
KITS
STAGE I, £3 STAGE V, £611.9/- STAGE III, E4/181 STAGE H, 50/- (Less Tube & Speaker) STAGE IV, 47/ -

VALVES
(All Guaranteed)

VU111 or RK34 4 for 101-.
2/6 SP41
E052
6SK7
41- 2X2
6SA7
8/- 6SN7
6X5
8/- 5Z3
8/6 EBC33
6Q7
8/6 6V6
8/- 955
6N7
7/6 ECC31
8/6 954
684
4/- 6I3W6
61- VU133
3/. 5E7
VU111
4/- 1T4
VP41
3/- HL41
7/6 3V4
1S5
7/6 3S4
3'. KT2
PEN220 3,- SG215
7/6
EL32
REM
37-EF39
4/. 12A66K8.
111- VR116
2/- PEN46
6AL5
6/6 Dl

6K7 (U.S.A.) 4 for EL

4

F,F50
EB34
EF36
6S117

5U4G
VU33

fforrrt

COMBINED

BOOSTER

AND ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS

6SL7
6H6 '

R19
VU120
1R5

6J6

T,F211)

U22

or with Cathode -Heater short to be
used again. Supplied in any voltage
from 2v. -13.3v.
OPTIONAL BOOST (121% and 25%).

5/5/6/6

8438/6

8/6
8/3/6
13/4/7/6
7:3/11.-

5/- Mt
1

2/6
4/6 il
2/6
9/8/6
716
5131-

3/7/6
8/6
5/6
7/7/5/ -

:

:

:

POTENTIOMETERS. -All values to 2 Meg., 2/6 each
100K, I Meg..

Meg., 1 Meg., 2 Meg., with switch, 4/- each.

WE STOCK VIEWMASTER COMPONENTS.

VIN ER'S (M iddlesbrough)

349 HASLUCKS GREEN ROAD
SHI. 2483
SHIRLEY, BIRMINGHAM.

HANNEY of BATH offers:VIEWMASTER.-Constructor's Envelope, 7/6. Stage 1, 62/3
two, 43/3: three, £511/8: four. 9110: five. 21.0/4/- ; six, 27/7/3 ;
seven, 84/-. Complete pre -amp kit (less valve), 32/2.

WB100 (sound and vision chassis), 18/8 ; WB101, 6/- ; WB102. 18/6 :
W8103. 42/- ; WB103A. 5216:_ W13104, 15/6 ; WB105, 4772 ; WB106,
25/6 ; WB107, 32/6: WB108. 33'3 : W13109/1. 2 or 3 (state tube type).
22/6: WB110. 7/8 ; WE112, 21/6 ; WE Console conversion kit. 35/- ;
WIMII pre -amp chassis. 17/6 ; Westinghouse Rectifiers, 14A86,
20/4; 14036, 11/7 ; WX3 and WX6, 3/9 each ; 36EHT100, 29/5 ;
36 EHT50, 26/1 ; 36EHT45. 23/8 ; K31100, 14/8 ; K3/50, 8/9 : K3/45,
812. T.C.C. Condensers, 27110/- (any condenser supplied separately),
Morganite pots, 5/- each ; Morganite resistors, 3513. Colvern
pots. 22/6: or CLR901. 3/3 each and CLR4083/22, 614. Belling -Lee
L707. 8/9. Fuses 60. each. Wearite Coilsets (with L9). L'don and
Belfast, 22/- Wenvoe and Pontop Pike, 28/- ; H. Moss, K.o.S.,

B'ham and Brighton, 30i-. Pre -amp coils. &- pr. (any channel).
TELEKING.-Constructor's Envelope, 6/-; Coilsets, 4416; Chassis
rectifier, 211- ; Allen Compokit, 50,- : T.C.C. kit. 27/413 ; RM4
39/6: FC302, 31/- ; GL16
nents. L0308. 40/- ; F0305. 21/- DC300C.
and GLIB. 7/6 each , .5T314. 15/- ; SC312, 21/- ; AT310, 301- ;
OP117, 9/- Dubilier Resistor/pot. kit. 81/6.
P.T. SUPER VISOR.-T.C.O. Condenser kit. 23/614 : Erie resistor
pots, 35/- Allen cell kit, 5414 ; 4 yew pots. 28/- : 7 Erie carton
: GL.16 and GL.18, 7/6 each :
sets. 44/6 : Allen- DC/300C, 3916
OP.117 output trans.. 9/- ; Denco
SC.312, 21i- ; FC.302. 31/WA/FMAI. 21/- ; WA/LOT1.42/- ; Denco chassis kit. 51/6 ; WestEnglish' Electric
inghouse WX.6. 3110: WG4A, 7/6 ; LW.7. 28/8: anti
-corona ring.
polystyrene mask, 45/8: perspex filter. 32/8 :
618: Tube sheath, 6/2 ; T.901 tube, inc. carriage and insurance,
222/14110 ; Mac ITB ion trap, 5/-.
°SRAM 912 Erie resistor -pot. kit with ceramic tube resistors,
very highly recommended.
29/6 : Lab, resistor kit, 32/4 ; T.C.C.
condensers. 55!-. PARTRIDGE Components. with loose lead
terminations, Mains trans., 441- ; Smoothing Choke. 2916 ; Output
charge.
trans., 76/9. Price includes Partridge carriage/packing
Printed panel, 14!6. W.E. chassis, 28/8. Send for complete list.
NIULLARD 5 VALVE 10 WATT AMPLIFIER. T.C.C. ConMains trans.,
densers. 45/- ; Erie resistor -pot. kit, 37/6 ; EistoneDenco
chassis,
Elston Output trans., 45/- (both types) ;
36114/6. Small parts as per our list. Matched pairs of valves are
available for both the above designs.
;

.

.

stamn for our comoldts list.

F. HANNEY, 77 Lower Bristol Road, Bath.
Tel: 3311

2/-SP61

CONDENSERS. -Electrolytic B.E.C. 450 volt wkg. 8
mfd., 2:- 8+8 mfd., 3/9 ; 16-18 mfd., 4/- 16+16 mfd..
Dubilier 500 volt wkg. 20 mfd.,
32+32 mfd.,
4'6
32 mfd., 5/-. Bias. 25 mid. 25 volt, 50, 50 volt 2/-.
ltLsISTORS.-Cracked carbon. 1%. 1/6 : 2%, V- each.
w.Scwaarttr i./.542cto.z73.waOtitr, selection.eacji £1 per 100.
Vitreous

H. W. FORREST

L.

4/6
4/6

EA50
EF51
8J5
65.27

Selection of Pot,. -Our selection. 15 for £1.
Parcel of Resistors, Condensers, Pots. -Good Value,

Price 18/9 (Retail) ; Post Free.

Send 6d. in

21-

7/6
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Cheap and easy to fit to any Receiver,
they enable Tubes with low emission

.4!-

Electrical
Government Surplus
26. EAST STREET. MIDDLESBROUGH
Telephone : MID 3418.

Radio

BUILD THIS SET FOR 49/6

Build this

high - quality
radio in 45
mins.
Ex-

portable

deptionally

sensitive
twin - triode

circuit, using
unique assembly system.
Can be built
by anyone.
Ideal for bedroom,
holidays, garden.

etc. Size only
61in. x 5in. x

Sin. in handsome

black -

crackle steel

case,
with
beautiful

"

aa
black and gold dial (station,
battery.
and Long Waves. Uses one 51115 sell,ronutinoci
costs less than 10. for 5 hrs. use ! Many unsolicited testi-

monials. Mr. Norton, of Ogled, writes " Yesterday evening
on the medium waveband I counted 32 separaie stations : I am very

pleased with the set. which is well worth the money." Complete
kit only 49/6. post free, with full plans, easy -to -follow -instructions. etc. Cheque/C.W.O. (or C.O.D. 2/- extra). Sent by

return. Parts sold separately. Plans, parts list, etc. 2/-.'

NEW HIGH QUALITY PARTS BY RETURN OF POST

" Solon " Miniature Soldering Irons, weigh only 3; ozs.,
takes only 25 watts. 198 ; New Lightweight High -resistance
Headphones, boxed. 14/6 pair Spectacle -binoculars for
:

viewing Television, Sports. Theatres, etc. Brings the view
right up to you. Worn like spectacles, special offer, 300 only.
at 12/6 pair ; Miniature personal type Ofitput Transformers,
184 Valves, guaranteed, 8/9 t " R.E.P." Dual wave
41;

Coils with reaction, 4/Variable Condensers, mica
dielectric, .0005 mid., 4/- : 100 pi? Mica Condensers,
excellent quality. 8d. , Small, neat Push-button Switches
"
Bulgin
"
style
Pointer Knobs, standard
(luminous). 2/3 :
Please add postage.
type,
; C.W.O. or C.O.D.
;

BRIGHTON RADIO & TELEVISION CO.,
(Dept. P.T.6),

69, PRESTON STREET, BRIGHTON, 1.

April, 1955

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

AejeSsgotAlways specify

LAFCO

III

E. PAYMENT" CORNER

ERSIN MULTICORE to be precise

THE "METRIX"

Wherever precision soldering is essential, manufac-

with

MULTIMETER 460

28 ranges.
Internal
resistance 16000. ohms per
volt -A.C. and D.C. Volts :
3-7.5-30-75-150-300-750 v. A.C.
and D.C. Resistance from
0 to
2- megohms in two
ranges. Dimensions 51M.

turers, engineers and handymen rely on MULTICORE.
There's a MULTICORE SOLDER just made for the job
you have in hand. Here are some of them.
SIZE 1 CARTON
4 specifications for
radio enthusiasts.

TAPE SOLDER

5!

cores of Ersin

a- 41n. a 1 lin.

MELTS WITH

A MATCH!

der containing

THE "METRIX"

Flux. Needs no
soldering iron

-19 ranges with a sensitivity

200 average

joints.

of 100 ohms per volt from
75-750 volts.

11-

6d

STRIPPER AND CUTTER
For stripping insulation
without leaving
wire, cutting
without nicking
splitting
and
rough edges

3f6

extruded flex.
MANUFACTURERS ARE INVITED TO
WRITE FOR DETAILS OF BULK PACKS AT BULK PRICES

MULTICORE SOLDERS LID.
MULTICORE WORKS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS (BOXMOOR SSM)

G A 66 77
Cr101

ImONEY BACK

°GUARANTEE

,Co

A.C. and D.C.

Resistance 0-100 ohms. Weight :
1 lb. 2 ozs.. Cash Price 69.2.11
or 22/5 deposit and 8 monthly
Volts 15-75-150-300-750.

PERCAR D

BIB WIRE
The 3 in 1 tool.

payments of 22:5.

There is a "Metrix" Meter for YOUR needs
MODEL 400 TR.ANSCLIP.-Currents can be measured
without any volts drop. All voltages (A.C.) up to 600 v. may
be measured. A.C. currents 0-10, 30. 100, 300 A. Accuracy = 5%
F.S.D.. 217.8.0 cash or 42/7 deposit and 8 by 42/7.

MODEL 422E. -Sensitivity 5,000 ohms per volt. A.C. and D.C.
volts 1.5-5-15-50-150-500-1.500. A.C. and D.C. currents 1.5-5-1550-150-500 mA., 1.5-5 amps. resistance, 0-2 meg. in 2 ranges.
Accuracy 1.5% on D.C., 2.5% on A.C. Weighs 21 lbs., £22.14.10
cash or 55/7 deposit and 8 by 55/7.
Send stamp for leaflets of the Metric range, all of which are available
on easy terms.

(Desk i47)
1,11PCO COMPOUNDS. LTD.
3, Corbetts Passage, Rotherhithe New Road, London.
S.E.16.

Telephone :

WE

12in. T.V. TUBES & CITASSIS.-Overwhelming Order, make
further orders at present unacceptable, except for:14in. wide angle rectangle. £6.10.0 plus 15/6 ins., carr. C.W.O.
3 months' guarantee. 17in. wide angle rectangle, £12.10.0 plus
15/6 ins., carr. C.W.O. 3 months' guarantee.

Est. 1

ONLY

IN

RADIO COMPONENTS
LET US QUOTE YOU BY

SPEAKERS; 12/9.-8in., P.M. std. 3-5 ohms, or with O.P.
trans., 14/6. Used, tested and guaranteed. Post 1;9.

-

RETURN FOR ANY RADIO
OR PARTS YOU

SPEAKERS, 4/9. -Sin; M.E. field IX,' 11X or 2K Ohms, with
O.P. trans.. 6/9. Used, tested and guaranteed. Post 1/9.
R.F. UNIT 24, 12d3. -New and packed. Tuning 20-30 me/s,
including 3 valves. Post 2/-.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 2/6 pair. -465 itcls. Post 6d.
V.H.F.1124 RECEIVER. -17/6 with 6 valves. Ex-W.D., new
condition. 6 Channel switching, receives T.V. Sound. police.
fire and amateurs. 30.5 to 40 me/s. I.F. 7 me/s. Post 26. Drawings and Conversion data Free with each set.
2 -GANG CONDENSERS, 2/9. -Standard size .0005. Store
soiled, tested. Also 3 -gang at 2/9. Used. Post 6d.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS, 1/9. -Salvage. All tested, post Ed.

VALVES

REQUIRE
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS ON KITS,
INSTRUMENTS, ETC.

Osram "9!2 " and Mullard "510 "
Amplifier Parts in Stock.

(std. 3-5 ohms).

MEG RESISTORS, 2/9. IRC U.S.A. Post 3d.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 9/9.-350-0-350 v. two -heater
windings. 6 volt and 5 volt. Post 21,
AMPLIFIERS, 57/6.-4 watts output A.C. Also 77/8. Universal push-pull. 7 watt output. Post 2/6.
AMPLIFIERS, 97/6.-5 valve. 10 watts with pre -amp. stave.
3 controls. Post 3/6.
MORSE KEY TAPPERS, 1/ -.-Post 3d.
LIFE JACKET LAMPS. -9d. complete with lead and clip.
U2 Batt. and bulb to fit, 9d. Post 5d.
MIXED CONDENSERS. -New 5/- per 100. Not tested or guar.
but good makes. Post 1/,

BERmondsey 4341.

SPECIALISE

COD.

621 R01,1FORD RD. LONDON, E.12.

2W. stamp for catalogue.

1

MODEL 410

or extra flux.

Sufficient for

:

e-ndtespochitwa-n. d 8 monthly

35 --payments

Real tinl lead sol-

HANDYMAN'S
CARTON

:

Weight

lb. 5 ozs. Cash Price £14.6.4

NEW CATALOGUE WITH H.P.

TERMS 6d.

QUOTES S.A.E.

RADIO SERVICING COMPANY
82

SOUTH EALING ROAD

LONDON W.5

EAL. 5737

NEXT DOOR SOUTH EALING TUBE STATION (TURN LEFT)

iv
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

THE COMPACT TELEVISION
AERIAL
BY
ANTIFERENCE LTD.

CONDENSERS

--ALPHA FOR VALVES

The

11

i'4

81-

P:h1212

P

8/9

['0122)4
P V io

11,6
0,!! 24

idth:
7.16

5i8
8/6

PV.il

4/-

31;10
3118,20

2,...

41,!iil
4141

19/-51-

1-.; II.:-.

11,-

/-.0,1

r:li, '4.:
i.8, 41

8 1051. 460 v.
14 6051. 450 V.
350 e.
0
24
'192 in 475 v,

1.1:e:

183741

1116

112..

SS

9/-

741
C231

,!,,, 1-1::5

18/-

L1494

[4794)

10/6
14(8
8/4

Ii A P-42
17111

i'Fe

::.,F,;ii

8/-

EF,I

74/6/-

prst

6/8

ni..0,1,v1
EV:,6 '
787,4
kki--1-4

0-

70.
10:-,

11,6

PP,,i

8f-

3; k32

El.,

12/6

I: i.33

131-

E1.41

11/6
11/6

1:',1.4.2,

lt6.

1.,,,1,4

gm,.1
I. 7:',/

OAT/;

10,-

4104
61161:

t;11,;

3,6

VT.n2 44,:l.:42)

8-

61'1::

13,6

6614

121

011'12:

[['4

31

!

2-

6-

074

91-

4/4/7

16

1,4/'

11.144'

11,1,i
1,4
185

.

7,1

849

11114

5/6

24::

6,9

113 111.; '8

5,'-

2784
2 i. 4

9.-

..11:8

1-,11:-211

-

1 tr.

1-

,,

'/7074/,

69

5.

IT,
3/94
315..
314

10,8,8

1-

361
41, I
42

11/..

51.,

10,-

51 al: I"

i

.2,

t

124T:

58
80

12A1,7

12447/
i24'w

66 6,:1'
li)1 7,,
3171P1'

1684:

7,6
7.8

5-

n.,-

-2 InfA ,,:),/,

1118

8 nitii, :1i0 v.

iik0i:T
/11,1

61,19

6 i.ri,
/11,741,,
tiai-i
61)71.
e771e11
/16741
6844714T
43117
60117

08
6,6

69

8,9,-

3-

8-

61.2n
3,41[7

11,1

99

8/6

6007
1317

8,-

:12 111fd.

12,6

2.:-.7.11:1'
251,4)1

/0111 no v.
25 ethcl. 25 0
-56 III
12 v
511 mid. 5o e

86
1288

25106cT

8,9
10,8,8

::.17...li :1'

no1,:ii I

1

,

ea,

2/6 Cl.

'111.

11111.

.11111

Iiiiii.

2 thi

12in.

Tin.
0in.

4,9
61
7,3

.1,111

8,8 Co:

1111.

gill.

.11111

94

1

210,
ate 1564. ,i,101 1,1141 101.
411
p0weipeek.,
reeeivere - 4110435-08
1,101

019

P11:1111.

CRYSTAL DIODES
1 aRe, n,/, e11,14 2 101 21
IRON ELEMENTS

-89,411,1,9.1

WIRE ENDED TYPES CARD01f,I.

1 9 ea.
2,3 ea.

WIRE
WOUND RESISTORS

LMAIIL

ORDER ONLY

I :aell

Av,411,4141,

25. 5,1.

1,.

1,1",,.

19,114,1
II

SV:1

y it11
1

;IVY.

followine
1.59 2,19 250. 31,4
I.,em.
194 2 4014 2.500

104,

I. 1189

3.7/64

m

,lear IN
10111,

111,11,1,1110,

W if I

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE "DEPT. P.T."

Me.

mai 41,9

/he

109,

.41100,

I

6 "1110,

1111111

LS

tu,0

v,

Tolermee

aria,,, 4194

4/0 v

1111

ea..

11,4011,-11 m190,1. 00,14, entant

BOARD COVERED

Cash with order or C.O.D. Post-

age 2/3.

11n-

/['/,/

14.11011

I

type

11.51.1.

39 ea.
1, -

DOUBLE TRIMMERS
.,I

;

Reinin

ei4e8

/in

65,

85

1,, told. 511 v.

;

1

with

154,1,111ed

64.4,4,1,0

15,1104 it0

11111 lad.

86

age and Packing charges extra, as follows :
Orders value 10/- add 9d. 20:- add 1/40'. add 1/9 ; 25 add 2:- unless otherwise
stated. Minimum C.O.D. fee and post-

on,)

CHASSIS

., mi

1,- ea.
13

SILICONE COATED

TERMS

.92

;

Tag eluded natal types

.

2576t4T
'15144

111 0.4.
3/9 ea.

BIAS CONDENSERS

1071.

2506,1

v.

441,1,00,1010

19 t46.

:111

8,8
7,6
1018

2.51,61:T

6/3

30!...7.:1'

I

4/9 ea.

WIRE ENDED TYPES
mid. 430

261,2

51,,

AU 9- doz.

11.

2,9 ea.
1'9 ea.
4 9 ea.

76
06

7/1111

oVi).

.1

..1 064. 1,000 v.

500 C.

.11/1

46 ea.

450 0-

24 mid
:12 n6,1. [2,0,.

8;6
6/8

17

** ****
4

9.

261.1
20114

7,6

lii uthi

16

11-

131111

1.000

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS

2,9 ea.

'1 mid. 45,1 v.

p26:6:1'

[2097

9,-

,

11223175"T
Q -

123117
1261,7
123147

7,6

1,1

9,-

12s.I1

76

9-

4,414-4,4504.1

11,111

859 Main, eneigi RV,/

na.

11 iet.
3 - ea...
4:- ea.

1,14,14,1.4514. a-

2091

1918

115 5,4

Cu.

'1,9 CO.
5, eiy

19

/5,' v.
2.-e1 Mbi. 18 v.

12837

9/6

118
128

8

:12

12177

Mari,: 7
60147
681.7

8
1122.1.;;

4,

,,-.

18 -

loin. Ple48,34 Plliptieal

10 ea.

'I mid. 0:7ni v.
8 4004. 450 v.

S

89

11/6
11/9

5-

6.171,

116731

74
69
70

11.4

1241-I!,

6.44

9'-

6/9

,,i,,,,

6.11,1
1).144: I'

11,6

619

PI.' ,)

4

1,1"['''''''

Sig

11.15:11

16

10,-

6 1741

8/6
14/6

SHii

19,,044-

MIDGET METAL TYPES

131-

illr:iVi'i

8/6

1-4,

I

1071

te1,1)11
10613

500

III:8 mid. 500 N.

131

/6,::',51:?:2..,

116641

vu:19

1.1'220

Pt: \ pi

86

7/6
7T56 I, (TT) ,Ii

1,11204

1-

77:1:6:

iiti`e et

/17/I'

47 'I v,.,I:1

123

356:

VT7.5 (KT1-1)

Ii,,.
6

V.

1114

20 -

1/ 1,111. TIV.1,01 W111,111 81/211.1,1

219 ea.

-

17,4

Ple8env

6!,

3,3 Cl.

11.11.2059, 20

5,1

903_,
40,66

81-

1.36

tivla

id. 500

11.11. I 650, 16

v 6 f ce, 509 9, _

140

1'.o1:3-

17

ea.

2

B.R. RANGE
10, S.,050.
nthi. 500 v.

56

7,8

01/i,

11,,1n

2/9 ea.

40

i;c5i:'1'

*-

LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

59 ea.

v

61l2

1111

1213

994i2

itfil.

69 mid. 45,1 v.
414 nIl. 319 o

4;-

7/9
7,9

..,

644

141
8,-

6)11 ea.
5/8 ea.

/1641. 31,1 v 25

-71111,1

1/-

,,

6676

,nol

007
01,2

9/6
8,6

6110%6

8,0
7.6
2/9
5/8

:12 06d. 450 v.

0 mid. 35,1 V

* * * * *

ma.

4 6 ea.

4A.

.411

ea.

38

11.42.551 10 111i11. II! V
16
111 MM. /',,0V

1 174

1, 12.

61197

11'.

1908-

77
80

.0001. .11111/11,, .00111% 48,94.
.00027. .9005, .661, .4102.
.01, 50
26 l'1'.

:459 v.
:12

:12

CONDENSERS

4,9 ea
2 9 ea.
3

32 ,0 mei xn,I v.
22 -52

11 0

MOULDED MICA

116 ea.

0 8 8 mid. 500 v

k 16,i

PEN,-,-,

66 V;
68E6

88

: 04
7,

0. .....

14 416,1. /47/78

:12

prior

i

313 Cl.

36 Cl.

/1204,1. 450 V

8!13

70.7

26 mid. in00 v

24

6'-

14.

p, 'I-

4:-

2ii
21

88/-

7,47
7117

06

16

41/I9002
//7/[16
q 1,60,

6(9
7:9
6/9
5,'11/6
11/8

126

7,8

TR,

0 mid. 2/0 v

14

-

4!-

5,6

"i''

310

6.40111

15/W-

Ill

10

i

ea.

2
3

4R1145 20

20/

1661

76

141

11/6

['VI,
['['2.

714
718

1471741

8..i.19:.

6W2

att. 4141. 101,48
with
4.1411..1
i114. Oti0iiiel

pie,

3,- en.

1,101,11.:116 v.

141

7,4,

I'., 'let

1,1,.

594.

h

im Mu

ea.

4

516

2-

N. 102, !

88

6.tx:,
601.5

9-

['.1,1
13 lai

'

7t.'6

11-

-N41412,04

iii2

7157

13,6

11.4.

H14.21,/

91-

98
96

177 0142 42

5111i I

86216
81,21 ii

78/4

786

12-

19i-

411,231511

6 X -.ii:'

9,-

106
10i-

1;7.40

ii 3.,

/1X4

70

116141

14/6

118,0

7;6

616

9 ,i,Q.;

([1141
(11,4!

18

6 VI -3;

! A1:3

9.-

1., le

Cli),)
6 s, ',1'

4 mid. 45/I V.
14 416,1. 150 v.....
0 ath.l. 3rei v.
10

len

...

12

60,25
I

00pelie1
will, universal 4,40010 ina auk tntekplam
nekdral brown 114541, Overall

4.4- ea.

0

6,9

1-

by wed -

ALUMINIUM CAN TYPES, CLIP
FIXING

6A7
69301
(Al .7

316

7/6

i71 ' 1.A4 1

5%.4i

31

TY2,:

g/g
8;6
10,8
10/6

2,13

,411

known motets

11/116

1188

P3 2,

11/-

"'/1/.
1: Ii

5,6
5,6

11

selerkion or
mektilineturenii

C01.11t1101e1V.

81111)1U14

NEW AND BOXED
0,

stook,:

Noir

I;ITABANTEED
4.'

10

411

pi.

1110 19,

;

84. ea

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
1 -WAY MOUNTING TYPE 31T1
PI niary: 2119-2211 24/4.
41101,1mies: 250-0-210
V. 8/I 11. a 191i a v. 1
54,119 0-1
40111

v

!11,111/11.1

2
41

.1.11111.
4

v. 17,6 e1.

DIT2
P//Ill/ICY : 200-2211-246v.
lea
510-11-550

Ail 11,.1 6-1.5 v 4
amp 145 v. 2 amp
11011k tapped ai. 1 v. 17/8 ea.
V.

5,4

